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School Year By Five Days

Velma 99 No. 96

3 Eagle Scout Generations.
View Honor Court Ceremonies

. Seventy-two-year-old David
Carruthers of Morgan, Tex., made
--- -Eagle-Setitit-W-Noveiniser, 1923:
yeariiititiip-tiOns.e6r snow days-should
—IlyLOintL NfaitILIT
children," Jeffrey told sehool,board
He was a Scout leader when his son
the
system
weather
a
_winter
like
this
Staff Reporter. members.
Tom of Murray made Eagle Scout in
year and last year. .
In a cost cuttingtnove, one of the few
February, 1950,
_
Maurice, Ryan. a veteran school
"Some schools are_statting on the
school .systems in the state going 180
Both
were
on
hand
Monday
night
board'member and chairman of the
instructioiliddrryking-cut its calendar
14th (August 14). Right now we're
when Tom's siii and David's grandson
went
to
a
board
in
1960
when
the
system
to the state,niandated 175 days eflooking at the 15th throtigh the 16th with
made Eagle Scout, the highest rank in
190 day school year, said the days were
fective this fall.
seven days for Christmas, a spring
Scouting in a citywide Court of Honor
added originally when board members
break, a Fish Fry day(Paris Fish Fry)
by'firoops, 45, 13 and 77 at the First
Murray Independent School System
thought the extra days would mean
and Memorial Day,.We would be out
Methodist Church.
board mempers. In a _special session 'quality education. Also,-,-IstdMay 24 leaving 4,s with six days to the
William F. Smith III also became an
Monday night, voted to eliminate five
daysgave the system some buffer days
end of school, meaning that if needed
Eagle Scout d
g the Court of Honor
days from the school calendar, trim- that could be -mimed- and "not be
we could pick up the days.," 'Jeffrey
ceremonies.'th
young 'smith and
Ming total, days from 190 to 185 and
qUestioned."
said.
—
Carruthers are 3. Their Scout leader is
-droppine,/kack to 175 state-requived
Resigisations and Personnel Recom0:B. Boone,and Torn Carruthers, 42-, is
Ryan said the five day elimination
instrUctfonal days.
mendations
an assistant leader. .
will enable the City school system to
.-Selieel----Board-- ,-. Scout leaders on hand for the oc-• Murray- IndependentSchool board members_ also offered -keep 20 people above -state tfinimurn
members Monday night accepted "with
1978-1979Woo1 year contacts to over
casion say three generations 01 Eagle
Foundation Program reimbursement.
regrets" the resignations of Maxine H. • Scouts are tare.
100.certifled.personnel.
"I'll make the motion that we go back
Ryan, a- teacher with SO" Years exTorn. and -David Carruthers-niade
-e-- perle ced24in th-e-Murray system,
School - but with the.understandingt4
Murray __Independent
Eagle in Calcasieu Parish Area Council
going 175 instruction days. Financially
Superintendent Robert G. Jeffrey said
and Pauline McCoy, also with 30 years
in Lake Charles, La.
these days were corning out of local
Monday'night -thilt elimination of the
experience.
"I !vas the _third Eagle Scout in the
kinds and we'll either have to cut down
five days "will not hurt education for
Jeffrey made most final certified
South • when I made it," David
these five days or pare the staff down,"
our youngsters."
personnel recommendation for the 1978- , , Carruthers said.
Ryan said.
"These five days are local effort
school year Monday,night.
The elder Carruthers said he and his
w•
Jeffrey also talked of creating a
totally and really in the past these have
See CITY SCHOOLS
wife rnaae the 740 mile drive from
not been instructional days for school calendar for the 1978-1979 school
Page 8,Colunus5
Texas to Kentucky for the ceremonies.
• 'T hope I'm around for the fourth
generation Eagle Scout," the elder
. Caryuthers laughed.
Mr,and hirs.„Tom Carruthers live.
Route 4, Murray. William F. Smith III
. : is the sop of Mr. and litjrz. William.F.Smith Jr., 405 N. 18th St., Murray.
Both Eagle Scouts are in the eighth
grade at Murray Middle.
begin and continue into. the 1980's."
The Facilities Survey Report which
excellent Continued reinforcement of
Young Carruthers is in the band and
Currently, the Murray system owns
was presented to the Murray Board of the exploratory offerings at the Middle
the senior patrol leader of. Troop 77..
and operates six conventional buses
Education recently indicated that the School was suggested.
Young Smith is on the math team, a
daily with one bus on a standby basis.
The second priority recommendation
top priority for capital outlay exmember of the band and a patrol leader
None of. the buses are over the eight
penditures should be the expansion of is the estahlietunent of a Child
Troop 77.
of
year
depreciation
schedule
and
all
offer
Development Center which would
the Murray Vocational School by the
addition of a new wing. Other priorities facilities for pre-achool and special __appeared to be maintained in good • ---rtAt Chrisman delivered,the "Eagle
- mechanical conditions. The system
Charge" la Scatthi ---lanith--- andeducation classes:—
include a Child Development Center
Carruthers. He tomMended their
• contract.; with local private garages for
and extended planning for central ofAlso
recommended
"without
and described them as
achievements
the
maintenance
of
its
school
buses.
All
fice quarters which would house all - priority" is a general program of site
"marked men" of whom much will be
bus loading areas were termed
office staff.
improvement at all permanent sitei,
expected. He pointed out that "the
adequate except for Robertson because
upgrading on incandescent lighting and
groatost need of.Arnerica today is men
of loading and unloading •on a city
purpose'of the stiryey which is
air-conditioning in Carter and
Of integrity, men willing to stand for
street.
conducted by the State Department of
Robertson
Elementaries, and comOther information discussed in the
i_:0021fiething lest they fall for anything."
Education is to "provide for the local
pletion of the renovation of the Middle
Dr. Bill Grasty represented the Four
report inlcudes community chardistrict an objective evaluation of its
School.
Compliance with these
teristics, financial data, and buildings, • i Rivers Council as chairman of the
educational program and facilities with
recommendations will be completed
Court of Honor The invocation was
and grounds. All facilities maintained
constructive recommendations for
during
the summer according to school
delivered by Rey David Roos, pastor of
by the system received fair to good
thier improvement" according to a
officials
•.
ratings.
the First Christian Church.
letter from Superintendent of Public
The Tenderfoot Investitutre was
Instruction James B, Graham.
The report stated that "...school _ The report was prepared by a survey
bestowed on Samr Mahfoud and Miltol
census for the five year period 1971-72 team representing the various bureaus
•
The report states that "Murray High
Grimes, new Scouts joining the,
through 1975-76 shows a decline of over _ of the State Department assisted by
School provides an excellent program
program.
report
was
The
school
officials.
local
100 student& powevei, becasue of
but interest in broader vocational
James Weatherly, Scoutmaster of
average daily tnembership figures, reviewed by the assistant superinschool offering indicates consideration
of
45, presented the Tenderfoot
Troop
Department
tendents
of
the
State
indications are that a large number of
should be Oven to expansion of
• rank to Andy Jobs and Charles Cella.
Education and approved by the
students from surrounding districts
vocational school offerings."
Bob Waters, council district comare attending the Murray schools. Superintendent of Public Instruction.
missioner, awarded the second , class
and the Secretary of toe State Board of
Projections
the
last
five
based
on
year
Programs at both the Middle School
Education
rank to Kurt Kessler.
figures indicate a slow decline will
and the elementary schools were terTom Carruthers, assistant ScoutEAGLE'CEREMONIES- Three generations of Eagle Scouts were on hand
master of Troop 77unade the first class
presentation to Man Cunningham. D. Monday night in Murray for the induction of Jeffrey Carruthers and William
Grasty awarded merit badges - to the F. Smith 111 in to the highest achievement in Scouting, the rank of Eagle. On
several Scouts who earned them.
hand for the induction were Tom Carruthers, Jeffrey Carruthers'father, and
Charles Clark, district executive, David Carruthers, his grandfather, representing the three generations. They
presented Tim Burchfield, and Joey are pictured at the top. In the second picture from the top, young Smith
Rose the star rank. Bob Hopkins, stands with his mother and father, Mr. and Mrs. William F. Smith jr. of
district commissioner, made the life Murray,and in the photo above-, Carruthers stands with his parents, Mr. and
governor had the legal right to do what
The GOP also called upon state
rank award to L3Trin Rogers, David Mrs. Tom Carruthers of Route 4,Murray. Both Eagles belong to Troop 77.
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) - State
.
he did," Stephens said. "I had two men Treasurer Frances Jones Mills to take
Mikulcik and Don Moseley
Attorney General Robert Stephens said
•
•
_
rweeltaltieseell-AteMsli
on my staff, who are non-political and
whatever legal action is necessary to
today his office has found no violations
halt payment of expenses incurred by
merit employees, investigate both
of state law or administrative reguseparately and jointly to see if there Carroll on the trip until the inlations in Gov. Julian Carroll's use of
was any violation -of any Taw a-raW vestigation is coMpleted.
state owned-airplanes on-s- -personal
rninistra ti ve regulations.
In the resolution, the Republican
vacation trip.
"I feel they did very extensive State Central Committee said it
Stephens said he had two veteran
research," he said.
"condemns and censures the Carroll
assistants injiis office research the
In the sharply worded resolution, the
Administration for its wanton abuse
lane and "They told th'e there was no
and
Central
Republican
State
Committee,
continuing disregard for the taxviolation."
headed by chairman Lee Nunn, urged
payers of this Corrunonwealth.
responsible for all the financial and
Stephens said in a phone interview he
The Murray-Calloway County
years ago In addition to this, Speer has
the
The
around
Stephens
to
comprehensive
make
a
controversy
centers
business affairs that face one of the
last
recently
investigation
the
Community Theatre was
taught at the University of Louisville
had initiated
Investigation to determine if public
use of a 16-seat state plane hy Carroll
nation's finest regional theatres.
week, prior to the release of a
awarded a technical assistance grant
where he instructed a special course in
funds can be used to pay for the
and his family during their March 30According to Weaver, "Speer is
resolution Monday by the state
from the Kentucky Arts Commission.
theatre management. He has conApril 15 vacation. The plane made four
governor's recent vacation in Florida
recognized as one of the most respected
Republican Party urging him to make
"This is a unique grant for your local, ducted similar courses at the
and the Bahamas.
round trips between Miami and the
theatre administrators in the entire
such an investigation.
community theatre to receive," Marvin
University of Kentucky and indiane
"I don't need Lee Nunn to tell me how
Bahamas during their stay
nation.",
Weaver, assistant director of the Arts
"I recognized there could be some
University.
State Auditor George Atkins has
Commission, conveyed to Margaret
legal questions raised whether the. to do my job," Stephens replied.
See THEATRE
launched an audit of the use of all state
In his capacity at ATL, Speer is
Trevathan in a recent telephone conPage 8,Column 7
aircraft and called upon Carrrilk to
versation.
reimburse the states.for the cost of the
Mrs. Trevathan, the theatre group's
trip.
secretary, comrnent&l, "Mr.
executive
Two sections - St Para
However, Carroll has defended his
Weaver used the word 'unique' to
use of the plane, saying he neededdescribe this grant because it is seldom
ready transportation available so he
Secretaries Week is being observed in this community
that an organization of this type
could return to Kentucky in an
U well as throughout the nation this week. In connection
(Community Theatre) experiences
Leonard Vaughn of Murray Fabrics.
Among the Changes were:
emergency.
with this special week, The Murray Ledger & Times is
such tremendous success in such a
was
Inc.,
Monday
has
been
second
The
reelected
to
his
- Bob Dunn has purchased Holland
a
20-page
section
publishing
released
devoted
resolution
today
to the
short time."
successive term as president of the
Drugs from Roy English. English is
approved at an executive session of the
Secretaries °tour community and the local chapter of the.
Weaver was speaking of the , rapid
expected to devote full time to his
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
central committee April 15 and stopped
National Secretaries Association.
growth of the local community theatre,
wholesale Murray Drug Company,
Commerce board of directors.
short of the party taking legal action.
which in just a year's time has captured
The
regular
- David Graham has pruchased
action
the
came
at
"At this time we have opted for this
the imagination of local citizens, as well
Scott Drug on Chestnut;
meeting of the board held Monday
kind of response," said executive
as the public school systems.
- Chuck Stuiffett has purchased the
afternoon. Other pfficers elected were
director Larry Van Hoose "I don't
"The determining factor in the Arts
of Travis Webb in Murray
4
Building Page. II.,
interest
Murray
Walt
publisher
of
the
Apperson,
think legal action eaa be entirely ruled
the
tb
give
Commission's decision
9,10r11
Lassiter will remain as
Minified,
by
Jiggs
reluctance
Datsun.
Ledger
&
Times,
vice-president;
out, but there was a
MCCCT this Theatre Management
Considerable cloudiness and
Comics .
9
co-owner;
chairman
prugs,,
Wallis
of
Jimmy
Ford,
owner
Party
niany,
the.
including
was
the,
keen
interest
in
the
Grant
Cooler today with showers and
Crossword,
- Bill and Dave ShIpwash have
secretary; and Buford Hurt, state
(Cbe Nunn), for the party to enter the
theatre's educational programs,"
possibly some isolated thunderDear Abby
.. .9
their boat and motes Lbusiness
moved
of
the.
:
World.
al4ilaoclinen
thing.
court
of
manager
kind
with
this
..
_
.
Weaver stated.
._
showers. Highe In the 10, to mid
Deaths St Fts?erelf...........11-repartee'
treasurer.
of
kind
Want CO seir %That
This grant,, enphied the- theatre to
ott 111C-1artaeiv -Stan- _4108-. Moody cloudy with showers
Garroirs Callgy•.. .1
abate _ R----yeestyl.the sarisory ttivfmn of bije br--re Jatnerr-Jnittattin WM eiititintle-tri saran"
officials
we
elected
get.froin.the
da rd station across from 'Murray
And1111111deralunvers endiniesatty
as.executive vice presidant-'and Mr*
duty it is to oversee these things." Van
the nation's leading theatre adtonight Lows In the low to mid
Supply
on East Main;
Let's Stay Well
Greg Haley will remain in the position
Hones said in a pffone'interview
ministrators, Sandy Speer of Louisville.
40s. Partly sunny and 'mild
Local Scene
•
Kroger
is now in its new building
critical
of
office
manager
of
The resolution was highly
Speer is currently the managing
Opinion Page •
•
3
Wednesday with highs in dr low
Centraltenter.
Also newly located in
in
Also at Monday's meeting, Johnson
Mrs Mills and Stephens for not having
director of The Actor's Theatre of
Sports
Its,
are Needlewoman and
Center
Central
,.
Louisville, a position that he has held - *flowed board members of several
See PLANE
Hill.Brothers Shoes
changes in Wel nness operations
• since the theatre's inception some ten
Page it, Column 5

-
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•

Milfray Facilities Survey Urges
• Sch

•

In Carroll's Use Of Plane

State AGO Finds No Violations

Community Theatre Gets Grant

inside today

• cooler today

Leonard Vaughn Named
To Repeat Chamber Term

today's index

'AO
.
••
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Ilayden-Phillips
Vows Solemnized

Mrs. Joan Amis, former
missionary to Africa, shared
her testimony in word and
_;904 at .the _Women's Aglow
.-Fellowship
which
met
the bride.
- Tuesday, April 25 at Ken-Bar
The wedding of Jariet Marie Owensboro,"Sister of
bridesmaids were Mrs'.
Inn, Gilbertville(Hwy 641).
Hayden and Joseph Keith The
Linda Hart of Owensboro and
Mrs. Amis is the wife of Dr. Phillips took place on Karen Jackson of Sargho.
Mary
St.
April-8,
at
Saturday,
Bob Amis and the mother ..of
Jerry Phillips of Owensboro
,..fppir.chifdren. She now lives in Magdalene Catholic Church at was best man for his brother.
•
Sargho.
Hopkinsville where her
groomsmen. were Bill
The bride is the daughter of The
husband practices surgery.
Alexander and Doug Wathen.
Hayden
Mrs.
Eugene
Mrs. Amis is a native of Mr. and
Ushers were Mark Hayden
Taylorsville, Kentucky and of Owensboro Route Six, and- and Mark McCoy. They were
caihier
at'
attended the University of is employed as a
all of Owensboro.
Kentucky at -Lexington-where Wetzel.%
Serving in Holy Communion
Mr.
sop
of
Mr. Phillips is the
she received the Bacheleir and
Cynthia Phillips and
were
and Mrs; Hoyt Phillips, 2424
Masters degrees in Music.
Barry Hayden. Junior at'Griffith
Avenue,
Dr.. and Mrs. Amis were South •
tendant wasChris Alexander.
4..,- ..--Appointed by the Southern ---3enaralirO,Aind is a.butcher
After a short:wedding trip
grandson
of
Baptist Mission Board as . at Wetzels. Hersa
the
couple will reside on
- missionaries to Nigeria in Mrs. Lydia Phillips of Murray Owensboro Route Five.
Mrs.
'Hall
Farris
1965. They served two tours in and Mr. and
DAR LUNCHEON — Karen Atkins, Musk major from Camden, Tn„ seated, presentedOut of teisr_,n guests were Mr.
Eku, Nigeria where Dr. Amis of 4446 South Cherokee,_ and Mrs.-Paul A..Lassiter of selections on the piano at the Good Citizen luncheon held..bt,the Captain Wendell
'
Worited in the hospital and Owensboro.
- Revolution held at the Murray
.• Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Our); Chapter "of the Daughters of the American
The matron Of;honor was
Mrs. Amis served as
, Woman's. Club House on Saturday, April 8, at twelve noon. Miss Atkins, introduced by
Mark Hayden and Matthew of
missionary homemaker which Mrs. Connie -Alexander of . Whitesville.
Mrs. John Liye%ry, regent, standing center, was a winner of the Good Citizens award by
included teaching and enthe DAR Chapter At Cunden,is,„Avisen she was a high school senior. Mrs. John W.
tertaining. They were in
Brinkley, Jr., standing left, acceptedthe award for her son, John W. Brinkley Iii as Good
Nigeria when the Biafrap War
Citizen of Calloway County High School who was unable to attend due to parMiss PeAgy Lee RciAers
broke..ciat, and observed Much
ticipation-arthe-fterituciry High School Speech-Tournament-It Lexington. him-Madge
silffering by the people:
Diugaid, standing right, accepted the award for Miss Karen Jackson, daughter of Mr.
Women's Aglow Fellowship
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Rogers of Farmington Route One an- High
School
who
was
in
Florida.
and Mrs. Willie Jackson, as Good.Citizen of:Murray
aLso SponsorS neighborhood
nouncelhe
engagement and approaching mafflage of their ,
Bro. Ed Davis gave the invocation. Dennis Nall, president of the Sons of the American
Bible _Study and- Sharing,only elatighterT Peggy Lee,-to Dennis Morris-, on-el-Me
April
2829;
at
'o
('Alpha
Chapter
-The
Rho
Sotherset.
levoliitTO-ri-Chipter;h1s wile. and young son-,--Cienny. Jr., v-Veie guts alone With-Tvtn.
Groups. To locate a group in
Mrs.
Marlon
Morris
of
Murray
Route
One.
Officers for the 1918-79 were
Delta Kappa met April 19 at
Davis and daughter, and Mrs. I. B.'Burkeen. Other members present were Mesdames
your area, or for tranThe bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Bennie Finney
elected as the follciiving: Bess
the Triangle Restaurant.
Gaykad Forrest, Bernice Morehead, cVells Purdorn, Sr, loal Cole, Price Doyle, Ray
sportation, telephone Ann
and
the late Mr. Fitiney of Farmington Route One and Mr.and
June W. Smith, associate Kerlick, president, Lucy Ann
'44unday,144.-Rysts,Robert/my,and Leonard Vaughn. Byson, 436-5453.
.professor in the Department Forrest, vice president, Mrs. Rudy Rogers of Mayfield. She is a 1976 graduate_of
of Child Studies of Murray Crystat- Parks, corresponding Calloway County High School and is presently employed by
State University, presented secretarY, Doll Redick, Minnens of Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Lancie
We program. She lectured and recording secretary,
lutp Mr and Mra fart
she had made Geraldine Myers, treasurer, Morrisof Murray RoutetSeven and the,
Miller
of
Murray
Route
One.
He
is
a
1974 graduate of FarMary
Nanney, chaplain,
during the past tier summers
Janice Hooks, sergeant-at- mington High School and presently owns and operates Browns
while in Europe.
Tuesday, April 25
Wednesday, April 28
Particular attention was arms, and Sue Adams, Grove Grocery.
A May wedding is being planned.
—Suberhan-----flowienia-keFs --Hazel Senior Citizenst will given to the slides of'English historian.
•
Of
ahead
meet
at
the
Hazel Community school
The May meeting will be in
It pays to know
their
children,
seams, cracked glass or.
Center at one p.m.
tune what precautions to take
classrooms, playgrounds, and the home of Agnes McDaniel
broken seals.
after a tornado, so tuck these
Seek Help, Shelter
other facilities. Also; slides of at 902 South 17th Street. Ali-Ledies day luncheon will be various points of interest in will be a potluck luncheon at
instructions back into your
Stay out of the disaster area
Tau • Phi Lambda Sorority served at Murray Country Italy, Greece and England 12 noon on May 6.
unless you live there or are an
subconscious. Be ready to, pull
Tonifell
Following the business.
them out again if you need -4 emergency worker. Often the will meet at the home of Er- Club at noon with Brenda were shown.
Bargain
Hite
Joanna Sykes presided at meeting a dessert plate was
them,for the tornadeseason is
whole area isSealed off for a nestine Garland, 218 Ii-van, at Marquardt as chairman of the
Theetres
At
These
hostesses.
business
the
upon us. •
meeting. served by the hostesses, Lucy
period of time following a seven p.m.
They_ come_ ,from George.
Maybelle Walker gave thi Ann Forrest and Bess Kerlick.
tornado or ether disaster.
_—
Murray Branch of the
.__ Turner,erheisa engineer with
‘
You can get food, Clothing,
„,..,,,y1
Bowling for Senior Citizens devotion. The Kentucky State.-7,,,
--the UK College of Agriculture
medical care and shelter at AAUW will meet at the home will he--at- Corvette Lanes at ,c9rtventam was announced for 11-"
4 6-Cj 1-••
Cooperative Extension SerRed Cross Stations or from of Mrs. Alfred M. Wolfson at 1:30 p.m.
vice. Part of his professional'
disaster centers set up by 7:15 p.m.
training and experience has
local authorities.
Congregate meals will be
Corey David Bynum, son of
Murray TOPS Club 'will served at Douglas Center for
Notify relatives of your
been in a areas of-civil defense
Mr. and Mrs. David Bynum of
and natural disasters_
safety, if possible, but don't tie meet at the Health Center at senior citizens. Call 751,0929 .4t
Murray
Route
Four,
siamasea may cassia'.
up telephone tines it they ore seven _p.m.
by 11:15 a.m. for trait_
celebrated his first birthday .
• Don't,go into 11133f_demaRecl
needed fdi emergency salt
Tuesday, April 25
with a party at the home of his
building until you're SURE
Intelligent use of a CB radio
advantage,
Christian
grandparents.
Mr. and Mrs. aimm
Women!s _
- ars safe," Turner emphasizes__
;can be sr
Four
members
of
the
Twin
Thursday, April 2/
nimimimmo
Wort iri,
Please Gall75M314
"Watch out for loose
especially if your Community Fellowship of the 'First'
Zeta Department, Murray Lakers Good Sam Club of W. A. Keeling of Calvert City.
Those attending were Corey
plaster, weakened stairways
or area of the state- has a CB Christian Church will meet in Woman's Club will meet at 'Murray attended the Kenand floors, as well as for
emergency organization in the sanctuary at seven p.m. 7:30 p.m. at the club house tucky Samboree held at and Chris Bynum, Jason
Ti
E
MANYEA
'Ke,.
with. Lam and Maxine Clark
weakened walls and ceilings.
operation.
with Walt Apperson as guest Shelbyville April 14, 15. and 16. Walker, Todd, Chad, and
to present a special program. speaker.
Don't touch any open wiring or
Start Clean-Up
They were Dock and Larue Nathan Freeman, Jayna,
downed wires, either, until the
-You .are responsible for
Wallace and Freeland Martha Mike, and Billy Keeling,
—Tuesday, April 25
place has been okayed by an
Alison and Amanda Freeman,
cleaning up debris from your
Butterworth.
United
Murray
Sub-District
Murray-Calloway
County
electrician."
own property as soon as it is Community. Theatre Arti, Methodist Youth will meet at
The four made the trip in the and Jeff Beck.
Gas May Be Leaking
practical to do so," says Inc., will hold its
general the Murray First Church at Wallace's motor home as
Imagine your lite lungs by a thread.
If you smell gas, get out of
Turner. -Don't turn elec- membership meeting. at 7:30 .seven p.m.
space was limited 'ar the
golui
on,
back
the building. Open some
_water
or
tricity, gas
CallIt7S1 e whet
t40' campers
p.m. at the Calloway County'
1010 Chestnut
windows and doors on the way
or use a fireplace or chimney, Public Library.
Wranglers Riding Club will from all over Kentucky and
out and turn off the main gas
without a careful safety check
meet at seven p.m. at the club. seven other states were
valve at the meter. Notify the
Ames
by an expert in such things"
ci
Shower for Mr. and Mrs. Note change from court house. registered. The Butterworths
gas company, police or fire
A• home only mildly Glenn West of Lynn Grove
have a travel trailer but the
department from another
damaged by the tornado could who lost their home and
by four decided to go in the
Tasting— --luseheon
phone. Don't go back into the
burn down because of contents by fire will be held 'Calloway
County Wallace motor home. building until authorities say
damaged wiring or a gas leak. from six to nine p.m. at the Homemakers will be held
Highlights of the samhoree
it's okay to do so.
Water darnage,can be severe Salem Baptist Church.
from eleven a.m. to 1:30 p.m. included square dancing,
Be Wary of
from leaking plumbing or
at the Education buildiflg, music programs, prizes,
Water. Food
heating systems,
First United . Methodist potluck supper, and tour of the
Wednesday, April 26
Drink only approved.
Wear heavy shoes and tough
horse farms in the area. The
Church.
Murray State University
chlorinated or boiled water.
gloves to protect yourself
All Seats $3.00
Murray group said three
Under 17 Must Have
Consider wells, cisterns, and
from gl-ass, fiberglass in- Percussion Ensemble, Tom
No Bargain Nite Written Permission
Square dance workshop will campers were present from
other water systems guilty of
sulation and other debris.. Vanaredel, conductor, will be on patio of Student Union the state of Maine.
GU K.Central Clr
/iTUPO/iY
contamination until proven
Contact your insurance present its spring concert at' Building, Murray State
'
innocent.
In the University University, from eight to 9:30
agent as soon as possible
NIGHT
LEFTOVER EGGS
of glass or . other_
_about any property damage.. .331eiter;
-Now- about'-a topper.. for
- pjp --Open -trrpubltx
debris may be in food supHIGH 4001(lE SELLER
making vegetables more
plies, so be careful. Throw out
Shelia
Scott, daughter of
Ellis Center will be open interesting? This one uses
any canned foods with split
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for leftover eggs beautifully. Pour Shirley Scott, has won a.trip
Now Open Fri.-Sat.-Sun.
senior citizens with devotion medium white sauce over to Opryland U. S. A., Nash- 121,Soutn
at 10:05 am., quilting or own cooked vegetables green ville, Tn., for high sales of
"Swedish Fly Girls"(R)
handwork at 10:30 a.m., lunch beans, asparagus, Girl Scout cookies in ,the
"Female Response"(R)
at noon, and table games or cauliflower, broccoli) then campaign sponsored by tile
sprinkle with a mixture of Bear Creek Girl Scout Counshuffleboard at one p.m.
The April luncheon meeting business meeting during
sieved hard-cooked egg yolks, cil. Shelia, a member of
of Chapter M. P. E. 0.. which arrangements were
Baritone recital by Norman chopped parsley and chopped Brownie Troop 281 at Carter
A square dance workshop Sisterhood, was held on made for
transportation of I.. Pack Eldorado, Ill., will hard-cooked egg whites, If you School where she is in the
will be held Tharsday. April Saturday in the lovely new delegates to the state P.
E. O., begin at seven p.m. lii Farrell want to get fancy, you can call third grade sold 180 boxes
27, from eight to 9:30 p.m on home of Mrs. Robert T. Convention which will be
heldflecital Hall, Price Doyle Fine the dish Green Beans Mimosa, of Girl Scout cookies to win
the patio of the Student Union Bryan. near Puryear,-,Tn. at Stouffer's Inn in
Louisville Arts Center, MSU.
the name for this topper.
the trip to Opryland•
Building, Murray State Mrs. Olga Freeman served as in May. PropOsed
amendUnistrsity.
assistant ,hostess The lace- ments.to be considered at the
Concert by Murray Sta'
This event will be sponsored clothed luncheon table was convention were discussed.
Brass Choir w
University
by the MSU Recreational Club centered with a crystalbeiW1 of
at
8:15
p.m. in (411
begin
who invite the public to attend. lilac and azalea blossoms
The program was presented
Recital
Hall,
Price
Doyle Fine
by
Steve Kickert will toe caller
Mrs. Henry McKenzie, who
In the absence of the
Arts Center, MSU. No charge
and ref reshmenis' will be president, Mrs. Bryon, vice- read from examples of
and public is invited served
resident, presided at the original humorous verse
which she stated were
written on demand, and not
by inspiration. These included
verses to accompany gifts.-on
various occasions; messages
Sy MILS' 1111220WMISTOP4E
f,Iff•r
K , rLy
associatad ,Prass-Food Edo°,
addressed to individuals, and
I '00
get well messages.
EVENING REPRESHEL
Kumquat Sundaes
CoffIT
Members in attendance
ICUMQUATSUN,DAFS
other than those mentioned
4 navel oranges,
W. personally
above, were Mrs. A. It TitBottled kumquats in •
overeptivialevity
swarth, Mrs. Paul W. &urn,
heavy syrup
*
With fries or baked potato
common we sell
1 pint vanilla ice cream
.Bags
Mrs. John C. Quertermous
and topping, and Stockade
*IlLtachrnents
•
Cut
away
hod
airs
Toast,salad, drink.
frOm'araitias
La'wrence .Philpot, Mew
so they are membrane-Ins-A complete meal, priced.
kig. Mrs:.8%,(113.40.• Me 4 rurriquatifrelivfifteasrfack'
*Hoses
tii.
ing sevds;d mix. with orara,
Mrs L. J. •Hortin, -Mrs.
At'serving.time
(.'hill.
scoop
Sit-CIOVVI1 tO
Harlan Hodges, Miss Ann ice cream into sherbet alas...,
Herron, Mrs. Maurice P. spoon the kumquat 'Melia',
Christopher, and Mrs. Ed- over the ice cream and tip
ward M. Nunnelee of each serving with a whOle
Bel-Air Shopping Center
gust. Makes 4 servings
-Mayfield.
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June W.Smith Speaks
At Rho Chapter
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Mrk.Robert T,, Bryan
.orks!lop, Square Hostess-For PEO Meet

Dancing Planned

Truck Load Sale

Save 10% to 20%

COOKING
IS FUN
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real steak meal.Siltialti
instead!
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Be d mom.and more
humble,there's no
pl-ace

home.

EDITORIAL
-

cretarie5
Deserve-Prii'se

The Secretaries of our cornmunity as well as the rest of the
nation are being honored
d
this week, National
Secrefaries Week, a time set
aside to honor this important
segment of the business corn-

make inquiries and to act as a
buffer in general.
We take this opportunity to
extend congratulations to the
secretaries of our community
and especially to the Murray
Chapter of the - N_ational
SecretarieS Association. Thi
Murray Cbapter of NSA wellFew businesses could survive
- deserved has taken a place
without the vast
-the business and
dettiLNoTIL_- _done
groups in the cfty.
:
secretag.Ste legal p ession,
airn
"Their
and
goal
is
to
uplift
for example,,relies heavily on
their vocation, recognize and.
secretaries to produce the
___become,cognizant
of their true_ _
voluminous
amo
,
--todocuments involve in
in
_
pride,
ablilty
their
and acprofession.
canplishments.
The businessman, harried by
We' applaud their aims and
countless decisions, relies on
otter or best, wishes to the
" the cool eficiency of a secretary
to write letters, give answers, secretaries or our community
in this,their special week.

'bide One an- .•
rriage of their

Bennie Finney
ne and Mr. and
'6 graduate of
employed by
ri Mrs. Lancie
and
Car
aduate of Farterates Browns

Scot,
s

Neither a borrower nor a

lender be and)ou will
wallc. around naKed.

1q785/aeox

All work and no play
-1 will baretrffeet-ine-7
„ ..payments.,-,

-1—- a-MtiiVssU
A litfteliW4(4
at.eleven.

Film

°oEng ack
_ 10 Years Ago
The Murray-Calloway County Civil
Defense Rescue Squad is moving
rapidly toward its goal of establishing a
County fire fighting unit for Calloway
County, a spokesman said,
Major Larry,D. Hosford was recently
awarded the Army Commendation
medal for meritorious service while
assigned as an instructor with the
Ordinance School at Aberdeen, Md.
, Members of the Murray University
School Chapter of the Future Business
Leaders of America With their sponsor,
Lanette Thurman, are attending the '
annual state meeting April 25-27 in
1°uiti
The Rev.'T. A.- Thacker, charter
member of the Murray Civitan Club,
was honored at a dinner by the local
club- at the- 'Mangle Inn. He has
1.eargried- as-Mlnister of the Memorial
Baptist Church after 10% years to take a pastorate in Louisville.
Births reported include a boy,
Michael WaysteTterldr.-and him-Wayne
(Butch) Thompson on April IL

20 Years Ago

Garrott's Galley

By M.C. Garrott

Carolyn 'Parker,- winner of the
-Calloway -County -Spelling Bee
"March 21,,•was named as winner from _
BeJoisaConniff
' Kentucki at the spelling bee held at
htemphis,lt:She won a silver pin, $25
savings bond, and a Paper Mate-pin.
' She is a student at Kirksey *hool.
Approximately 4,400 new telephone
.directories will be delivered to homes
and businesses in Murray and.Calloway
Counii, according to F. H. Riddle,
comMercial manager of the Southern
Celebrities can be Pretty nice people. laugbauid were on their way to their
home, They were close friends,
NEW YORK (AP)
"When you
The former Sandra Hamrick learned' home in Gallatin Tenn. near NashBell
and all the cash oahand each month is
Telephone Company.
•
— ++++++
.nvest over a lorieriod cif time, just a
.An,nette Palmer,daughter of Kenneth
this the other_ _
.when she_ flex
invested,
--..---Erniesishow-was-producett-trrthe big
small amounto naley grows into a big
Murray to visit her parents, Mr. and
and Evelyn Palmer, has earned the
Third, all dividends and proceeds
All the way to Nashville, Mist" studios out at
Burbank, and when Bill
sum," said Tom O'Hara, chairman of
Mrs. Bill Hamrick, at 517 Whitnell.
state
from sale of stock are reinvested. No
degree in Future Homemakers of
Mandrell took care of Jennifer Lee,
invited
me to go see it with him, I America,
the National Association of Investment
dividends"are•declared by the clubs; all
the highest degree of the
Now Mrs. Walter Ferony andlivingin 'giving her her bottle and changing her
jumped
at.
the
chance..
Not
only
was organization. She is a junior at
Clubs.
Springfield, Va., just across the diaper. She even carried her off the
the money goes right hack into the
Kirksey
there
a
note from Ernie at the security jegiv.schoot_ancuittrik_oreo
Members of the Mutual Investment
Potomac-from Washington,she had.her plane before handingher over to--'-- ;office to let us
market.
Hull is her
in,
but
weirere
orted advisor. _
Club of Detroit know this. At their first
hands full with a set of four-months-old Grandpa Bill, who was at the airport to-, past a long
If applied, such a philosophy means
line of people waiting to let 13v.. and
meeting *February 19s10.the six omenmrn. Qv!" Blilington antwin daughters when she. boarded her--_meet his new twin grand-daughters for- - in right into
no in-out trading. Solid stocks are
his dressing roorn.
izers deposited $10 each. Each of those
flight at Washington's National Airport'- -the first time.
acquired, and held. Short-term -flucflounce
-the
engagement and apThere
for nearly an hour, I sat bug
deposits is now worth $793.82.
- proaching marriage of their daughter,
for Nashville.
tuations are all but ignored. So are fads.
"She was just as nice aish..could
eyed
and
open-mouthed
hanging
onto
One of the original members invested
To travel with all paraphernkta. have been," said Sandra. "I don't know
And as a consequence, commission
every word as Bill and Ernie Mary Evelyn, to Dan Shipley, son of
irregularly during the first 8 year* of
needed to care for one baby is chore how I would have made it without her
costs are held clown.
reminisced and caught each other up on Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Shipley.'
the club's existence, and hai made only
enought', but two! It's an un- help."
s.
ice Doyle represented the
family
and friends. Later, we had seats captain
Wendell oury caispier of the
sporadic investments in recent years.
derstaternent,to say she was one busy
+++++tir.,
right
beside
one
of
the-big
cameras
and-Daughters of the American
But his $8,124 investment is worth
young lady. :
I couldn't help but think of Tennessee
Revolution
within a hoe handle's distance of
$83,783.
at the DAR 67th Continental Congress.
Just across the aisle ear a pretty Ernie Ford when Rebecca Dublin; my
and
his
stool.
Another member who joined a year
young lady and her,
husband, also en secretary, told me about Sandra's
Two years later we met again - this held April 14-18 at Washington, D. C.
later has deposited $8,238 to date. He
route to Nashville. Noticing Sandra's experience. I have been privileged to • time at Palo
Alto, near San Francisco
has withdrawn $6,000 from his account,
predicament, she leaned over and said, meet my share of celebrity "biggies" in
and where he had a ranch. We were
but it still has a current worth of
"Here,let me help you. I just love little my day, and I rate Tennessee Ernie
back with another convention, and
$85,696.
babies."'
Ford the nicest friendliest and most
Ernie dropped by to visit again with
O'Mara,- wisvestat a founder of that
"t Jennifer Lee, one of the twins, was personable of' them all.
Bill, who persuaded him-to crack a few
club, reports Dist the 16 current
Albert B. Canton of Murray
ut
Rook_ Two.
__handed_ across the_aisla to _Barbara
I methifn on two occasions:-The-first- jokes-at-the-big-dinner-we -were-having------and senior
-- at Murray
memTheilhave deposited $112,929, have
State -College
Mandrell, the popular country music was in Los Angeles when he had his
or
couples we had in tow.
drawn out $193,643, and as of March 31
made
it
to
the finals of the Interstate
singer, for the rest of the trip,. The regular Ilnirsday night TV network
++++++
still had $502,000 on hand.
•••-•
other, Laura Jen% remained in her show. We were in LA on a sales conHe did just that, but had to leave Oratorical Conlest held at NorOver the years member4 have with'Mother's arms.
vention, and our general sales
early. I was outside in a hall when he thwestern University,
drawn funds for housing, for education
Dr. C. J. McDevitt presented a
Miss Mandrel', who will be manager,a young fellow by the name of
left and was visiting with him about
and for other essentials and
remembered, by local television Bill Lane, and Ernie had grown up
Harlan County and Southeast Kentucky medical paper on "Indoctrine
emergencies. They have in a • sense
Abnormalities and Their Relationship
viewers as one of the' celebrities ap- togeVer- In Bristol, Va. In fact, they° when one of our guests, a little lady
by to Diseases of Women"
lived the biblical parable of the
at the meeting
pearing on WPSD-TV's big fall telethon worked on the same radio station.
. the name of Emma Maust from Pigeon,
multiplication of the fishes.
of the Kentucky •cynecological and
a couple years back, is a member of the
When Bill was our Indiana sales
Mich., burst through the doors.
, Interest is growing again in inboard of directors of the Country Music manager and whenever Ernie would
"Don't you dare leave before T get to Obstetrical Society held at the ifrapwn
'vestment clubs after some relatively
Hotel at Louisville.
Association, which 'had just held a appear at the Indiana State Fair, he
meet you!" she exclaimed. "I always
bad tunes when the stock market fell
A field meeting in pasture immeeting in Washington. She and her always stayed at Bill's Indianapolis
watch you on TV. You are my biggest'
out of•pepular favor. As small investors
provement
and higher _corn yields will
favorite"
withdre*IromThe market, many clubs
be held on the farm of Dr. C. H. Jones at
By •SAMUEL KOO
"Well, bless your heart!" Ernie said,
were disbanded.
Lynn Grove on April 26, according to
Associated Press Writer
putting his arm across her shoulders
But thousands kept going, and many
and asking her name and where she County Agent S. V. Foy.
of them managed not just to survive but
Billy Platt, Jimmy White, James
lived. Then turning to me, he said,
to roll up extraordinary gains, if not on
"Here, get my picture with Miss Phillips, Junior Knight, Bobby Grogan,
a month-to-month basis then frequently
Emma!" Mrs. Maust was so excited Edward Lawrence, H. M. Lawrence,
in the comparison of one year With
she was about to explode. Moments Charles Tidwell, Buddy White, Frank
another.
Hill, Paul Brandon, Charlie White',
later, he was gone.
Did the Detroit club discover some
if/ Fortunately, the picture was good Keith Brandon, Joe Davenport, Dan
daizling insight into the market'
and I had one enlarged to send to Mrs. Taylor, Billy Erwin,and Rob R. Erwin,
Hardly. They discovered some funMaust. On an impulse, I took some members, and Carman Parks, advisor,
damental truths, the kind that many
white ink. and wrote on it, "To my of the Hazel High School Chapter of the
small investors ignore in their
friend, Emma Maust, with best wishes, Future Farmers of America, have
eagerness to make a fortune.
Tennessee Ernie Ford." I mailed it to returned from a tour of New Orleans,
First off, they learned patience; that
La., and Biloxi, Miss., April 14 id 18.
uraTED NATIONS ( AP ) -- The there are
strictly.
line
policy
her.
time is important, that time cannot be recent defection of Arkady N. Shev- have kept highranking officials who
• "The Gay Rancerho" starring Roy
from
undersecretary-general
-An
their jobs for more than 20
Rogers and Trigger and Jane Frazee is
hurried. People who invest.for a qiiick chenko, a top Soviet U.N. employee,_ years. But
remain
to
prefers
who
Europe,
Western
The
following
yearLI
sags_Mrs.
Maust
inorrie! tokeenn.sensitiYe
killing, they learned, often find they has brought- tei-The surface ii"-diiestiotr U.N. job, the official needs his governanonymoue,. says iher -Mould- be
aglin - this time in San Diego. She and showing at the Varsity Theatre. that has troubled the world ment's blessing.
have slain themselves.
the
"some .flexibility" in 'upholding
her husband had again qualified for our
Those who have patience, however, organization since its inception: Can
concept of an independent civil service
West Coast convention. Recognizing
Some officials make no secret of their
often find their stocks grow as the members of the international civil close association with their governfor the 149-nation community.
her at the hotel door, I sad, "Why,
econpmy expands, and often at a much service conduct themselves in- ments. For example, China's Tang
"Given the diverse political
you're the lady I took the picture of with
faster pace. And the sole obligation of dependently of their governments?
situations in member countries, I don't
Tennessee Ernie Ford last year."
Mingchao, undersecretary-general for
"For all have sinned and come
Shevchenko, the undersecretary- political
the investor is to ride along with that
think we can apply any hard-and-fast
"Yes, and you know what!" she short of the gory of God." Romans
affairs and decolonization,
Security
general
and
political
for
„
growth.
rule. We should try to deal with glaring
exclaimed. "He sent it to me' 323
lives in the Chinese Mission building
Council affairs, refused a Soviet order where all
Learning from their experience in the
violations only -like attempts by some
No man can ever boast in the presautographed. I have it above my desk in
Chinese diplomats stay in
founding club, O'Hara and his to return home and took an indefinite New York.
government leaders to place relatives
the office." She was thrilled to death ence of God. The word here: for sin
associates developed a philosophy that leave of absence. He cited "difand friends in U.N. posts or the subwith it. I was happy because she was means literally '.'missing the mark."
'Shevchenko also called frequently at
ferences” with his government.
now underlies the thinking of almost all
stitution of political favoritism for
happy, and it helped make a nice guy All of us have missed God's best for
the Soviet Mission on his way to and
our lives Yet God still loses us.
Both Sheychenko's statement and the from
Member clubs.,
merit in pronetions."
even nicer.
work and followed the Moscow
•
First, the stocks selected for con- subsequent Soviet demand for his
disnissal indicate that neither paid
sideration almost always are those of
much attention to the neptral character
companies growing faster than the
ABOUT THIS PAGE
industry of which they are a part. And, of the U.N. Secretarians laid down in
kditorials,
columns and other
Charter.
U.N.
the
of course, the industries chosen are also
opinionated articles on this page are
Article 100 states that the U.N. staff
growing solidly.
presented for the purpose of
"shall not seek or receive instructions
DRUG,ABUSE
Second, members are encouraged to
providing a 101-Urn -for the free
deposit a certain amount each month,' from any government" or from any
exchange of differing opinions.
a' health column from the
other outside authority.
We at The Murray Ledger &
It also requires each member state
Alcohol, Drug Abuse, and Mental Health Administration
Tunes strongly believe that to limit
"to respect the exclusively inU.S. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare
Murray Ledger & Times
opinionated articles to only those
ternational character of the responwhich parrallel the edi4orial
a possible cause of later dm;
Myes'Drug Abuse in
sibilities of the secretary-general and
vention in your family there
Walter I. Appeals
Publisher
,tint
suae.t problems.
rn0.%
re
, /1,4jer., ci, ,s,rtanugurk_niejrse,I..e., ixitpeiien
.41ta_.., , Opportunities
philosophy of this newspaper would
Your Fandly-i--Part I
H t:enc McCutchlielt
Editor
must first he a strong commitand
not
staff
to
peek
the
to
influence
The Murray I edger & Times n published
)f,a disservice to our readers.
Drug abuse prevention
Prevention can be as easy
ment from yob
them in the discharge of their
every afternoon except Sundays. July 4,(lunghome anti in school
)ionitive
"week"
in 1978 is a ',ear-long
as helping your children to
Thankagiving
readers
by
Day
and
Year.
Therefore,
Day,
New
Mal
we encourage
V
"Prevention
is
responsibilities."
•
family. aimofind oho-natives to drugs If
effort designed to help fam/Array Newspapers, Inc, 103 N 411 IL,
proems..lf children grow bp • -• A stable
who do not agree with an editorial
Although the charter principle apSecond Claw Postage Paid al
Murray, Ky
ilies, communities, and States
you don't already know just
can
security,
and
love
with
an,
by
stand
presented
or
the
Milers .try 47071
ideas
1Tpthileerreapce for the child's, what your children like to do
to prevent the abuse of drugs
plies to all U.N. civil servants, the
•exprem_themselses
freely,
are
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
individual writer in a column or
best, take the' time to.fin11 Out
question of whether U.N. employees
eon:fere, in.$0 per month, payable in advance
-Families play an important Jcalistic itul yet optimistic
AI Models of thoughtful and
By risen in Calloway County and to Benton. NorTeo often. other seemrogly
other artIcle, to respond -with their • role in preventing drug 'abuse.' about their abilities. and can
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interests
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din, Mayfield. Sedalia and Fermin/ton. K y . and
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

- Here's the Answer ffg

.-Theratiothing Like Your Own Home,SweetHome
payment may look more_ at-You can have a toot over
By VIVIAN BROWN
tractive to them in the banki your head in your old age and
Newsfeatures
stead of in the house..
howe maintenance that costs
Before deciding that a house,
If you are young, scrimping
far less, no doubt, than other
even in these times, is an exliving arrangements.
is a good tool for acquiring
orbitant investment, consider
things you want and it is the
--You can deduct the interest
the advantages.
time to &awn a budget to make
on your mortgage from your ineven
decades,
last
these
In
come tax. Als0,-Ihwallterest'on
it possible to buy or ,rent even- families with low incomes have
.tually. As your financial acuhome improvement loans.
financial
made considerable
men increases, you. will learn
. -You are not bothered by
strides in their real estate ,
to inore judiciously apply the
special restrictions that may be
tax
the
transactions. But when
fun* where they can give the
forced upon you if you rent an
bills arrive, they grumble over
optimum rehire.
are
You
home
a
or
apartment
the cost of keeping up a house,
Think for example, 10 years
chilmany
how
on
limited
not
and they may fail to remember
hence - if yob buy a house on
how
or
have
may
you
dren
all the things a home provides
a 30-year mortgage, it could-fit
many pets. Both children and
in terms of happiness and indeinto your retirement plans earproperty
the
on
play
can
pets
pendence•for the owners.
ly in life. You will have a home
interference.
without
Ask a few homeowners what
paid off to do what you wish on
your
rereodel
can
-You
they realistically 'find are adyour retirement. You can live
vantages of owning their own- awhorne to your heart's content,
in it or take the equity' and
making your home conform to
home. Some will complain of
move on to the ultimate retireyour own needs and comforts.
the high cost of -maintenance,
ment place of year choice.
, -You can borrow money on
some w.ill point out the high
your property to ineel une"post of taxes, assessments and
• Taller grass provides more
acted financial ups and doving.
44 her, necessary expenses.
for deeper rooting if deep40oct
own'
your
plant
can
-You,
.
unother
of
complain
will
Some
—
is practiced,
favorlawn
watering
and
garden
special
roofs
leaking
costs
expected
owning
of
joys
the
of
One
ites.
••
that
tree
the
r,
need-repai
that
your own home isle see things
must be disposed of after a
High nitrogen ferti4ers stims
develop end- grow,-whether usstorm or a failure of the septic- •
lawn growth and increase
,ulate
a
Planting
outalde.
or
:doors
system.
water requirepents. _ _• _
Vegetable garden or flower ger- But on the other hand, many
_
will see that the advaptages of .. 'den and seeing the.results each
Italian ar15th-century
Late
only
is
that
hobby
a
is
summer
outfar
owning one's home
tititects designed the huge, red
• matched by gotng fishing!.
weigh the costs., -_ • ' •
people face the buy-or,---10A-walls of Moscow's Krems
-Here:-18 whef_eons-iT rept decision pow. Even 1.- lin to enclose Abe palaces and
had to say about their good forproper terms can be met to
churches built by the czars.
tune:
-Your own home provides
The enclosure, which measures
off-hy 'one
they am put
buy,
_
certain privileges, none of them Abeam another - more than
65 acres, now proteets the seat
really earth-shaking but they -- likely the-tact that the -down
Ehe-Russtan government.
'of
all add up to a lot of happiness.

Ar

mobile home where we would
By .ANDN LANG
like to stay for the rest of our
• ap
*glean.: rs
lives. However. we are • bit
• . sonic
•r u:
•
Q
scared of taking such a step bestall
;• got, _
cause we read from lime le
-um ui
acrwegligge _June g_Layt the owners of 'nee
•- 1 re=
eeessity of geepidg, _ bile home sites forcing teiskiiia
about u
to leave for one reason qr anthe paneling a few days in dye'
.
other. Is this legal'
his= where it is So be installed.
Do I have this correct? And, if . -e a - is tssureed that you
are planning to live iti a.mabile
sb, vrhy is this necessary. since
home retirement community.
it means I will not be able to
Yes, such things as you menstart work for a few days after
tion have occurred, but they
•
delivery of the panels"
are becoming less frequent as
A.- Your.recollection is cot- .
the standards for such commurect. The panels must be exnities, especially those catering
posed to the room's normal huto the elderly, are raised. Also,
nudity before being installed so
lawniakers are alining more
,that -they can adjust to the
stringent regulations to protect
' moisture. Follow the manufac•
the tenants Of course, the ideal
- turer's instructions on how the
way to ivy+ a mobile home is to
panels_shouklbe sUic_Ited-durtiNi
have it placed on your own
thlsad)ustment period. If you
put up.the paneling as soon as
land. If you decide to-live In --the delivery has been made,
one of the mobile home parks,
,. the material may contract or
investigate at thoroughly. And
.
a/ter --it-1W -been at OM everything, else, have an
attorney check -the lease end
tached to the-studS or wall, re-the regulations to be certain., _
suiting in some misalignment
that you understand them craw .,
Byt.pernuttuig the panels to
pletely and are not "surprised':
corilriethr .expand before they
by.'somethinelhat oirOgaLigs are installed, this problem usu-441s4Cy
ar
ally will not occur,
G.
ssc00.11 floor ISIT
locw plow
,
/036
tife- SEMbr-etttzens
Q. - rhave obtained some
a
buying
about
' and thinking
THE COUNTRY LOOK of this home is enhanced by-gable-style dormers.
' wooden discs cut from the
trunk of a large tree that lied
Cgrl Gaiser's Plen HA1036G,features window seats in each dormer JO the
been-&eafted hy a storm. I IRsecond-floor master bedroom. This plan has 1,369 square feet on the first
a
make
to
them
use
to
tend
floor and 856 square feet upstairs. For more information, write to the arpatio floor of the kind that I
chitect-enclosing a stamped, self-addressed envelope--at 25600 Telegrapb.
weii show
you
Can
age
yessis
_
-----sitirgevetetlaid
be
should
they
tell me how
'
broaden your -A--- toe the
-- -A.-- First, soak thern in a
homeownerswood preservative for w feet contents
-7Prepare -a growl ptt-or--.• bours
coverage to
bed, at least 4 inches in-depth.
replacement
for drainage. The discs won't
value. See hcew
rock or slide as you lay them if
- wide border of tiles
put a
made and the quantity o(. wopd
By IiIVIAN BROWN
you cover the entire patio area
we compare.
ground the top of the tub,. an
end other ,materials is 'deterAP Newsfeatures
with sand, then hose down gent.tn:aa in a
mined. A reasonable amount - effect that was obat
An old bathroom, especially a
- - ly. The sand settles in the gravwaste as -4. newly decorated apartment.
for
allowed
be
must
nice roomy one, may become a
el or it in the spaces between
might break when you try . The bathroom -must be fairly
fun deCorating project that in- tiles
the discs. Sprinkle 'some dry
large if the tub size is inMurray
aft
147 M.
them. •
cludes boxing and tiling the t° cutold-fashioned
portland cement over the-sand.
bathtub with • _......creased. For thetAied of proj- An
753-4/37
he
,
Whoa
dampen
Thee
--rcorners can Se put Info a
ect a goof tile man rill*it" be
Representing
- Even a- small room can be round box by bridging the gap
.cement dries and hardens, the
needed to do the project. A doas..--tquare
- tat,
one
imbedded
In
firmly
be
beautiful
will
discs
KEMPER
FEDERAL
with a doable
it-yourselfer who knows his own
interior desapier at the corners
well-known
place.
.
limitations-tin be an accurate
INSURANCE CORP-A.INY
had two walls 'gLass-paneled round-edged corner tile.
.. _. ,
The author feels that the , judge of how much outside help
Do-a-yourselfers will find
from tub to ceiling, and had the
_he will.Reed in completing his
make
_frames are
much valuable informattrin-lzr- -'Mb biased in with white tile. It
project. though the directions may
even
and
handbook,
effect
••Praclovely
a
was
Lang's
made
Andy
complicated.
seem
available
Repairs,larger.
look
the
much
room
Home
Steal
-The Complete Home Car- _ An experienced do-it-yoursel..
- byweinding 1E50 to this news- -----ft you build a-strong trente. ter may make his enclosure
penter" is published by Hobbs;--Teaneck,
projWI.
you can have a successful
paper at Box 5,
special. He might
Merril)
ect, says "The Complete Home something
07666. Questions of general inCarpenter," edited by George
terest will be answered in the
Daniels.
column, but individual correThe frame should be strong
spondence cannot be underenough to resist warping in a
taken.)
-asteamy atmosphere It must be
the
to all
famiwAss
it -touches so that
a it
lagened
Will be able to withstand
By ANDY LANG
generally areare charged as a full
APNewstestures
knocks from mops or other
inch.
floor cleaning equipment. The
Most woods purchased by doThe price aflumber, like that
outer surface should be waterof everything else, has gone up it-yourselfers are softwoods,
tight with the pipework under
considerably over the years. which come from coniferous or
the tub accessible for mainteThis and the wider selection of needle-bearing trees. They usurecommends.
nance, the book
available species, and items ally, but not always, are softer
This excellent book has cornthat lumber
than the hardwoods, which are
make
01rnplcPlaza
batiding-the
-plete-rbrectionrfort carefulli-n7).
-be—th-e- product of broadlea
tilt
fro
Other
753-4150
enclosure.
tub
/ what the size of the pruject.
trees.. Softwoods include
offers include a storage.box on_.
ndnlderafloristh
redieciod, cedar,_
room
alcoves,
built-in
wheels,
tate that the purchaser never cypress, hemlock,spruce, white
dividers, an English-style flat
lose sight of the number one
fir, larch and yarious kinds of
roof, Dutch doors, and even
rule, which is to buy the kind of
pine. Hardwoods include birch,'
garden fences.
lumber most suitable for the
One-half-inch exterior ply.
maple, oak, alder, ash, cherry,
purpose. Fundamental as that
wood is preferable to „less duhickory, gum, walnut, beech
disregarded.
often
is
it
sounds,
rable surfaces if one plans to
and poplar.
Smoke Free Guarantee
not deliberately, but purely bepaint or laminate the surIt
Plan
knowledge
cause of lack of
25 Year Warranty & Protection
face of the enclosure.
Is -psi as much a false -econoBefore you buy anything, the
▪
One Day Lnstailation
1Do-it-yourselfers will find
into which each frame
my to buy wood that is too
N,Foundation Required
•
much valuable information in
at
therefore,
measured
be
must
Id
and,
job
fit
the
for
good
shoidci
Over ISO Models Available
Andy Lang's handbook, "Pracseveral points where the floor
too expensive, as it is to buy
1 -rnig,it not be even and "the- lurnber that will not fill the bill. ticed- Home Repairs,' available
"
--"
$1.50 to this news-walls slightly out of true," as
When you aren't sure, ask, by sending
IWO eits er eat ban my career ss wit See weebbey meek se is**
5, Teaneck, NJ
Box
at
paper
happens in an old
usually
'
the
into
fall
ask, ask Don't
pees gins screens, beer* accessories & weed stoves aid reiesil
•
07666.
house; the book advises
being
common mistake of
After measuring, using plumb
afraid to admit you don't know
lines and following lirections to
too much about lumber. Your
the letter, scale drawings are
local lumber. yard sells service
BURT-IN
as well as materials. I have
found that most lumber vardr
employ a larger percentage of
WORN OUT?
knowledgeable,sales personnel
HOTPOINT
than nearly all other retail esCAN REPLACE IT
tablishrnents. Find such a person and ask him what kind of
— es'
lumber he suggests for your
r
particular project. Ask "her'
if necessary, because the best
lumber expert in our local lumber yard is a woman.:
DELUXE BUILT-IN
.. In the meantime, one of the
ISURFACE.CDOIUNG UNT
iluries-yeu- should-11;1°w as -that-fttrtfsistrs t
the usual lumber sizes aren't
exactly as stated. That 2 by 4
el "33V
"
you hear so much about is really only 1'1 by 3": inches. It was
14#1+.4ortfa feint2 by9 before it was surfaced
illeUeoire'r COPTS
and seasoned. The first figure,
by the way, is the thickness,
West Kentucky
the second the width. The fact
that the stated sizes are nomiCenter
Appliance
nal before being surfaced and
541 Nark Illurse,
seasoned) should be kept in
mind when making measure7534475
ments. Wherchuober is sold by
Across hem CAW.' Nom
the board foot, the measure is
Soorpsbitra
'equivalent to a piece one inch
Appliance's Ac• an, ONLY
thick and 12 inches square
gasiniess I
Thicknesses less than one inch
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We Build Brick. or Stone Wood Burning
Fireplaces Featuring:
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sasitary home features parapet
THE ENGLISH TUDOR dulip of
walls, adzed Umber, stalk snki.and brim on "the exterior Rudolph
Matern's Plan HAusall-silers delit.roonai le a 2,100-square-foot setting.
This plan includes an alifilleaarade, a garden cowl and a drive-through
for privacy For more binesnon, write to the architect--encloaing a
stamped, self-addressed savelopa-at ell East Jericho Turnpike, Mineola,
N.Y. 11501.
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ELECTRICAL0PLUMBING0ELECTRICAL0PLUMBING •ELECTRICAL•PLUMBING•

•ELECTRICAL•PLUMB1NG

IF YOU'RE
STILL
ROUGHING
IT OUT...
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You Rough In misiL
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W.Have
PVC, DWV,
& Fittings,
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tokf
4411
440°
I At>
ft 406,
Of •

.

CPVC, Sweat copper

WE DELIVER . •

-

4kr 4lItt
Atis .4110
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Thinking of Building
or Remodeling Your
Kitchen?

Cabinets

Be sure to stop by and see our kitchen display!

Fast Delivery!

ttakerillait•

•

- ST

FORMICA TOPS'
FREE ESTIMATES

..

Caterifte"" Ybut •
Plumbing & Electric Needs

901 Arcadia

E Aitodated LUmber

a

753-6822

41 '

PLUMBING•ELECTRIICAL•PLUMBING•ELECTRICAL•PtUMBING•ELECTRICALl

•
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1-Different Styles
On Display

a
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!'r 411:7,
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1

DWV,Copper, Styrene,

ELECTRIC SUPPLY
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SAVE!
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.
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g Can Help
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•
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EVERYBODY WANTS IT - Debbie Napkins of the Flyers has possession
their 3-1
win Sunday over the Cosmos. The Murray Soccer Association will continuo aillk(gamas'being
played for tile next fiye weekends.
-

Miele* Tom Grey)

Garne.s Olen Season For•
way Soccer

Four

•
._
In the secondg,ame Sunday., 'Wings and Cosmos play at 2
the Chiefs edged the Flames 3.• p.m. while theFlyers meet the
opened Saturday.
Chiefs at 3 p.m-. The public Lc
A total of 33 girls from city
Leslie Foster scored twice. invited to attend the games.
and county schools, grades --tor the Chiefs while kel1P-.14
two through fotte;-are involved Cathey added one gbal. For
,
.
- the Flames, Houng Dinh
in the program this year.
- -The games are played-oh
bottrgoals.
'
• Saturdays lioids13undays at the
The 9 a.m. Saturday game
MSU soccer ifeld._
...this week will pit the Fra
1Vre are five teams in The against the Flames while the
league /ItS year.-The- -teams • 10 a.m. game will find the Red
•. and coaches are as follows: - Wings meeting the Chiefs.
Flyers - Tom Wagner; Red
" In Sunday's action, the Red
The 1978.__seasOn for the •
Murray Soccer Association_

Wings - Miles Simpson;
Cosmos- Dave CareFlames
K. M. George; and Chiefs .
Ron Foster.
In Saturday's play, the
Flyers won -34 over the Red
Wings. Melinda Butterworth
had scored two goals for the
Sherri
while
winners
Gallimore also had a goal.
For the Red Wings, Nancy
Smith and Komal Dahl each
• e.scored a goaL
the second -game
- In
Saturday, the Flames edged
•
the Cosmos 3-1. Liz Marquardt
had two goals for the winners
while Houng Dinh scored one.
For the Cosmos, Elizabeth
Oakley scored the lone goal.
Sunday's first game found
the Flyers taking the Cosmos
3-1.
For the Flyers, Sherri
•
Gallimore; Kim Twigg and
Melindajititterworth scored a
goal apiece while 'for the
Cosmos, Elizabeth Oakley
scored.

MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers vibe brio set
received Moir isemr-delivered
cmy of TIN Merrily ladysr
noes by 3:10 pan. AllemaryFridm or by 3:SO p. m. se Sahadrys in vim/ to call 7534116
betweenE30 p. dirmsd 6 p.m.,
Meedrvirlifey, er Is* p.w.
ode p. Setertleys, to beers
Misery if die newspaper. Celli
west be pieced by 4 p.m. weekdips or 4 p.m. Saturdays IS
yearusim tioihrory.

ANOTHER SAVE - Lisa SitaelliikaOli. *Polio for dm ChietsrmianitHirmIlklialwa-M-Waill _MO
soccer action ftliallit-MOWIWIRCUTIreseciatiei.111WChiefs was•3-2_ titekreinfiltrnamil

•

EDGEWOOD, Ky.-(AP).

High-scoring guard-foranrd
Doug Schloemer of Covington •
Holmes High School has
signed with the Univer
Cincinnati, a • UC basketball
spokesman said.
The 6-foot-5 Schloemer was
Ihe first signee for new coach
Ed Badger, former head
coach of the Chicago Bulls.
Schloemer was regarded as
one of the finest high school
prospects out of). northern
Kentucky since Dave Cowens,
who now plays for the Boston
Celtics:
Schloemer, who signed with
the Bearcats Monday night,
averaged 24.4 points and 11
rebounds
while _leading
Holmes to a 34-2 record and a,
runnerup spot in the Kentutky'
St-ate --High -School. Tour
uncieq,

Badger
described
Schloemer as "One of the
most intelligent players I have
ever seen on the high school
level."
Badger
said
Schloemer's inside knowledge
of the game "is the equivalent
of having a coach on the
tet
floor."
4. four-year starter, tie is
Holmes' all-time scoring and
rebounding- leader with 2,61

points and 1,300 rebounds.
Schloemer led the Bulldogs to
three straight trips to the state
tournament and capped his
career by being named first
team all-state.

Alt Igeobisksfasse.111-_,kily 1
.-Course content for the workshop will focus
on photography and drawing experiences.
Students may upgrade their drawing skills
through structured activities in line, value.
and various compositional approaches
Matreials to be used include graphite,
charcoal, and marking media
Athletic Trainer, Workshop-July 17-21
This i.vezkshop is designed for high school
coaches and trainers and wilt cover such areas
as recognTilitg lhjurks.
conditioning techniques, preventive and
protective taping techniques, proper use of
training supplies, and reconditioning of
injured athleses.-Coaches may pay optional
52 extra and receive continuing education
unit credit,
'
Basketball Camp (Boye)-June 15-24,
July- 9.14
liidividual techniques, team fundamentals,
offense and defense, strategy, and actual
game play will be offered under varsity
coaches There will be guest appearances by
outstanding college and professional
basketball players

Heart el-Dial. Cheerleadine and Band......
Front Camp-June 19-22
Classes will be held for beginner.
- Intermediate, and advanced twirlers. drum
majors, pompon corps, dance and drill teams,
flItg and rifle corps, and additional areas that
relate to the h'igh school and the college band
front

Baton Twirling Teams
Five days-- J1,, -v 21
Rifle Squads
Five days-July 17-21
Flag Carps
Jive -days-July 17-21 • .
Football Camp-June 12-16, June 26.
30
Football fundamentals-passing
offensive strategy, receiving, blockinj.
kicking, defensive techniques, pass defense
running, weight training-will be covered in
this camp

High ikbool,Speech Institute-July 2329
A two-divisiort -institute covering both.
161-e-rTis and- InTerpretaTICTW.-Forenircs
includes beginning and advanced debate as
well as extempore speaking. Interpretative
division includes interpretation of prose,
poetiti, and drama, No previous experience is
necessary,
Horsemanship--June 12-16 (Beginners).
June 19-23 (Experienced), Jung 26-30
Ionelsalf day. &fee nine to slaves)
This workshop includes instruction. in
procedural equitation, handling, and care of
the horse

MIGHTY BIG SHRIMP
at a mighty small price.
9 Golden Fried Shrimp
Fabulous Fryes
Tangy Slaw
2 Crispy Hushpuppies

SMIMMter Chamber M110446 Camp-August
'7.11
The Sumner Chamber Music Camp is
designed for high school string players
interested in improving performance skills
Through participatiOrt V a - summer chamber —
orchestra, string quartets, and other organized
chamber music groups Private lessons from
the string faculty at Murray State will be
arranged "Recitals, concerts, field trips, daily
rehearsals, and coaching sessions will
complete the five-day camp

Tennis Caurp-June 12-23. June 25:
July' 7, July 9-21
Individual Instruction will be offered in
forehand, backhand, serve, volley, smash, lob„
dropshot-with singles and doubles strategy. •

Course content will include an introduction
to three computer languages The students
Will have hands-on experience with
interactive terminals, small computers, and
eftperience within the computer science
laboratory

Casement Cavalcade-July 17-21
The nationally known Casavant Cavalcade
of Performance Workshops will be offered at
Murray State University
The following
workshops are scheduled
Field Cooductor-D,',. Maim
Five days-July 17-21

Summer Youth Program
Sponsored by the Center
for Continuing Education
Murray State University
C) Art Workshop
Murray. Kentucky 42071
• •
o Ath let ic Trainers Wor kshop
The hurray State UniVersIty Slimmer
Basketball Ca4ip (Bow
Youth Program is designed for junior
o Binketball Camp ff.Arisi
high school and senior high school
Coo/wont Cavalcade
students
El Held conduce& --Drum
For information and a brochure on any
PlExhtbition Maratki
of these fun filled programs, fill out and
0 13(0041 TVAIiing Teems
trims -sque,t, •Turn this reply fortn or write Suirirrker,
p
_
lib-Prrarem.-XAMILACSrantir"11°g-"-""IlrArlutsi 'sificc-rViorkshos,
Football Camp

0 Heart of Dixie Cheerleading
and Band Front Camp
O High School Speech Institute
0 Horsemanship
l}Journalism

•

Offer good all day on Wednesday • While Supply Lams

'"1"
lof high school 'netegpaper and
ign
"
led
"
"itz
Dej
sud
yearbook staffs and advisers Sessions will be
conducted on writing, editing, advertising.
photography, layout and design of
newspapers and yearbooks

Volleyball--July 10.14
Instruction will be . given in skill
development, conditioning, and game
strategy- with-lhe use of films, videotaping.
and current teaching techniques"";

Fundamental offensive and defensive player
techniques and team strategy, with films,
videotape. and competition will be offered in
this Camp Instruction will be divided into
begin-ner. intermediate, and advanced.

•
•
•
•

CHASING IT DOWN - iiiiiiirtaioiiili a
-Marquardt goes
after the ball in action In fit. Miskiii Slicer Association.

4

U Summer Chamber Music Camp

Mall to Summer Youth Progratn, Cent4 for Continuing EduCarion, Murray Start University. Murray, Kentucky
4r71

-
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an Gets 475th Cà'reOrWiñ
'Breds Crush kirith-Rated Memphis As
Threatt, Niswonger Supply Firei3oWer
the 'Breds hit the ball hard
Niswonger,a junior who had and sometbnes against you.
- March was•great month
and right by people. And in five hits in a twinblll with
some cases, over people.
Middle Tennessee Saturday, for us and in April, we had a
Al Luigs opened the bottom smashed a 400-foot grandslam couple of days we weren't as
of the 'Bred first inning with a homerun in leftcenter and it good and they just happened
to be conference games.
line shot off the yellow pole on was a 9-1 lead.
.
-Just a couple of bounces of
the fence in rightcenter,
For a few minutes, it looked
missing a homerun by no as if the three homers and the the ball in those, first two
more than an inch.nine runs might be wasted as games at Western KentuckyAfter a walk to Doran the wind began whipping up could have turned it around.
Perdue, sophomore cen- and the skies grew extremely But when you only play 12
games, you can lose a couple
terfieldeh Tony Threatt dark.
and be in trouble real quickly.
smacked a drive into rightWith the lead, the 'Breda We didnt' play well at all when
center. Memphis. State centerfielder Phil Smith ran back needed only to play !Our and we lost two at Middle Tento the fence, leaped and may one-half innings. Finally, in nessee but other than that,
have even touched the ball. the top of the fifth, everyone *e've played pretty good ball
But this time, nobody jumped. breathed a sigh of relief as this season."
over the fence, as has been Wezet quickly set the side
Reagan. one. of baseball's
-down in order, to make it an
happening lately.
most all-time winning coats
•
Threatt's three-run blast official game.
The 'Breds added two more ces, will reach the cherished
was all the support Murray_
Memphis State rfighthander
'righthander Mark Wezet - runs in the Last of the fifth aS 500-win plateau sometime
Blair Gilbert came into the
"heeded. But -Wezet, who. had Cliff Buechel and Doran next season. He had .no idea
contest- with a 9-0 record and
_laat a .2-1 game at Memphis Perdue were on second apd the win over Memphis State
: mmates were 30-4 on
a•-•heheisirseirs
State earlier this season, got third when a wild pitch hit the was his 475th. - .
the season. Gilbert left the
"I was totally unaware of
backstop and bounced toward
more support.
lice(isiftaStevilkIll-sprailasAmil~ltersterne after three complete
the Murray dugout, allowing. that. But I couldn't be happier
=- •
buriligiNfiSisionli base. The hasiiii if the field was taking place Is Wit third inning litter a millstone ilittlelayed the game for --Anilines and after having given
than to do it igainst a top-10!
'
- The'Breda til't*-cine more both men to score.
up three homeruns.
shaskISiMsetes. Eventvelly,lha was was calked after six images.
ranked teeth.," he acted'.
run in the first, an "elcheapo"
-He had beaten us at their
'-Witiphilsse by Mike aramkaa)
The 'Bred jayvee teani,,
as Rob Courtney walked, went
The rain started falling in
place and we felt like we could
to second and third on a wild the top of the sixth and after consisting mostly of unhit him better than we did last
play
pitch and scored on catcher the 'Breds completed their derclassmen, will
time. Itsjust seemed to me our
Ted 13- oe's one-out sacrificer--turn 'at bat in the last of the'' Paducah Community -College
players were 'really deterfly. Inning, the game was halted at 2:30 p. m. Wednesday at
mined to go out and beat
Reagan Field.
Memphis
got
its
by the umpires
only
run
in
:
another top-notch club and
On Thursday, the 25-17
the second. Mike -Pressgrovel- Threatt had two hits, both
they cherished the idea" of
'Breds will host Arkansas
led off with a double then after -homers,
the
while
other
•
sight
going up against a pro
a walk and an error loaded the players in the lineup all had State to a pair of games with
prospect." said MSU coach
the first contest to begin at 1 p...
Johnny Reagan, who pushed bases, Mike Clark singled for one hit apiece.
m. Then on Sunday, MSU will
an
RBI.
his career win total to 475.
way. MSILhad an easy 8-0 doubles over Sheesley-Wood p.m Saturday, it will be
By MIKE BRANDON
"As I've said many times close its season against
But
the
next
batter
hit
aline
Ledger & Times Sports Editor victpry.
hthen took the second Set a bit father against son as Coach
"I was kidding their Coach shot to Al Luigs at short for a before, hitting is contagious," backyard rival Southern
Bennie Purcell had
The reason eight Matches easier, winning 6-3: In the Bennie Purcell of the Racers before the
Illinois in a single game whieh
game about_ 6-5 doubleplay then Went Reagan said. ,
pleasant surprise Monday:- .-- were played instead of nine is number - twO
doubles. will watch his team battle son throwing their'
"Niswonger and Threattatir is het for 2:30 p.m.
nuinfier'
one
retired
the
nett
man
on
a
tap
'When his Murray State because rain started to fall Soegaard-Berthiaume won a Mel and Memphis State.
•
pitcher at us and he told me he back to the box to end the ,really swinging hot bats. They:
Momplisbaft
Before
the
weekend
University tennis team played and five singles matches were tough match, going down to
has more respect for us than inning and escape with only are both very aggressive at
quadrangular, the Racers.
Austin Peay here a few weeks completed outside. But Austin the wire.
any .team they've played all. one run being scored off him. the plate and they are going up
Soegaard-Berthiaume won have a dual match at Martin season.
ago. the Racers won a 7-2 Peay has one portable court
So we're still
The game was halted by. and getting good rips in. This
match and many of the which was Rut down in the 7-6 in the first set over Sapot- Wednesday.
respected.
rain for about 20 minutes in is Darrell's second week of
matches were extremely Winfield Dunn Center.
Locke but then lost 6-7 in the
"We. would have beaten an the top of the third and after a hitting the ball.
close.
One singles match Ili* two second set before coming back
awfully lot of teams today,' rather nice thundershower,
So when his Racers went to doubles matches were played for a 6-4 win and the match in
Reagan said.
the corners around the infield
"They are both playing with
repay the visit to Clarksville. and by the time the third the third set.
Indeed.
were burnt off and play a lot of confidence and right
Leonard-Leeper, who would
Purcell was expecting an doubles match was to be
As they have been doing for resumed.
now, they are two mighty fine
extremely close match.
played, it was going on 11 pan. have. probably won their
ab r it
the last several games, the
Threatt led off the Murray hitters," Reagan added.
By
The
Associated
Press
3
1 1
It didn't turn out quite that and the two coaches agreed to match at three, didn't play
'Breds were absolutely third with another homerun to
Does
the
2 2 1
fact
the
'Breds
Quarter-finals
are
because of the lateness of the
ca.
!:
j
t
birs.
4
T
2
committing
premeditated
and
nghtcenter
and it was a 5-1 out of the conference race courtne
Beet of Seven
;
c1
,3b
the score was not hour.
1 2 1
first degree murder at the game. Then after Rob mean they are under less Weimer-lb
Sunday's
3
1
1
GarpPs
e-s-erypteased tu go-to
plose_Lbe matches-, Tar the
Pdhiall2 New York plate_ The story of this season Courtney walked and singles pressure -and thereforilitore—P'._
......_ -— -7:4-1.17.
8
Clarksville and come out with
malt part. were.
) reloil
4. I 1
107, Philadelphia wins series for the 'Breds has been by Bill Wagoner and Ted Poe relaxed at the plate? .
an 8-0 win," Purcell said.
3 i 1
they've hit the ball hard but loaded the bases. hot-hitting
"I can't go along with that,„ Boeclialdi
4-0
•
Thuds
The exceptions came in the
'
II 11 MI
Darrell Niswonger quickly Reagan said. "The conference
Wiaington 98, San Antonio right at people.
singles where at one, Ragnar
'•We really didn't expect to
against
But
Memphis
State,
unloaded
the bases.
can sometimes work for you
Felix of the Racers won an go down there and come back 95, Washington leads series 3-1
Milwaukee 143, Denver 112,
easy 6-1, 6-2 match over Palo with a shutout. We feel as if
Calloway County's baseball Cam us at four where Roger we're playing very well at the Den'ver leads series 2-1
game with Marshall County Berthiaurne won 6-2, 6e2 over present time and we're hoping
Seattle 49, Portland 84,
„Monday was rained out.
Scott Sapot and at five where we can continue," he added Seattle leads series 2-1
The teams got in two Jeff Leeper won 6-4, 6-0 over
Tuesday's Games
The Racers will be involved
complete innings of play Ken Wood.
Deever at Milwaukee
in a- home quadrangular
before the game was halted.
Washington at San AntonioBut the rest of the matches Friday and Saturday. At 2
— Tames BYhtiin Ied--df the were very dose. At two, Jan p.m. Friday; the Racers will
Wethiesda y'S-GMnes
Thank—you for making our previiii—
as-StRediction Sale—a-Tirge success. Even
first inning for Calloway with Soegaard won 7-6, 6-4 over try and gain revenge for an
Portland at Seattle
with
tremendous
our
success
this
a solo bomerun then Danny Brian
of
sale, we are still short of our sales pace due
Friday, Apr. ZS
Sheesley;
Chris earlier loss at Middle TenRogers singled, stole second Leonard had to go split sets nessee. At the same time,
to the bad winter.
San Antonio at Washington,
and scored on Keith Edwards' before winning 3-6, 6-3 and 6-4 Memphis State will take on if necessary Cadillac, Oldsmobile and Pontiac are shipping us cars daily and we are leaving
single.
Milwaukee at Denver
at three over Warren Locke; Eastern Kentucky.
same savings on our cars that we had during our Stock Reduction Sale.
the
- The Lakers are scheduled to and at six, Tom Lie won in
Sunday, Apr. 30
Mel Purcell will be playing
play at Farmington today, at split sets 4-6, 6-3 and 6-3 over in a featured match
Washington at San Antonio,
and the
Mayfield Wedensday, at home Mohammed Zafar.
time will be announced later if necessary
:ova From $500
Thursday against Lone Oak
Denver at Milwaukee, if
Fehx-lie won their first set in the week.
and at Fancy Farm Friday.
776 at number one in the
Saturday, Murray will play necessary
Wednesday, May 3
Eastern Kentucky at 9 a.m.
Up To $2,500
Milwaukee at Denver, if
while Memphis State takes on
necessary
Middle Tennessee. Then at 2
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
If someone who was not a
great baseball fan happened
to drop by Reagan Field
Monday afternoon and was
informed that the nation's
ninth-ranked college .team
was playing a --Aube, the
person would have surely
thought that team was
Murray.
_ Playing as well as they've
played all season and against
e of the top pitcherothey've
'faced, the 'Breds had
.evieryone in- the lineup hit
safely as they belted ninth-rated Memphis State 11-1 in. a
-genie called after six inning
kJ
‘because of rain.

Cage Playoffs
At A Glance

The Public Is
invited to hear

Emerson J. Estes
at the

Hickory drove
Church of Christ
April 2729
Services Begin at

A M ERICANLEAGUE
•
East
W
L
Pct.
Detr
10
3
.769
Bost
10
5
.667
Milw
8
7
.533
NY.
7
8
.467
Clev
6
7
.482
Bait
5 10
133
Toro
5 10
.333
West
KC
11
2
.846
Oald
11
3
.786
62
Cal
10
5
.667
2
Chi
5
8
.385
6
Minn
6 11
.353
7
Seat
8 14
.300
8h
Tex
3 10
.231
8
Monday's Games
Cleveland 4, Toronto 2
Detroit 4, Chicago 1
New York 8, Baltimore 2
Kansas City 8, Texas 6
Minnesota at Oakland, ppd.,
rain
Seattle 6, Californial12 Innings
Tuesday's Games
cleveland (Garland 1-2) at
Toronto (Garvin 1-0)
Boston Dee 3-0) at Milwaukee( Augustine 3-1),(t-n
New York (Beattie ISCh at
Flaltimore(Palmer 2-0),(n)
Detroit Morris 04 or FirirYch .14” tChitalitfalirckl..1!.
l);(n
Kansas City ( Leonard 114) at
Texas (Jenkins(I'D,(n) •
Minnesota (Zahn 1-0 and
Goltz 0-3) at Oakland (Broberg
2-0 and lauigford 0-11, 2. (I-n)
Seattle -(McGlothlen 0-0) at
Californin (Brett 0-1

itylVeAeNWPress
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East
W
L
Pet GB
'Mont
9
5
643 Chi
8
7
_533
l't
NY
9
8
529
Iht
Phil
6
6
.500
2
Pitt
6
7
462
21t
SI hu
5
10
333 -4't
West
(Inc
11
5
688
LA
10
5
667
SF-ran
7
7
500
3
Hous
8 1
.471
SI)ieg
6
. ,471 4
Atla
3 11
.214
7
Monday's Games
Montreal 5, St. Louis 3
Pittsburgh 4, New York 2
Philadelphia 12, Chicago 2
Houston 4, San Diego 3, 10 in
nines
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games StIouis (Urrea 0-2i at Mon,
treal (Dues 0-0)
Chicago Lamp 1-2) at Phila
delphia I Kaat 0-0 )
San Francisco Barr 1-H ai
Atlanta ( P.Niekro 0-4i
Pittsburgh (D.Robinson 0-1
at New York (Bruhert 1-1)
Los Angeles (John '3-0)• at
Cincinnati(Bonham 3-44 ,
Sam Diego tR.Jasee I4Lat
Ifenstotf(TErrirrtigefrillf WednesdaY's'Games
St Louis at Montreal
Chicago at Philadelphia
San Francisco at Atlanta
Pittsburgh at New York
Los Angeles at Cincinnati
San Diego at Houston

GRAND PRIX

Any reasonable offer will be accepted
Help us "Catch
Up”andsave money for yourself.
•L,
v. We need good used trade-ins and ore paying top prices for them.
v• We have 48 month financing available at bank rates

•See Jim Kuykendall, Mike Outalnd, or Wells Purdom Jr.
,. Today and Save

1 406 West Mob • 753-331S

It didn't
Monday.
Tilghman
probably rained.
Junior
Taylor of
cleated T
hits in
Monday as
2 win over
Tilghma
h -unearned
Taylor a
reached o
Tommy
.a single.
up on a wil
strikeout,
bases.
Bill Whi

an
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York .Y
becauaihe
than he co
The 27from Car
chewing t
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bottom of
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time.
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television,"
ABC-TV
contest as
Game
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of
Yanks defe
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The New
was cruis'
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to grab a
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!term than
"I didn't
closed, an
the juice
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gag, but it
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Tigers Whip- hiighnian

Piiillies-Fiiicl Way To

Blue &Gold Clippings

End Slump...Use Lerch
,•:tee

s against you.
a great month
kpril, we had a
we weren't as
just happened,
ce games.
..
le of bounces of
hose, first two
;tern Kentucky
-fled it around.
only play 12
n lose a couple
Ile real quickly.
well at all when
it Middle Tenher than that,
iretty good ball

of. baseball's
winning coati1 the cherished
!au sometime
le had no idea
Memphis State

Ely unaware of
dn't be happier
gainst a top-111,
he addet.
jayvee team;
iostly of unwill play
munity -College
Wednesday at

ay, the-1847
host Arkansas
of games with
t to begin at 1 p.,,
aday,-hr•U will
ason against
vai Southern
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Howard moved 'the runners
By KEN,RAPPOPORT
game series to the Expos.
It didn't rain in Paditeah roller down toward first base scored when Denham reached
AP Sports Writer
Lerch, incidentally, pitched into scoring position with a
Monday. Hut the Paducah but the ball got past Dean on a two-out error.'
After their inefficient as well as he hit, allowing the groundout, setting the stage
In the third inning for TilghTilghman baseball team is Cherry of the'Tigers and two
for Walling's game-winner.
performance in Montrearnver- Cubs-onlysix hits.
Spring football practice, moving towardits final week, was
probably - wishing it had runs scored. The next batter man, Taylor was touched for a
Ptcates 4, Meta2
-the
In
other
weekend,
the
National
Philadelphia
League
by
an
Monday
highlighted
afternoon scrimmage session at'
hit into a doubleplay to end the single but leftfielder avid
rained.
An eighth-inning double
Phillies figured to break out in games, the Montreal Expos
Mathis threw the mkt out at erfurrerStateUniversity:
Junior righthander Brad
big way.
tripped the St. Louis Cardinals steal by Omar Moreno and
-We got in about the same amount of scrimmage as we did
It remained 2-0 until the top second when he tried to
Taylor of Murray High hanThey
did
but
5-3;
-the Houston Astros beat Dave Parker and an ensuing
they
Racer
head
coach
said
Saturday,"
Mike
of
the
third
Gottfried.
when Murray stretch the hit into a double.
dcuffed Tilghman on three
rediscovered
their
the
San
Diego Padres 4-3 in 10 error by New York third
power
from
From that point on, Taylor . "We'll work Wednesday,Friday and Saturday of this week
hits in Brooks Stadium scored four times.
the
most
unlikely
innings
and the Pittsburgh baseman Bobby Valentine
source.
Monday
next
as
a
use
then
we'll
kicking
day
and Wednesday
Thomas Kendall opened the settled down and was unMonday as the Tigers took a 6Randy
Lerch,
who
Pirates
defeated the New helped Pittsburgh beat the
gets
paid
for
next
as a pre-practice
Thursday's spring game."
third for the Tigers by touchable. He allowed only
2 win over the Blue Tornado.
mostly
to
York
pitch,
did
Meta
4-2. Expos 5, Mets.
some
of
featured
a
practice
lot
-Monday's
of
hitting.
Tilghman scored two reaching on an error, stole one more runner on base and
With one out in the Pirate
the heavy hitting for the Cardinals3 "Offensively, we.Meved the ball better running-wide. We
-unearned runs in the first off second- -and -scored when pill that was*leadoff error in the
eighth,
Moreno walked and
Phillies
Monday
night
Dave
Cash
and
and
led
Andre
did
very
little
passing,
although
Roger
Rushing
is back full
Taylor as Bart Carney Wilson reached on an error. sixth inning.
a 12-2 rout of the Chicago Dawson stroked run-scoring stole second. Parker was then
Taylor fanned eight batters strength at quarterback and „that's a very, very positive
reached on an error when Wilson went to second on a
Cubs.
singles off reliever Mark intentionally walked before
Tommy George followed with wild pitch then to third when and walked two:- None of the thing.
"After the way we hit the Littell in the seventh inning Moreno and Parker executed
"Danny Hudspeth, Danny John-son, Tyres Brawn and.
runs were earned.
.a single. Both names moved ,Bob Thu,rman singled.
A balk scored Wilson and
Tilghman drops to 15-6 with George Turnley'all had gd(id days in the backfield:The of-; last three games, I guess I and 'triggered Montreal past their double --steal and
up on a wild pitch then after aexpected something," said St. Louis.-The_victory for the Valentine, playing for ailing
loss while the Tigers are fensive line is still an area we need to strengthen.
the
Brad
Tpylor
singled
to
put
strikeoet, a_ walk loaded the
Manager Danny Ozark after hot Expos was their fifth in a Lenny Randle,failed te handle
now
point
we're
"
We're
at
the
looking
for
freshmen to
men on at first and third. now 7-1 and scheduled to play
bases. . •
_.watching his Philliere pound row and ninth in 1,1 games. - catcher John Stearns' throw
us
in
the
help
fall.
'come
in
and
We're
counting
on
five
or
Farsirhome-game
with
a
Brucetaylor
walked
to
load
Bill Whitehead then hit 'a
out 12 hits against the Cubs,
Left-hander Rudy May, an that went down the left field
the sacks When John Denham mingtorr Wednesday, a home freshmen to come in and play in the offensive line.
including a two-run homer and off-season acquisition froth' line while both runners scored
"They're going to be given the opportunity to pia; right
hit into a force outat home for game with Marshall County
an RBI double by Lerch.
the Baltimore Orioles, got his to break a 2-2 tie...
the second out and the bases Thursday and then participate away. To be any kind of football team in the fall, we have to
The hitting display gave the first National League victory
were still loaded with the in the Paris Fish Fry Tour- have help from thefrestunen in that area," Gottfried added.
Phillies "a more positive with relief trip from Stan
Injury-wise, the Racers are in good shape and Gottfried atnament Friday and Saturday.
score tied at 2-2- _
TENNIS,
outlook," according to Ozark. Bahrisen.
tributes that to the outstanding weight program the Racers
But Alan Gibbs-hit a ball-10-"MOO
LAS VEG&S,Nev,'- Harold
They had scored only eight
Astres 4,Padres 3
this
spring.
have
been
going
through
short ahd the Paducah
• . •nb, itt
-a Ken Rosewall
runs while dropping a threeDennis Walling's pinch Solomon an
Gottfried said defensively, the Racers had a good day, but
shortstop threw the ball away
..
girl& scored pinch-runner scored first-round victories in
coneerivis
the
Ike-biggest-area
of
secondary;
I
1
Thurman-aa
BALTIMORE (AP-) -L New • andiwcruis scorad.
2 2
Brad T;rii
ylytrir.
-k.,
Julio Gonzalez from third base the 8250,000 Alan King Tennis
"We feel really good about the punting. Wes Furgerson Is
What A Catch!
Murray's final two runs
3 1
York Yankee pitches' Ron
with two out in the 10th inning Classic, and John Lloyd
well.
But
the
-really
punting
extra
point
and
fieldgoal gameis- Guidry left the ballgame came in the seventh .when Matbi3-If
to
_give- Houston _its. victory beamed to a si_u_oirisingly easy_
GUNTERSVILLE, Ala.
-— •
- •...
•
- -Smother area of concenr
because he had bitten off more Thurman walked with one out,.Gibba-r1
4 0
over
San Diego. Art Howe triumph over Jeff Borowiak.
.(A1
3)
Thomas
Palmer
of
days;
we
know
"So
after
14
the
0
0
areas
•
•
3
we're going to have to
stole second, went to third on a (herry-lb
than he could chew.
Solomon posted a 6-2, 4-6, 6-3
3 0
.210-se
singled
in the Houston 10th
Madison admits he could
Improve and they are the offensive line, the defensive secon20 6 3
The 27-year-old lefthander throwing error and scored on fatale
victory over Tim Gullikson
and
pinch-runner
Gonzalez
hardly
sleep
for
two
nights
dary
and
the
kicking
game,"
Gottfried
added.
from Carencro. La., was a wild pitch. Brad Taylor
after catching a big bass with was sacrificed to second by Ed and Rosewall scored a 6-4, 6-3
chewing toba.ccao when lie Walked, stole sernd and
over a-green tag orrit.- =
•
-'Herrmann. Roger Metzger- triumph
swallowed The -juice in the
Australian
Paul
Kronk.
was_
walked
and
Wilbur
He hauled in the 4%-pound
bottom of the fifth inning of a
fish from Guntersville, Lake,
game against the Baltimore
in northeast
Alabama,
Orioles. He pitched the sixth
Saturday. He had to wait until
and seventh, but that chaw
Monday so the tag could be
-E1611 stick in the -craw for some
o
By IIAL BOCK
you, "Back after this checked against numbers in a
time.
AP Sports Writer
message," or fill the between- bank vault.
"I told Billy Manager Billy
Sounding exactly like a man innings dead air time with
The bass was worth $10,000
Martin) that 'I didn't know
who has just been snatched sincere recommendations that in a fishing rodeo sponsored
where I'd bnin the eighth and
from the edge of a crumbling _you drink this beer or that.
_by_libe_Guntereville Chamber
NOW OPEN EVERYDAY
ninth, _so he'd better take me
cliff, Larry Baer reported the • "There are no breaks," said of Commerce. Still in the lake
oek -Thewqr4Iithg that could
joyous news.
Baer. "We just keep going. is a fish worth 825,000, another
EXCEPT MONDAYS
have happened'to rue was to
"We've been extended," Between innings, we'll use $10,000 one and one worth
threw
up on national
exclaimed Baer, barely features, maybe a player $5,000. The rodeo continues
television."
managing to control the sigh interview or a profile."
until June 13.
ABC-TV televised - -the
of relief. "We're going
The system works and
contest as its Monday Night
through May 7 the full two- fieople apparently
are
Game of the Week, Guidry_
week home stand."
listening. •
recorded the victory as the
So . the Walter Mitty
So far, the A's have been
Yanks defeated the Orioles 8existence of the political every bit as good as their
2.
•
science major from the broadcasters. The club is off
'The New York left-hander
University of California will to its fastest start since Finley
was cruising along on a fourcontinue during the Oakland movea to Oakland a decade
hitter when he leaped in attain
. A's homestand. And, the way ago. Yes,. faster than the
to grab a high chopper by Rich things are going for him and teams that won three straight
Dauer. The misdirected
the
A's, this could goon-all world championshipand five
se
a-sea_
tobacco jibes-did-bun more
consecutive American league
harm than the Orioles.
Baer is the young man from West crowns.
"I didn't keep my mouth
the 10-.watt campus radio
Baer and KozT3urg met
closed, and when I grunted,
station who decided he'd like Finley for the first time on
the juice slipped down,"
to broadcast the A's games. opening night in Anaheim and
DISCO 'DRILLS - Darrell "Disco" Niswonger connects here
Guidry explained. "I didn't
He showed' owner Charley later arranged for a telephone
gag, but it went down so fast I for a grontisism homerun in the win over ninth-rated Memphis
Finley enough spunk to get the hookup of one of their
got queasy in the stomach and State University Monday. The blast come in the five-run third
job. The fact that no large Bay broadcasts so he could hear
a headache when it gat
__ _ _
_ inaing.
area station was interested in them in Chicago. "He liked
me."
the less-than-stable franchise us." said the play-by-play
Stuff Metes by MI&s Briee
am
is of no great consequence to man. "He said, 'Keep up the
Baer. What's important is that good work."'
It makes the Goodyear
C
the A's are on the air and he's
As much as he's enjoyed this
promise dhassle-free
doing the broadcasting.
month-long flight through the
service good most
auto
"We've done a professional world of major league
everyivhere
you go.
job," Baer said of the KALX baseball, Baer hopes he can
broadcast team."And we'll go arrange some larger exposure
right on doing it as long as we for the A's than KALX can
provide.
Originally, the contract was
But for now, the Finley
NISSENSON
Yankees
8, Orioles 2
By HERSCHEL
California Angels 6-5 in 12
to cover 14 games through network will remain on the air
Chris Chambliss laced the April 23. It is perfectly safe to
AP Sports Writer
innings and the Cleveland
with the college kids at the
For Jack Billingham, the Indians downed the Toronto first of seven consecutive say that the A's weren't microphone. There is a touch
grass is greener in the Blue Jays 4-2. Minnesota at singles and then capped New, expected to be in. Oakland of irony in all of this, admits
American League. Mainly Oakland was rained out while York's eight-run fifth-inning longer than that. Now,though, Baer, who used to carry a
because it's mostly real grass. Boston and 'Milwaukee were with a three-run double. Scott it seems they will stay and so radio to school to listen to
McGregor was working on a will the campus station.
"I'm happy to come to the not scbeduled.
baseball.
American League where there
Billingham got all the two-hitter when the Yanks
So far, the commercial
And whose games did he
is a lot of'grass because I'm a support he needed in the erupted for two runs on one- stations have turned thumbs follow?
sinker ball pitcher," the 35- second inning when the Tigers out singles by Chambliss, down so Baer, his broadcast '.!The
San Francisco
year-old - Tightbander
scored three times on lance -Gtwig Nettles, Bueity Dent,-Mob Kotburg, and (lints
Monday night after -pitching Parrish's double, a walk, Ron Willie Randolph and Mickey KALX, 90.7 on your FM•dial;.'
the streaking Detroit Tigers to LeFlore's RBI single and Rivers.
Think of it, warranted hassie-free
BASEBALL
remain the voices of the A's.
24 MON'fiS
141!WS
12 S1ON 1 BS
auto service_ nettrly iverywhere yirLU
Winner Ron Guidry allowed
a three-hit 4-1 victory over the Steve Dillard's two-ran triple.
24500 MI1 IS
12.000 MIL'S
1.000 '1111 IS
Because KALX is non- BOSTON - Third baseman
go - business trips. vacations, even if
Chicago White Sox.
Aurelio Rodriguez homered in six hits and an unearned run commercial, Baer and Butch Hobson of the Boston
your family moves to another city
Hassle-free auto service when you
ToPIE-UM
After winning 119 games in the fourth while Billingham before being relieved in the Kosburg don't have the luxury Red Sox was named American
need it,'•nywhere there's a Goodyear
raoNT END Al IGPIINNTS
10 National League cam- blanked the White Sox until eighth. Guidry swallowed of other broadcasters who tell League player of the week.
Service Store Auto service backed by
•.written limited warranty you talcleft let alteetS
paigns with Los Angeles, the seventh when , Bob some tobacco juice while
with you everywhoser ariokyour writ. .
ten warranty tells 'you that if what we
Houston and Cincinnati plus Molinaro tripled and scored on jumping for a high chopper in
MONT IMO Illet.ACiaitei
'ANTS
did
isn't right, we'll mak@ it right. •
two more in three World a sacrifice fly. Chicago's only the fifth inning, forcing his
Isn't this the kin4f of auto service
FAN MOS
Senes, where he has an - other hits were third-inning removal two innings later.
you've.always been looking for'
earned run average of 0.35 in singles by Bill Nahorodny and
,1:1477.65%"".
Ws
Mariners 6, Angels 5
26 innings - Billingham was Greg,Pryor.
MK El SALMI< MG
UPC SP CANCONAL 4MtAlb
Leon Roberts, who entered
dealt to Detroit during spring
MOGI a•S011itef Mt At
as um AS row SCAN CA*
Otter WO 0011111.1 !AG,'
Royals 8, Rangers 6
lbe Murray Tennis Association is making plans for the
If you hat,. A problem caused by dethe game as a pinch hitter in
training for a couple of minor
fects in our workmanship or our maAS LANS AS TOY OWN CAA
Poquette's
two-run
1978
season.
Tom
home
inning,
singled
record
the
10th
leaguers. He has a 3-0
terials, lust bring tiii your warranty
The association was founded last year to promote and
and the original service invoice Well
and has suddenly become a homer keyed a six-run the winning run in the 12th to
• Complete details of the ited warranty are
re-do the job free no charge for part,
available from your Goo ear Service Store.
very important person in the uprising in the sixth inning as give Seattle the victory after develop junior tennis for the youth of Murray. The
or labor
from
doubles
stormed
mixed
California's Nolan Ryan association had a membership drive and adult
Tigers' pitching rotation, Kansas City
Mark behind. Doug Bird gained his struck out 15 batters in the tournaments to finance its projects.
with
especially
Last year, 73 young boys and girls participated in a twoFidrych's shoulder acting up. first victory of the season with first nine innings. Roberts
relief
scoreless
week
instructional clinic. Certificates were presented to all
innings
of
52-3
Meyer
led
after
Dan
singled
In other Al. action, the
Engine Tune-Up
Front-End Alignment
Lubc & Oil Change
Kansas City Royals turned as the Royals maintained off the 12th with a double. participants and awards were given to the abetimproved in
Oakland
over
•
lead
each
group.
slim
their
8-6,
Meyer also hit a two-run
back the Texas Rangers
$3688 3$41'1'.'"
The association contributed to the cwt of the wind screens
tciitio/r
the. New Yonk Yankees in the AL West.
homer and a sacrifice fly off
Pots estra of ••••••41
;
WINN
vOtotee flet••ftel
Otis'
tennis
Amos
and
High
walks
for
courts.
Two
the
Murray
•
Carney
Ryan while rookie
trounced the Baltimore
0.,
•• cies•
An ea a 491. 54,-55 Sty
rally
fees
in
the
Youngsters from the local area had all their entry
mossesiiii,
osuitertilest
—
1 ansford hit his first major
Vette I(WARTS MAJOA
! Orioles 8-2, the Seattle RBI single started
AND C0101009,,
OtI
141NOSIMPIC
SCANS HP DI
the with the Royals trailing 6-2.
league homer for the Angels. local tournaments paid by the association.
nipped
Mariners
,2V engine. st.otirig mut eltfita•
• Elect:7
• Inspect AN 4 tires • Inepect etre,• Complete chassis lubrication and
ibi sy‘t analysis• Instafl new points.
This year, the Murray Tennis Association will hold another
Ing and suspension components •
nit change • Helps protect Parts Indians 4, Blur 3ays 2
Oust condenser • Sri dwell and tune
toedn.
Caster
and
camber-to
performance
Adjust
smooth,
quiet
worms
rages@ to sprtificssidts* • Adios, carbuCleveland jumped to a quick Instructional tennis clinic for youngsters ages eight through
manufarturers specifications • In• Includes light trucks • Please
retor for hiel economy a Cars with sir
See Marione Major
,lade, VW. Matson, and Toyota
phone for appointment
2-0 lead against Dave 16. The dates will be annotured later.
_
, Trove/ Consolfrant
VW Tiimmir. Ma& IWO
Additional wind screens have also been ordered for the.
Lemanczyk when Jim Norris
• •
opened the game with an Murray High courts.
rAit
• TOURS, CRUISES, NOTEI.S. MOTELS, CAR RENIAM;
The association Will sponsor a sanctioned junior tennis
Infield -hit and Johnny Grubb
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS
and Andre Thornton followed tournament in June. Again, the association will be providing
a..
No Charge by us.
with run-scoring doubles. The some Ot the expenses for junior playersyho litter). area tourinieseminekeedinketIndionsicored in the -second
'
GOWEN SERVICE STORES-ler Informtrtion end
A inembership drive for this season Is currently underway.
when Rick Manning's single
Daily-Open Friday until 8:08 p. m.
0:00
P.M.
Pore
Nom
A.M.
until
1411
toll
Literature
Travel
Anyone interested in joining the Murray Tennis
brought Ron Pruitt home from
Mgr. I. Witte •
Mgr. 1.0. Masse*
Mgr. T. Teuakin
Mgr. R. Cartwright
third. Their fourth run came Association may become a member. Your membership will
753-GOGO (4646)
600 Jefferson
100 S. Stateline
in the ninth on a walk, LarOell help promote and develop Junior tennis for the youth of
721S. 12th St. 315 W. Broadway
Molts Neese Office
711 Maio Wee
Blanks' double and a wild Murray.
.
Paducah, Ky.
Murray,Ky.
Mayfield, Ky.
Fulton, Ky.
For more inforrnatioit onlotning the organization. contact
pitch, Rico Carty homered for
442-5464'A
753-0595
247-3711
472-1000
Doug Lance at 753-9501 or HuntSmock at 753-6094.
Toronto.
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Than He Needs
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11 Starke); Name,d To AratiOhili Post

f,....THE NEWS IN BRIEF....

Don F. Starkef, director of member of the board of "ref world" while earning
on-red title, is the latest.stepui.,,,standing trial soon in an unCooperative and Experiential directors and assist in the their degree, and is available
that
case
court
precedented
the rebirth of American
Education at Murray State association's business affairs. to any full-time student at the
magazines. Time Inc. said the may restrict the kinds of TV
A
University, has been named
native
Missourian, university.
Americans
be
will
programs
new Life will be 120 pages,*
vice-president
Starkey
the
of
executive
came to Murray Statefor editorial use, mostly able to view in the future. NBC
nationwide CooperatiVe --three years ago when the
the
After completing
pictures, with concentration and station KRON-TV are the
Association.
cooperative education sophomore year, participating,
Education
on color. It will be a monthly, only defendants, but all
durixig
the program was established on students alternate between
Elected
television could be affected
not a weekly.
association's
14th
the campus. He had been periods of time on campus and
annual
when a state court jury in San
WASHINGTON
conference April 11-13 in San associated with a similar "on the job." Off-campus
whether
Francisco decides
WASHINGTON
Francisco, Starkey will program at the University of, periods, lasting up to one year,
Television violence will be televised violence causes
become president of the 1,100- Cincinnati for eight years, and are spent in employment
life.
real
imitationsin
member group July 1, 1979, prior to that he had been with directly related to their
The Supreme Court Monday
when its national conference the Kroger Company in a professional studies. Up to two
by
trial
set the stage for the
personnel capacity and with a years of practical experience,
held in Louisville.
is
refusing appeals by the
CEA's executive management consulting firm. gained while earning their
the
As
million
defendants in the $11
vice-president, Starkey, who
Cooperative education degree, gives _students a
damage suit filed for a 9-year- GUEST SPEAKER at the
treasurer of the provides students with an distinct head start in postserved
as
old girl who was sexually gospel meeting at Hickory
group last year, will become a opportunity to experience the graduation employment._
-7 -The -funeral Tor --Rify --Leon of Paris. Tn., and Terry
brutalized tour days after a 'GOA* Church of Christ on
of
Hazel
Route
Two.
nationally televised NBC April 27, 28, and 29, at 7:30
Buckingham of 1123 CirThe family requested that movie dramatically portrayed each evening will be Emercarama Drive, Murray, was
held this morning at eleven a. expressions of sympathy take a similar crime.
son 1. Estes of mem
• • • (Contlimed From Page 00e)
.phis, Tn.
in. at the chapel of
ihrd. arm of contributions to
He
has _preached in
• ..
WASHINGTON - Two meetings at Hickory
Personnel with continuing contracts
Churchill Funeral Home wilh' the Calloway County Heart
Audrey Brown - Title al, Margaret Roy Weatherly.
Grove
'Administrativ
Senate
e
staff
recomafter
a
decades
include:'
-recommended
FUnd.the Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker
.
— -_Brown, Geneva Brownfield, Ann
and other Churches of Christ _Committee laid bare a pattern in
officiating. Gus Robertson,
Burke - one-third time, Nellie It mendations included: Eli Alexander,
tiis area in past years. The --- Eli Alexander, Idelle Bailey,
assistant superintendent; Margaret
Jr.. was soloist and Richard
of racketeering in tbe labor public is invited to attend, a --Charlotte Barker, Marilyn Barksdale,
Caldwell, Sandal Cantrell,
Frankline:
movement,. another- Senate
general supervisor of inJones was organist.
Baucum,
Faye
Beyer,
Judith
Dan
Mary
Arm Carter, Pamela Cartchurch spokesman said.
Pallbearers - were Gerald
panel is being • told that
Blankenship, Jane Blankenship, Joan
wright, Debra Colyott, Sally Crass, struction, Willie F. Jackson, director of
organized crime still enjoy's
Tabers. Joe McClard, Paul
Bowker, Mark Brady, Anna E. Broach,
Linda Sue Emerson, Willie Farless, pupil personnel services, Sheila Shaw,
Services for Odell Williams wide influence over some Di.
Maggard, M. C. Garrott,
Myra Jo Farley, Alice Jane Fitch- .7 finance officer, Roy Weatherly, prinof Murray Route Eight are unions.
Deputy
Acting
Ralph Kunbro, Albert Crider,
time, Margaret Franklin,,Jean Geurin, cipal of Murray High, John Hina,
being held today at one p. in. Attorney General Benjamin
Warden Gilbert, Rudolph
Wanda Gough, Susan Hargrove, Lloyd assistant principal at Murray High,
Thurman, Lonzo Calhoun. C. it the chapel of the Blalock- Civiletti said an estimated 300
Hasty,- John Hina, Lulabelle Hodges, Billy D. Outland, principal at Murray
Coleman Funeral Home With union locals_ across the
Charles
0. Bondurant,
Lee
Hook,Opal-Howard, Ruth Howard - Middle, and Mary Ryan, principal at
(Continued From Page One)
-the Rev. Jerrell
Murray Elementary Schools (Cater
country ire "severely inMercer,Irby Palmer, Aubrey
.7 time
taken stronger measures in regards to
Directing -- the fluenced" by racketeers.
and Robertson).
Hatcher. Nol_Me.lugin. Ralph
The final presentation in the
Clara
HumeAtrey,
Willie
Jackson,
the controversial vacation.
singers is Mrs. R. L. Cooper_ There are_ about 75.000 lo_cels _united_ .uaninss ministry _
lead Star:_aargoapel rec.() trRay, Bill -James,and Norman
--Robed- ist,EatE7iieestar.
Evtai AttOrney
General
-hiii
proven
with An1W_Underhill aa- nationwide.
mendations 1Pft
Klapp. Burial was in the
-,L
Sandra May,
luncheon' services dealing
Kelley,
Doralyn
Larder,
James
Light,
once again that he is the subservient
pianist.
INTERNATIONAL
director,
Judy
Murray City Cemetery.
Whitten,
Ann Perry,
Justice
Criminal
Lenora Ligon Roberts, Lucy-Lilly,
with the
lawyer for the governor instead of a
Serving as pallbearers are - ROME
- The System will be held WedAP
Mr. Buckingham. age 73,
Mary Jane Littleton, Mildred Lowe, Sharon Barrett, Artie Petty, Ida Perry
legal defender for the people," the resJerry Hicks, Jimmy Dunn, Christian Democrats have
died Sunday at 6:20 a. m. at
Patricia McMullin, Donna Mabry, and Shirley Parrish. '
nesday, April 26, with Dr. Chip
said. "The state Treasurer olution
-Cha-rles
gdrkeen,..Cliff
MitBrigades'
-Red
the
,rejected
the Min 1-Callua County
Merida Maddox', Sarah Sue Miller,
Paddock,'" director of' the
again has shown that she is willing to let
chell, Terry Hankins, and demand for the freeing of 13
Hospital. He had operated
Criminology and Correction's
Kathryn Mowery, Louise Overbey,
politicians plunder public funds
the
Rayburn
Burial
Wcoxiw.ard.
exterrorists
imprisoned
in
Buck's Body Shop in Murray
Sara C. Peebles, Lenora Pinkston,
Program at Murray State
question."
without
follow
will
Elm
in
the
Grove change for Aldo Moro despite
for the past 36 years, and was
Margaret Porter, Mary • Ann Rupee;
University, as the leader.
Both Mrs. Mills, whose mother died
Cemetery.
another threat to execute the
it member of the First Baptist
(Continued
From Page One)
Mary Ryan, Margaret Sams, Betty
Last week Dr. Paddock took
_
recently, and Stephens were out of their
Mr. Williams, age 52, diW-kianappea political leader and
Church and Masonic Lodge.
Scott, Peggy Shelton, Jerry Shelton,
the workshop participants on
On
his
recent
visit to Murray, Speer
offices late Monday afternoon Ad
Saturday at eight p. m. at his another pleading letter from
He is survived by his wife,
Joe Sills, Jane Taylor, Shirley Toon, held in-depth meetings with the local
a tour of the Eddyville state
unavailable
for
comment.
home.
member
was
He
a
of him.
Mrs.
Cowan
Louise'
penitentiary and conducted
The resolution also called upon Betty Wagar, Thelma Warford, Baron theatre group's executive board of
the Poplar Spring Baptist
The ruling party's deputy discussion groups on ob'Buckingham, to whom he Was
West, Barbara Wildey,'Joan Wilson.
directors, committee chairmen and
Republican
legislators to prepare
Church
and was employed at secretary, Giovanni Galloni,
married Aug. 1, 1925; one
servations made at the prison.
Recommended for one year limited various civic leaders.
legislation
immediately
for
the
Carbide,
Airco
Calvert
City.
1980
second
kidnappers'
the
said
daughter, Mrs. Dub Polly, one
This Wednesday a film on
"From basic management skills and
General Assembly that would clarify contracts were: Roger Casos- one-third
His mother, Mrs. Vera Ada ultimatum, received Monday,
son, Buddy • Buckingham,
time, Ann Chrisman, Sharon Downing, organizing procedures to the more
"Intent -..To Harm" will be
and
tighten
the
Spending
Outland
Williams,
in
1975
authority
died
of
expected
already
and
-was
three. grandchildren. Mrs.
shown and afterwards Dr.
the governor's office, "particularly in Mark Etherton, Rick Fisher, Inalu complicated areas of fund-raising and
Survivors include his wife, rejected."
Jerry Grogan, David and
Paddock will assign topics to
the areas of' capital construction ex- Francis, Norma Frank - one-third time, budgeting, and encompassing long
Mrs. Margie Sue Williams,
Mark Buckingham. and'three
Diane Harris, Mary Johnson, Cary range educational and financial goals,
small group leaders for
penditures
and personal expenses."
Murray Route Eight; father,
great grandchildren, Eric,
Miller,
discussions on varous aspects
Eunice Mills, Billy D. Outland, these meetings were designed to help
The recent purchase of a new 10-seat
Heather. and Adam Grogan, Elisha B. Williams, Murray
James Pigg, Barbara Priddy, Bonnie the theatre group more accurately
of crime and 'correction
state
plane
for
$845,000
Route Six; two daughters,
was made with
all of Murray; two sisters,
measures. The workshop will
capital construction funds, normally Sanders, Sheila Shaw, William Smith, coordinate its affairs," continued Mrs.
Mrs. Larry (Susan Rene)
Mrs. Wes Fulton. Murray, and
close about three p.m.
used for the construction or renovation DeVayne Stunson, Tonda West, Beryl Trevathan.
Phillips, Riviera Courts,
Mrs. Ruby. Forrester, Hazel
Whaley, Toni Worley - .5 time.
., Lunch will be served in the
"Sandy Speer's expertise in theatre
of state buildings.
Murray, and Miss Jennifer
Route Two; two brothers,
banquet room of the Winslow
Recommended
for
Sugar
continuing
The
administration
'Creek
Baptist
con, which is from a
Van
Hoose
said the Republican Party
Ann Williams, Murray Route
at Murray State
ts conducting i4 own investigation into tracts after completing four years businessman's point of view, will help—.
Five; one sister, Mrs. Lona Church will hold a youth Cafeteria
University with a cost of two ;he cost
of the'vacation and has for- were: Carolyn Colson, Jerry Crider, in establishing a consistent, and highly •
Mae Geurin, Murray Route revival Thursday through
dollars each through the
Sunday
this
of
with
week
mally requested documents from the Richard Farrell, Martha Fenton - Title efficient inter-organizational operating
Six:, two stets daughters.-Mrs.
I, Lashlee Foster, Jean
procedure," Weaver said. "This will '
Terry (Wanda) Hankins and Services beginnin/ at 7:30 cafeteria line. Persons Thi -Department for Finance
and Hunt, Annie Knight, Hurt, Lanette
Final rites for Mrs. Effie Mrs.
attended
previous
have
not
each
evening.
Carolyn Light, enable the group to use the latest In
Rickie
(Debbie)
Administration.
Francis MataraZeo, Frank Schwab, organizational techniques.
The evangelist will be the sessions of the series May
Welt Burton _were held AkiDowlaad,Route Foul' Martin
Sosisielint
-attend
session,
-this
4
1€14
--ir--11.1,0enktIratteltatthe rhaPert-1-n.--;
'Rev:
-Dolt
Cotten,
pastor
of
of
---Orie 'Step son.of -the Blalock-Coleman Woodard,
spokesman said. ForAm.
Route
Two, Calvary Baptist Church Of
Funeral Home with Bro. John Dresden, Tn.;
two step Elkton, who will be speaking formation call 753-3531.Hoover
officiating
and grandchildren
each evening and in both
Thomas Lee aranstrong
services Sunday. Friday
directing the song service.
evening he will show slides of
Pallbearers. were Jimm,
his recent preaching mission
Jimmy, and John Thornberry.
to Jamecia.
Robert Burton, Jr., and Rob
The Music Program for the
and Glen Cochrum, all
meeting will be under the
grandsons. Burial was in the
direction of Jack Miller. The
The Cooperative Vacation
Tyrone Stallons, Aurora. is
Lebanon Cemetery near
Word has been received of Youth Choir and individuals in satisfactory condition-today eble School, sponsored- each
Sedalia.
will
present
special
singing
the death of James E. Stenger
at Murray-Calloway County ,urnmer by the First Christian
Mrs. Burton, age 82. a
of 1026 Battery Lane, Nash- during the meeting. The Youth Hospital with burns over the hurch, the
Immanuel
resident of Mayfield, died
Choir
is
lead
by
Cyndy
Cerro!.
ville. Tn., who died Monday at
lower portion of his body after Lutheran Church and the First
Sunday at 9. 15 a.m. at the
The public is urged to attend
6.30 a.m. at the Veterans
being involved in a gasoline Presbyterian Church, is
Community
Hospital, Hospital.'Nashville,
Has a faceless computer ever ing account, *o
these special services acTn.
fire Friday.
nce a month,
scheduled to be held from
Mayfield. Her husband, R. H.
cording
to
the
pastor
of
the
written you a nasty note? we'll send you
His death at the age of 47
Stations was in stable June 19-23 at the. First
a stack of
Burton. died June 4, 1967, and
church,
the
Rev.
Gerald
followed an extended illness.
Ever have an argument over of these . . .
condition Monday with burns Presbyterian Church at the
one son. Merritt Burton, died
Owen.
.
proof
positive
He was an accountant.
on the lower part of his body corner of 16th and Main
whether or not you paid a your creditors
March 20, 1966. She was a
Mr. Stenger is survived by
received
-your
and hands.
Streets in Murray.
member of the Northside
bill? We'll show yon the ulti- payment and
his wife, Mrs. Janice
cashed
Ethelyn
to
Stations
According
was
it.
injured
Friday
Come
Church of Christ, Mayfield.
mate weapon in the struggle. in today and—
Richerson Stenger, and one
afternoon when gasoline he Loberger, Vacation School
Tve
—
Survivors include one
Will
show.
daughter. Julie Shannon
„It's called the cancelled- you Why a
was using to clean tractor iirector, the theme of this
daughter, Mrs.
Bauzie Stenger, age six, Nashville.
A Route 2. Murray, couple
checking
account
parts caught fire.
year's program is ''God, Me,
check.
Cochrurn. Mayfield; one son,
gives you the best way to
Tn. His wife is the daughter of are in Calloway County Jail
Marshall County Sheriff Joe and Where I live:"
Robert Lewis Burton, Murray
If you have a checkfacing
charges
drug
related
Gerald Richerson of Murray
prove you paid.
Tom Haltom said Stallons was
Classes will be held from
Route Six; two sisters, Mrs.
Route Seven and the late following Kentucky State using a pan to hold gasoline I 30-11:30 a. m. for children.
Elbert Bruce, Farmington.
Ophelia Brewer Richerson Police narcotics section when it tipped _and. dropped.:
Mich_ Auld Mrs. Lois Lamb,
-4.PQM -three- -tc_atli___IlLage
'Men-mileI ServiceS' Win he arrests abet* aeon Monday: gasolineonto a trouble light. through 6th grade. Proceeds
Route Two, Puryear, Tn.;
Kentucky
inState
Police
held Wednesday at 7:30 p.m
The trouble light burst and from the daily freewill ofthree brothers, Connie West,
at the chapel of the Woodlawn vestigators arrested 23-year- ignited the gasoline.
fering will be used to purchase
Lynnville, Jesse West, Farold
Earl
W.
Gibson,
2,
Route
Funeral Home, Nashville, Tn.
Haltom
said
three
a tree to be planted in the new
tractors
mington Route One, and
Private funeral services will Murray, charging him with and a large quantity of seed Murray-Calloway
County
James West. Mayfield Route
two
counts
trafficking
of
in
be held earlier on Wednesday
corn
and
fertilizer
Park.
were
One: five grandchildren; four
at the Woodlawn Cemetery, ISD, Schedule I non-narcotic, destroyed in the fire.
Patents or other interested
great grandchildren.
a Class D felony.
MURRAY
Nashville.
KY.
who have questions
persons
• Police also arrested Mx
- LAKE DATA
Mrs.
contact
to
urged
wife, Sharon S. Gibson,
Kentucky Lake,7 a.m. 358.0, are
laberger or the office of one of
charging her with one count of up 0.2:
sponsoring churches.
the
trafficking in LSD. Schedule I,
Below dam 308.5, up 0.6.
non-narcotic Bond of Gibson
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 358 1,
Daily Specials from Seven Seas
is $20,000 on each count and up 0.6.
Mrs. Gibson, $10,000.
Below dam 311.6, up 0.5.
* IiJLDAY SPECIAt *
GINNING
A
PRI
10711
Fisherman's Platter Special

Let'

NATIONAL
NEW YORK (AP' -"What's Life?" the old joke
began."A magazine," was the
reply. And a magazine it will
be again. Time Inc. announced Monday that it would
begin publishing Life again in
October. The publication - in
its old 131.8-by 10Lp-inch page
size with the familiar white-
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Aurora Man

James E. Stenger
Dies At Age 47
Monday Morning
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A delicious serving of Catfish Fillet
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fresh gulf sorls:t oysters and gulf fried
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Birth Control Pill And High Blood Pressure
SI: Mrs. G.K.• oaks ..whethex it is true that the
Pill encause a woman to
have high blood pressure.
If she starts the Pill, and
her blood pressure becomes elevated, will it return to normal if she discontinues the Pill?
A: Taking the Pill can

cause a woman's blood
pressure to become elevoted in about one to five
percent of the cases.

The level of the blood
pressure should be taken
before starting the Pill..
The blood pressure effect from the Pill will usually be noted in the first
few months of its use. The
elevation is generally
mild. Therefore, it is well
,to monitor the blood oressure regularly monthly)
when the Pill is started. If
the pressure becomes ele-
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LEXINGTON, Ky. AP) —
Law enforcement authorities
should focus on problems
encountered by crime victims
and witnesses to encourage
their participation in the
criminal justice system,

appear in court- at his or her
own
expense
and
inconvenience, usually under a
court subpoena. Many witnesses fear reprisal, Viano
said.
He showed a brief film of the _
authorities told a workshop difficulties, delays and neglect

offset its tendency to.
elevate blood pressure if it
develops.
The Pill is not well tolerated in women who have
migraine or who are troubled with the circulation in
their legs and pelvis. All

By Abigail Van Buren
- 1972 try Chicago iriOu6444-Y 669.9 Sta4 lac

ilieeffects are more-taely
rffitintieW-anditionar,-- in

older women, after 35
other type of contraceptive appropriate medicines are
years of age and particuused. In such cases, the
used to control the hyper- larly after 40 years. Many
tension.
authorities advise against

DEAR ABBY: A- classmate of mine who lives down the
block is slowly driving me tap a wall.. Hare)i bow it all
started: A few months ago we both started taking an extension
course in human behavior at a nearby university. When it
catne time to pick topics for term papers, this guy I know

-According to Thomas the use of- the-Pttt among
Crouch, M.D., Chief of the these older age groups.
favor of
2 Paddle
In other words, the Pill
Section of Nephrology, St.
, 1 Vessel
3 Pronoun
Luke's Hospital, and Asso- remains the most effective
4 Standard
4
Part
of
of
ciate Clinical-,Professor, form of contraception, but
picked the subject of death. Ever since then I've had it up to
foot
excellence
my ears with questions like, "Shirley, would you rather die
the University of Missouri has potential side effects,
5
Blacken
9 Indefinite
in a plane crash or in_an_auto accident?" Or, "Would you
at Kansas City • -Medical --some of- which are serious
ft Verve----amount
rather drown 'or burn to- death?"
7 Algebri. School, The Birth controt -I-including hypertension)
12 Cheer
(abbr.)
He's a nice guy, but he has become so preoccupied with
pill should be given with . in certaih cases. There13 Girl's
8 Suffix :
nicknarlie
death that he's driving me crazy. Every time I see him, he
caution, if at all, in women fore, the Pill should be
characteristic
14 Before
BUM MUM who have known hyperten- used under the supervision starts in with these depressing questions about death. I've
of
15 Native
MUM UUUM MENU sion or in those who have of a physician who regu- tried avoiding him, but unless I drop the course (which is
9 Toll
metal
UM= WUOU WM underlying cenat disease." larly prescribes this medi- almost over), it's going to be impossibe.
16 Projecting. 10 Sea eagle
What should I do? I feel like tellifig him to lease a Marge
MU UMW IMO Dr. Crouch also notes, cine and who follows the
11 Dan
tooth -and leave town.
MUU OMMil OMUb 'WeiglIggig prior to regu- cases using it. •
1 7.13e-Pi-eis1oil
owed
.
UOM MOW 111UWPI
18 Morning
19 Man's
WaYnf
nickname
2n
_ PEAR StEIRLEutTetrycinr/dont-that you'd rirthe
101*kt-h'
Kept
48 Mature
name
by drowning, accident or fire than be bored to death. And
sheep
21 Centigram
Sends
33
49 Distress
21 Cavils
he is becoming a colossal bore.
(abbr.).
forth
signal
22 Bright
23 Limb
•
Ancient
37
Macaw
50
light
24 Innate
DEAR ABBY: Jam a widow, living on a fixed-and-very
38 Announcement 52 Sign of
24 Essential
28 Beverage
limited income. I have a neighbor who is always hounding
42
for
Symbol
zodiac
Devastate'
25
early
-ao Too
tantalum
53 Lock
me to buy raffle tickets, greeting cards, cosmetics, etc.
26 Mistake
32 Evaluate
45 Word of
openerI can't afford to buy things I neither want nor need,
27.Acts
34 High
Sorrow
55 Forte 29 Short
formation stations in, Land although_tve bought a few things just to get rid of her.
mountain
GOLDEN
The
—
POND
46
Lease
piano
jacket
Please help me. I am runningout.of excuses, and she is
35 Father
47 Remunerate
Purchase-Pennyrile March of Between The Lakes; or by
labbr )
nt31 Man's
36 Advanceme
Dimes Bike-a-thon will be held contacting Ann Palormo, very persistent.
39 Doze
SUMMERVILLE,GA
in Land Between The Lakes; coordinator of the Purchase40 Pertaining
II
9 1111
4 0111 7 ill
Pennyrile
Dunes
of
March
age
170,000-acre
TVA's
to old
public
DEAR SUMMERVILLE: Ais long as you offer excuses
chaptex;
._
443-8603.
(502)'
41 Decay
14 III
demonstration
rie's
17
in
instead of reasobs, your neighbor will continue to hound
43 Rupees
13•IIIIII
Participants are to obtain
western Kentucky and Tenyou. Simply tell her that you can't afford it, and that will be
17
15
16
(abbr )
Prizes
for
pledges
ride.
their
nessee, April 29, 1978. •
the end of it.
44 Football
2o
I
18 19
score
Registration will begin at 8 will be given to the rider
(abbr
DEAR ABBY: I know you hear from plenty of children
a.m.
at the north and central collecting the most money for
25 26 17
23
71
45 Essence
who wish their parents wouldn't interfere,in their lives so
information stations. Lunch the March of Dimes.
47 Free ticket
30
31
28
much, but what do you think of parents who expect their
The Bike-a-thon is one of
50 Turkish
will be served at the midway
ii
children
who have left the nest to call and write, but who
regiment
several
spring
fund-raising
point of the 30-mile course
51 Arttiered
never phone their children or scribble a note to find out
activities being sponsored by
along
The
38
Trace.
animal
how the children are doing?
'II
the Purchase-Pennyrile area
all
la
54 Time gone
I am constantly in touch with my par
43
—ants, as ails my
Isam
PurchasePerson
the
from
41142
chapter
to raise money to
by
-older
brothers and sisters, yet we feel rather hurt that
55 Unit of
Pennyrile March of Dimes support the National Foun44
they don't, on occasion, contest us. It would be nice to
French
II
al
chapter area are invited to dation's work in.the area of think that maybe they wonderhow
curren0
52 53
we weathered the last
11 48 49
participate. Sponsor forms birth defects prevention.
56 Born
crisis Cir how the new job is 'going. Just because we've
54
57 Affirmative
are available through the
For additional information
grown up and out of their.hair shouldn't mean that we've
ill
58 Adhesive
school systems in Livingston, contact Recreation Section; also gone out of their tfloughts. I'm always hearing how
59
57
substance
JPUUU
Lyon,' Calloway, Caldwell, TVA, Land Between The
they're doing when I call, but seldom do I get a thoughtful,
59 Plaything
Marshall, and Trigg Counties; ._ Lakes, Golden Pond, KY "How's everything going with you?" I'd -sure appreciate.
DOVIN
1
your thoughts on this.
the north and central in- 42231, telephone (502)924-5602.
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rgnges for several years, it
should be checked periodically. Occasionally, hypertension will start two or

three years after beginning the use of the Pill and
can be a more refractory,
persistent elevation. In
vated the Pill should lass_ such -cases, the -Pill-is
dis--

____ younger,women
art _11165.—sliaeontiritted
likely "to have an associ-

ated hypertension develop.

blood pressure usually re- lar menstrual periods may
turns to noritial and does4.' be an indicator of those
who may develop hypernot require treatment.
tension on the Pill."
Even if the blood presNo other medicine,taken
sure remains in normal
along with the Pill, will

willll al
a
im

II

DEAR SET: Are you putt
me on? Many more
children who have flown the nest eglect their parents
than the other -way around. Stop sulking in silence. Speak
up. To THEM-not to mel

a
i
z
?
*

I

Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;
You're Never Too Young or Too Old." Seed $1 with a long,
self-addressed. stamped (24 cents) envelope to Abby, 132
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.

here.
"We need to assure the
victims of crimes...that they
are . nett mere trees, mare

a woman whose purse had
been snatched encountered
when she awas subpoenaed to
appear in court, asking the

- incidentals of tfit ceiminal audience how it compared-justice system," Kentucky with the situation in most
Justice Secretary John Smith Kentucky courts. said Monday. 'They are the
"It's factual," one parheart, they are the essentials ticipant baid.
of the system."
Smith said law enforcement"
More than 100 policemen and social service agencies -and women, judges, at-. must start working togettilir,
torneYs, psychologists, social to open the "floodgates of
, workers and others working communication" to make it
within the judicial system easier for victims to par-attended
the 'daylong ticipate in the criminal justice

workshop sponsored -by the system.
state Justice Department with
the Kentucky Commission on
Women.
Smith said the conference,
4unded through a grant 6ord
the federal Law Enforcement
• Assistance
Administration,
as aimed-at making people
more aware of problems
encountered by victims and
Mrs. Larue Sledd was
witnesses.
Emilio Viano, editor of presented an Award for
"Victimology, An Inter- Meritorous and outstanding
national Journal," who lesk service by the Calloway
workshop sessions, said Iola County 4-H Council -at the
enforcement. agencies Family Awards Dinner held
traditonally focused on the recently at the First United
offender rather than the Methodist Church.
Mrs. Sledd has served as
victim. Only recently have
authorities realized that they
had left out the most important component,he said.
"We ask very much .of
witnesses and they get very
little in return," he said.

"They are treated like a
piece of evidence, not as a part
of the criminal justice
system,"- he said. Often victims are kept in the dark about
the progress of the investigation, about whether the
case will come to trial, and
about the disposition of the
case, he said.

Society has gone to such
lengths to afford criminabs
fair treatment that they often
- have more choices than
victims, Viano said:
"For criminals it's like a

long corridor with a lot of exit
doors," he said. "Anyone with
some sense- or more importantly, money.- can find an exit
door. Usually it's only the poor
that end up in prison."
The victim, on the other
hand, has no choice but to

leader of 4-H Clubs in
Calloway County for 21 years.
During this time she has
served as both community
leader and project leader. As
a member of the Callbtway
County 4-H Council she has
served as president and
secretary and is currently
serving as treasurer. Mrs.
Sledd has also been very
active in fund raising events,-.
managed the 4-H concession
stilnd at the Calloway County •
fair and served as chairperson
of both County and Area
Activities...In addition she
kielped to alitabliiits-Viae-ltrIR
teen club in Calloway County.
The Family Awards Dinner
honored OF T-M'ers and
leaders in their achievements.
Members of the 4-H clubs
brought a covered dish and the
meat was co
-sponsored by the
Peoples Bank and The Bank of
Murray. McDonalds supplied
drink for the meal. All 4-H
members and their families
were invited to attend.

Your Individual
Horoscope
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Frances Drake

What kind of day will
tomorrow be' To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

ARIES
eva (E
SAGITTARIUS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20i
1 Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 211
You should win top-grade
Influences somewhat adverse
returns from your efforts now. toward financial matters. Don't
well-tested make unnecessary purchases
Adhere
to
procedure. Emphasize your and don't let your natural op- per-- -tiorisor • -teed-- yon---- into
ceptiveness,
speculative ventures.

BEETLE BAILEY
THE GENERAL IS A

YOU WANTED
TO SEE ME

BUSY. MAN. WHEN HE

sr

WAS/TS-SERVICE,

WrtVT—N
MEN
LAUGHING
PURING
INSPECTION,.
SIR?

QUICK!

1K

TAURUS
Apr 21 to May 211
Small matters may conspire
to try and keep you from accomplishing what you set out to
do - and must. Be firm! Direct
energies only to worthwhile
-- -

GEMINI •
(May 22 to June 21)

wi4AT WOULD HAPPEN
AROUND1-1ERE IP I TOOK
NAPS DURING BUSINESS
HOURS?'

1you
WHEN I THREW
HIM, HE LANCED
ON HIS HEAD—IN NO
CONDITION TO RUN
FAR . •

THREW
A MAN?,

MAYBE 41E HAP
ACCOMPL ICES,..
HILPED HIM

FT AWAY..

2

WELL,IT SURE WOULD
'TAKE THE PRESSURE
OPP ME'

How you accept vicissitudes
AND advantages will mean the
difference between just getting
by and doing well This day has
the makings of a big success
story if you are alert.
rANCF.R
(June22 to July 231
An old acquaintance will do
you a very good turn -- quite
unexpectedly In fact, your
relationships with others,
generally, should be unusually
congenial.
ft .
LEA
231
ii
Aug.
‘fig
(July 24 to
Don't permit trifles to be
' blown out of proportion The
mountain,which grows from a
molehill is usually unbelievably
difficult to conquer
VIRG()
Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Curb a tendency to be overly
critical. [)on't took for flaws in
every matter that turns up
steadiness.Emphasize tolerance and

nr

LIBRA
- • tSept. 24_to Oct. 231

4glaelP*'""
revisgin

.0.0%.1111=11

•

progressive action now, but be
careful not to make boo many
waves. A certain amount of
discretion needed.

necessary. On the personal
side teener** and cultural
interests highly favored
SCORPIO
22)
(Oct. 24 to Nov'
,e You are one of the few in a
position to take strong and

nt-i14.1

CAPRICORN .
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 10) vs,
Information needed to .00asummate a business deal now
forthcoming. With the Ada'
facts on hand, proceed la
originally planned.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 191
Some difficulty in personal
relationships indicated. Persons close to you may be
unresponsive, even hostile to
your plans. But hold your
ternpet lest small arguments
escalate out of all proportion
I

Feb. 20 to Mar 201
Neither borro* nor lend now
Even small, "friendly" transactions are likely to cause
some unpleasantness in the
future.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
interesting combination of the
artistic and practical: could
succeed in the former and
commercialize it in a big way,
Although remuneration is rarely
your sole consideration. Niou
are a true humanitarian and, if
you do not take up one Of the •
arts as a career, would makes
brilliant success as a physialan
or veterinarian may even
outstanding
some
make
. tlisClYIKY wh)Ch.q9)1kil
'pain anil. stiffacing in either maa
or animals Other 'fields in
'which you could excel:
education,
law,
the
statesmanship, agriculture,
sculpture. Birthdate of: Eugene
Delacroix, French painter.
Anita loos, Amer. writer

The City of Murray will accept sealed bids for
the side of one (1) 1973 Ford 4 door sedan, vinyl
top, steering, brakes de air, 460 cubic inch motor.
Vehicle may be inspected at City Hall Building,
South 5th & Poplar Streets. Bids will be accepted
until April 25. 1978,5:00 p.m.

1

PUBLIC HEARING
-

The Mayor and Common Council veill- hold a
Public Hearing on the temporary closing of approximately 110' of Payne Street at the Western
end, and between the 14th and 15th blocks, on
April 27, 1978. The hearing will be held at 7:30 p.
- in. in the City Hall Bldg., in the Council awn- bes. For further information, call the Planner's
Office at 753-1225.

1978-79 City of Murray Motor Vehicle license
(city stickers). Business License, Dog license &
Motorcycle license are now on sale at the City

Clerk's Office, City Hall Building, South 5th di

Poplar Streets. License expire on May 1, 1978
and if not renewed by May I. 1978, a 10 per cent
penalty will be added to the perc_hase price.
Jo Crass
City Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
OF ADOPTION CITIZEN
PARTICIPATION PLAN
'Notice is hereby given that e Citizen Participation Plan has been duly adopted for the administration of Community Development
programs WI the Ctty of Murray by thekwunon
Connell. A drigT orthe Ptah was FeVleiveti at the
April 3, 1978 Public Hearing held at the Douglas
Community Center. All comments and
suggestions made by the public were considered
in preparing the final Plan for official approval
The Citizen Participation Plan is in effect as of
April 13, 1978.

4
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2 Notice
WATKINS
FOR
Contact
Products
Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

black
MALE
LOST
Labrador Retriever.
Sycamore Street.
Wearing brown leather
llar. Liberal reward.
11- 743-9720:
5 Belo Wanted

All display ads,
classified displays and

MERRI-MAC ^ has
openings for patly
Plan Supervisors and
Demonstrators in
area. Highest coin,
ini.s.sion, no delivering
or collecting. Demonstrate top quality toys
and gifts. Call collect
to Ann Baxter, 319-6568881, or Write MERRI-

muter

mAe--aei 4=mo-ft,

be submitted by 12
noon, the day before
publication.
Ail 'reader'
clitsifieds must
submitted by 12 noon
before
the .day
publication.

Dubuque,Iowa 52001

NOW OPEN TuesdaySunday for your dining
pleasure.
Cypress
Springs Restaurant
• Beautiful Ky. Lake. Call
_436-5496.
_

tivities
Paris
Livestock Co., Inc. will
not have their auction
sale, Friday April 211,
1978. Other buying
days as usual. Thanks
for your cooperation._
COLOR PORTRAITS,
•bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, a
x 10 12.441. Fast service.
Arteraft,118 South.12th.,
'753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear entrance
YOUR NEED IS OURConcern. Needlitie, 753-_,

ORTHODONIC
Secretion-Assistant
Job specifications: 21
years
over',
or
Minimum - high school'
typing
education:
skills; enjoy working
with people; willing to
learn new skills. Send
resume to P. 0. Box
.32P, Murray, Kentucky 42071

WANTED
HOUSEKEEPER, 3
days week., Wile age
preferred. Must furnish
own transportation. Call
753-5141.

FUJI
mildTIME :
Lakeland
Motel, SECRETARY-MUST
have shorthand. Send
Aurora, 47442112.
resumela P 0 km 148
Murray, Ky.
FULL AND PART time,
cooks and car hops.
Days or nights. Apply in
person, Sonic Drive In.

knorto a part co
vary owthout boos &Mae
, an
'
110.01 to the groydome orraretrons
fie ioso • .0.abte parson to
twin. r•f-pgrot for ow Into.
furttona1 boieraiy nyty..1..
ton
NOtkIVEDiATELY •

RELIABLE.
WANT
woman for housekeeper.
One to 2 days per week.
Some child care involved: References
required. Call 753-8760.

-snoop toot art Litoal
boar@ .
.0imiodisnE
set era luc

VACATION FREE •04, you
fetid oReces
of
Nal* e

Atlanta. Washington
Ilfamphiti
iginAdetiiNt
thi.»
000 COnvioic0

fbar imienty And

BIBLE FACT INC.
Romans 12:2 states
And be not conformed to
this world: but be ye
4rantEorizied
renewing of your mind,
that ye may-prove what-As-that- good;---and- acceptable, and perfect,
will of God." Are you
serving the Lord according to the scripture'
For Bible study or. Bible
answers call 753441111.

TWO, EXPERIENCED
one - experienced short - order
cook: Ky. Lake Lodge
- Restaurant, Aufota, Ky.
Call 474-2259 for appointment.

0.
10

or consrce
doom 9JCCESS
.00
Goof dor actor maotolity Ana
no0e.
drown., not, ....pre,s
tho, ongmbionor Nio manor 'what
vow background,* you ow, be
Moor a. oonte today
- LIMITED orrogiumimr -

NATIONAL FEDERATNA
Of
VIAILMICVLTt•RfITTS
w ,
ISII liewm
sauaimit...
201tIA
25/ 310

Tu

Es"

WANTED SOMEONE to
clean off garden spot
and also someone to help
with house cleaning Call
753-3102.

ALL FIXTURES and
supplies. Contact
Special Occasion, Ltd.
121 Bypass.

75.i-1492
1200 Sycamore
turett,i jobs-753-6079 Judy )ohnsion-437-4446
Bill Payne-753-9794
Helen Spann-753-8579
Brenda jones-753-8668 Glenda Smith-753-14,9q
Amos McCarty-753-2249

war, Paris.

BYERFINDER
SYSTEM

WANTED 1942 Murray
State College Shield.
Will pay reasonable
amount. Write to Robert
Corder, 7480 E. 45th
Street, Indianapolis,
Ind. 46226.
WANTED STANDING
timber. We pay top
prices on good quality
timber and will pay cash
or percentage your
choice. Call after 6 p.m,
502-489-2334.
ELECTRIC ''---SERVICE
pole. Also T. V. antenna.
Call 753-0131 or 753-4947

50 USED refrigerators in
stock, $50 to $125 Also
apartment size stove,
used furniture. 25 used
air conditioners, $75 to
$100. Used school desks,
$3.00 a piece. Used
T.V.s. Call 759-4895.
FRIGIDAIRE washer
and dryer. Remington
ty.pewriAer. Call 3.517,
5599.

SALE - SNAPPER
mower replacement
blades. Your'choice 26",
28" or 30". $5-99 each.
Wallin Hardware. Paris.
CLOSE OUT 9" black and
white T. V.,$10 month.
Call753-0595 before 6 p.m.
GARBAGE CAN' RACK
cans.
for, .8 garbage
cans.
. Includes garbage
set,
slide
and
Swing
$25.
needs some repair. $10
Call 753-5263 or 753-4723.
CARPET sizes 16' 4" x
12% 11' x 12,8'7" x 9'8".
Good condition Call 759-.
1997. •
RIDING LAWN MOWER.
__
_Seven horse_ Like_
Call 753-1208. nesit$20.
DRESSES and pant suits,
size 10 and :2 Call 7591483.
SOUP'S ON. the rug that
• is, clean with Blue
_ Lustre. Rent electricshampooer Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop":
PORTABLE DISHWASHER, $65. Portable
travel crib, ideal for
summer. Call 753-7116.
S3 95 OUTS All Of
• Wan Seel Peary
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WE BUY AND SELL used
ail. conditioners. Dill
Electric, 753-9104 or 7531551.

FOR LEASE
BURGER QUEEN ria•415
fell time end pert this,
help, reale end Nisei*
for

days

and

Main Street Texaco, 15th and Main. Ent pped with
equipment and parts for all minor auto n

Good Business Opportunity. Call 15377110,

nights.

Must be able to wroth on

18
or War. No others mood
wookonds, must be

apply. No phone calls

Go West young man - meaning Southwest School
District - Here is a 3 bedroom brick to enjoy with
pride From entry hall, you enter the plush carpeted living room or family room with fireplace
or down the carpeted hall to the 3 bedroorris.with
pegged floors and 2 decorative baths

Apply

in

don't

apply

person

only,

from

a.m. - 2 p.m. or 5

11

p.m.-8

p.m.

Help
Wanted

9 Situations Wanted

FOR LEASE service
station, Hazel, Ky. Also
for sale farm tanks.of all
sizes. Call 753-2321 after
5 p.m. 474-2348.
elOutO YOU INKS TO NIT

Division merchandise
manager. Good benefits, vacation,
profit sharing, good working conditions, experience preferred.
Apply in person at Roses
Department --Store,$tz1J.
lotetT611.---

el 75,CIO0
A ''Spring Fare" that will "Fare Thee Well" offering a home with 3 bedrooms,2 baths, spacious
country kitchen,double garage -overlooking golf
MUM.

Iv (MD YUJI
SE SEE, ElIAMOVIO
AND
NOT HAVE TO INVEST A
LOT Of MONEY
Vhwiarl
Sia err al undue

BEST QUALITY wheel
chair, been bought 15'
months. Will take half
price. $100. Call 492-8891.

406
ASE
LEASE
I
at SALEOR
he,
FOR
Whoa You Think Of
Commercial metal
Value...Think
building 68 X 40. Gas
• 55 GALLON DRUMS,
orated
and
-1-11-urt_turirt_t_
Thornton Tile
Sunbury Circle. For
Marble, South 9th. Call
West Ky.
further information -tall
713-6719,
_,-,40111weca-Cstabas 753-0839 or253-5287-7__ _
lolls
refrigerato,
.753-4471
441 N.
-and Cultivator for small
IS YOUR SIMMS.
garden tractor. Call 753FOR SAW
-1261 or 759-40613.
IS. Horne Furnishings
For F. Coofideslial
Cdl 411•1910 ir 411-4121.
x 20 LAUMINUM. 1977 CLOSEOUT washer
Or Write
and dryer, Heavy duty
awning, all , complete.
white. $25 month. Call
$100. Singer console
7530595 before 6 p.m.
sewing machine, $35
'Call 759-1054.
CROWN DELUXE gas
range, Harvest Gold.
15
STICKS,
'TOBACCO
13 For Saie Or Trade
Like new. Call 489-2773
Standard
each.
,;ce_nts
aftei6 P.m.
'length. Call 753-4120,
with
MOBILE HOME
James Sills.
room addition'added.,On
NEW CRUSHED velvet
good shady large lot.
_
FOR
BALE:
safalini12 floral chairs.'
With outside storage
electric cook stove. Like
Tappan
Used
building. Call 759-1667.
new. Moving tnust sell
refrigerator. Call 7536501.
Ca 489-2373-or 753-9924,
STANDING
WANTED
DETECTORS,
SMOKE
timber. We pay top
advertised
nationally
SEWING MACHINE in
quality
prices on good
operated
Battery
brand.
cabinet, sews perfect.
timber and will pay cash
and included. Rowland
t'ull cash price, $39.50.
your
percentage
or.
Refrigeration, 110 south
Call Martha Hopper,
choice. Call after ,6 p.m.
'
12th.
.
354-8619.
502-489-2334.

1970-1975 CHEVY. Low
PIZZA HUT now ,taking
mileage. One owner.
apnlications for full and
part time waitressesCall 3548469 after 5.
_w_aiter and cooks _Mug_
G000 USED M0BILE
be 18 and over. Apply in
homes_ Call 1-527-8322
person only at Regal 8
Conference
Motel,
15 Articles For Sale
Room between 10 a.m.
WEED EATERS, model
and 5 p.m.
507. $43.99. Roto shear
model 2201, $36.50.
EXPERIENCED 'cleanWallin Hardware;•Paris.
up man and a body man
Apply in person Cooks
MADE.
CUSTOM
Sales, 1215
Motor
• draperies, made to your
Diuguid
measurement. No labor
charge Over 150 patQUALIFIED
terns and colors, 15 per
or
BOOKKEEPER
cent off month of April.
needed.
accountant
P.N. Hirsch & Co 753Applications now being
9779.
taken for bookkeeping
position with local firm.
Person hired must
possess skills in ledger
entries, payroll, etc.,
and respect and confidentially of postion.
Degree or associate
degree preferred but not
necessary. Interested
person should mail
complete resume to past
_experienee and salary
expectations to -15. G.
Box 148 Murray, Ky.
42071.

TILLERS chain drive, 5
h.p. B and S engine.
$1139.95. Wallin Hard -

HOUSE OF THOUSANDS
Needleart Shoppe, Fox
Meadows, South 16th
Street. Must , sell my
of
stock
entire
Columbia-Minerva 4 ply
worsted weight and
sports weight yarns at ...
L2 price, to make room
for -my' new line of
Brunswick Yarns in
both wool and acrylic, in
worsted weight and
.sports weight. Now in
stock - many new kits
and pattern books in
crewel and cotton
embroideries, latch
hook, needlepoint
knitting and crochet.
tablecloths,
Stamped
napkins and quilt tops,
baby or fingering yarn.
FUEllite of accessoriesfor each needleart.
Needlepoint lessons
cost of materials only.
Information call 7533855.
19 Farm Equipment
FOR SALE TOBACCO
and tomato sticks. Call
489-2V6.

20 Sports Equipment
14' FIBERGLASS
Runabout and trailer
With a 40 h.p. Evineude
Motor Very nice. $600.
.54.
Call 753-5918 (ir 75z1-.57

12 x 65 Trailer, fully
onth
furnished. $150
plus deposit. Call 759195
32 Apartments For Rent

43.Real Estate

1970

A U THEN

IN SEARCH of .-.. a
summer retreat? ..We

have_lake_ _property
listed in Pine Blpff
-Shar-as, Panorama,
Lake Forest, Lakeway
Shores and Palisades Subdivision ... lots and
homes. Make an investment your whole
family will enjoy. Call
-Jobs
Realtors.

• {) ur _ONE_
nished apartment near
downtown Murray. Call
753-4109

LOANS
and/or

ACCOUNTING
SERVICES',

BEDROOM
TWO
Townhouse apartment.
Range; ri ef igerater,
dishwasher, disposal,
washer dryer hookup,
all carpet. Central heat
--said air. Call 753-7550.
LEASING new 2
bedroom duplex, central
heat and air, carpeted,
couples only. Call 7538067 after 5 pm.

NOW

26 TV Radio
REPOSSESSED 19' color
T. V. Take oVer
payments. $20.00. Call
753-0595 before 6 p.m.

REPOSSESSED stereo,
take over payments.
$19.00 month. Call 7530595 Wore 6 p.m.
Sf F.F.PING ROOMS, air
condition, private entrance, refrigerator.
HEAR POLICE, game
ApartZimmerman
warden, ambulance,
ment, Southla Street,TVA calls on yollY. Bear
753-6609. IV Scanner. Complete
with 50 ft. push-up pole,
35 Farms For Rent
coax cable, antenna, 17
crystals. $225. rall 753- FOR,RENT 100 acres for
4770 after 5 p.m.
soy beans', New Concord. Write Harold
Jewell, 1750 Moorhouse,
Ferndale, Michigan
48220.
Would you like to get 8
or more channels on
36 For Rent Or Lease
your TV? We guarantee
GARDEN SPACE for
8 or more! We are fully
rent. Approximately 2
insured on antenna and
acres. Suitable for into‘ver work.
dividual or groups. Call
753-0774.

TV LOVERS

Central Center
753-5865

Mini
Warehouse

27 Mobile Home Sales

Storage Space

EIGHT NICE PIGS,
Noble L. Hurt. Call 4742301.

RFoucFn

41. Public Sales

Protest
WaRittri

COMME
TS: 12tt
lots in pi
vicinity
Donald'

PRICE REDUCED W01
Price just reduced on
this spic and span 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
west of City limits.
Central heat and air,
lovely 36 x16 greatroom
with fireplace and antique oak mantel, outside storage building,
concrete driveway and
attactive landscaping.
KOPPERUD
Phone
REALTY, 752-1222.

brim oast two hodresia
from, located la Al.... intro hop IE. Approximately
40 sq. ft. Iva" wee,
jedeiod wls, sone carpet.
Large

r•coatly
reign,
ressodoied Only $14,500.

approxii
150'. S.
jacent t
across f
Shoppir
Business
Majors 1
105 N. 121

ANOTH
LISTING
bedroom
acre' lot
from city
features
baths, cei
air, 2 c
- garage.
shrubs a.
eluding so
and fene
Phone Koi
" 753-1222
_conepniej
office at 7

Wel*
E
Sine
75

Waly 4 wiles out sad off 121

43 Real Estate

MOBILE HOME spaces
for families. Coach
Fox
and
Estates
Meadows, South 16th
753-3855.

WATER
lakeviev
prestige
also a
parcels
from lak
Neubaue
Main St.
0101 or 7

I

Supplies

QUE SALE, Yard
Sale, 27, 28 and 29 of
April. 8-6 p.m. Olivet,
Ky. Highway 80 to 962.
Glassware, Avon bottles,
Tupperware,
general supplies.

29 Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES' and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280

CHIC - ELEGANT SPACIOUS - This
.4,000 sq. ft. home has
it all. Entry hall,
living room, dining
room,
4
hugh
bedrooms. 3/
2 baths
1
& rec. room. 2 acres.
Let us show you this
Country
Estate
today. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.

753-4758
37 livestock

near .1
bedrpot
wood bu
Large 1
kitchen
good doe
1 acre,
listed at
Shroat C
1707.

Prifeasional Sem ices
With The Friendly Touch"

For Rent

1969 EMBASSY mobile
home, all electric. $4000.
1974 Chevy van, Aries
30, air, power steering
and
brakes. 350 V-8
automatic. $3800. Call
753-7216.
-FORsale. Very nice mobile
*home with lot, nice
garage and well. Just off
280. Near lake. Call 4362733.

8O'5-MAJORS
REAL ESTATE
753-8080

Near
APARTMENT.
Downtown Murray. Call
753-4109.

REALTUP5

South 12th at Svcamoria
TELEPHONE 7531051

I. This keveiy 3 It 11
2 Web is
/
demi for ewe oho wows a
let. Nome has large
fewity on. sad large bitches. Master U is 111
2 s
/
15%. Price redeced to
$.37,500. Call mew Owner saw
Es to reheat!.

753-3263 Anytime

BOYDMAJORS

MUST SELL 277 Apollo
jet boat, one new, one
demonstrator. One
equipped 460 Ford
engine, one equipped 454
Chevrolet engine. With
warranty.
Edwards
Ali-Street;
Benton, Ky. 527-1436
days, 527-8814 nights

REALTORS

12' ALUMINUM boat 5
h.p. motor, good condition. $250. Call 7591054.

CONVENIE
LOCATIO
across the
universit)
well-kept
with thre
two baths
heat an
basement.
an extra
three roc
apartment
entrance.
looking f
priced in tl
that is con•
university
Phone Kop
753-1222, a

527.14613

16 FT. CATAMARAN sail
boat, 27* ft. mast with
main and jib sail. Call
753-1362, 753-3125 or 75344029.
ALUMINUM
11'
FISHING boat with
accessories, 20 h.p
Johnson motor, trailer
and trolling motor.
$1,000,00. Call 753-9235
.m.
after

Floored OW rtv
mobile some OE
IO assemble vat

CUSTO
WANTED RESPONSIBLE party to take
over ,small monthly
payment on 6 months old
Wurlitzer piano. J and B
Music, 753-7575.

'FREE
. lespe;tion

kelley's
Terrell
& Pest
Control
100 Soeth 11t5

Equal Opportunity Employer

WN MOWERS 3
22" cut. B and S e the.
$88.88. Wallin.' Hard;
ware. PariS.
25 Business Service

Phalle 753-31
/14
In R mimeo Over
la Years
Certtflad.lty EPA

.1.4MES R.CASH
AIICTIONEER

114 VV4I1SI1E CASH
( I I R11

BOYD-MAJORS REM ESTATf .in Murray, Mayfield and Wingo is
pleased to introduce James R. Cash, Auctioneer and Hannah Sue
Cash, Auction Clerk as new associates of our firm.
Boyd-Majors and the Cash's invite you to come by and talk with us
concerning Real Estate Auctions.

BOYD-MAJORS REAL ESTATE

753-8080 247-7979 376-2323

rom
and ag
that
MARB
to scru

of .-.. a
reat? _We
_property
inc Bluff

norams,
Lakeway'
Palisades
. lots and
e an inur whole
rijov. Call
etttatgba----

ATE
10 -

AUTHENTIC LOG cabin/ A TOUCH of Nature
surrounds
this
near lake. 3 large
Guy tpaw* Realt
beautifully kept brick on.
bedrooms, beautiful
'Y ew Sr/ People
picturesque 2 acre
In Real [stele"
_ wood burning fireplace.
lot.. Some of the special
- - 753-7724
Large L.11-. and large
901 Sycamore
Murray, Sy
features of this home
kitchen breakfast bar,
are:
beautiful
built-in
good deep well sitting on
kitchen, fireplace with PRICED
1 acre, full- basement
REDUCED
heatalator for winter
listed at $25,500. Nelson
62000 on this spotless 3
months,22 r 15 patio for
Shroat Co. Realtors, 759bedroom, 2 bath home
summer cook-outs...and
1707.
just west of Murray city
much, much more! May
Limits. pome features
we
slump=today' Ca.14.12.ATeit- •veWhephirr,.
WATER-I
- MONT and
753-1492 or 753-1499' formal dining room,
lakeview - lot, in a
Ijoretta Jobs Realtors.
central heat and air, 2prestige restriPted area.
car attached garage and
also a few five acre
parcels only one jade
ACRES LOTS for rot- realistic price in the
irom lake. Call John C.
or sale. $30 per month. 40's. Phone us today for
Neubauer, realtor; 505
City water and sewage. more information this 1
year old quality home.
Main St., Murray. 753Roberts Estates, 3 miles
0101 or 753-7531.
East of Murray. Call Phone 753-1222, KOPPERIM
REALTY,
753-3745.

en.ices
y Toucb'L

GANT - This
ome has
y hall,
dining
.
h ugh
02 batha--=--2 acres.
you this
Estate
Majors
105 N.
measaisms,

ICED $1000..
reduced on
ad span 3 '
bath home
ity limits.
t and air, _
; greatroom
ce and anlantel, out- ..,.•
e building, •
.veway and
andscaping.
DPPERUD i2-1222.

COMMERCIAL LOTS: 12th & Main - 2
lots in prime location
vicinity of MacDonald's & Cap'n
-1-14. _These lots are
approximately 145' x
150'. S. 12th - adjacent to Goodyear,
across from Bel-Air
Shopping.
Ideal
Business Site. Boyd
Majors Real Estate,
105 N. 12th.
,ANOTIJEF, NEW
'LISTING' - Roomy 3
bedroom home on 3,4
acre lot only minutes
from city limits. Home
features study, 1
baths, central heat and
air, 2 car attached
garage. Lot has nice
shrubs and trees, including some fruit trees,
and fenced backyard.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 or visit our
conveniently -loe-ated
office at 711 Main.

wo bedroom
I Anse an exApprosiesstely
king arse,
dew carpet.
I, recently
,$14,500.

one off 121
00 1½ Wit is
wee muds I
Ii Ass largo
nd Ides kit/
2
00 is 111
redoes/ to
le Omen row

CONVENIENT
• LOCATION - Walk
*cross the street to the
university from this
well-kept older home
with three bedrooms,
_two baths, central gas
beat and a half
basement. There is also
an extra plus with a
three room upstairs
apartment with outside
entrance. If you are
looking for a house
priced in the mid forties
that is convenient to the
university call us today.
Phone Kopperud Realty,
753-1222, anytime.

brftinen

is
ue

finishing.
CONCRETE
Patios, driveways, etc.
Call 753-0659.
PAINTING INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall
finishing. 10 years experience. Call 436-2563,
Ralph_ Worley.

Guttering by Sears, Sears
continuous gutters installed,
your
per
specifications.
Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates.

DO YOU red stumps
remove4ffrom your yard
or land cleared of
.stumps" We cap remove _
stumps up to 24"
-beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips...,
BEAUTIFY your.home
Call for free Estimate, with-lightweight easy-TO--Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
install Eldorado' Stone.
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
No costly footings or
foundations. 100 percent
INSULATION-. BLOWN
fireproof' masonary.
IN. by Sears save on
these high...,.beat and
product. Less than the
where "our timnis your
cost of natural stone.
cooling bills:-diff-sears
©1978 United F,eattlra Syndicate, Inc
time, anytime!"
Use for interior or ex.753-2310
for , free
tenor. An excellent doestimates.
THE NELSON SHROAT
II `40Lii-L R142 _THEM IN ANY BUYERS it-yourself project or we
LOTS FOR SALE Lake
MAR.WET TH5SE PAY5,11
CO. REALTORS
will install. Buy direct
WILL HAUL rock, lime
view, lots in restricted
159-1-707
frail
and sand. Call 382-2646..
our factory.
subdivision
at
1973
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center
Timber-Lod
ge
Stone
and
- •
prices. Central water
1976 CHEVY CAPRICE
Fireplace, 706
WET BASEMENT? We
N.
Call 436-2473.
Classic.. A-1 condition.
Market Street, Paris,
make wet basements
DEAR AD READER:
6
T4e2nn82
-1328
Lots of extras. Call 753'. 3. 42. Phone 90.EL
tlrY. work_ cornpleaPly
1973 CADILLAC Sedan
!Loire This House!! It's - HOUSE WITH 12 acres
2858 after 4 p.m.
--guaranteed. Call or
De Ville. Am-FM stereo,
located in walking
land, extra nice. Two
write Morgan Con8 track, cruise, power EXPERIENCED PAINdistance of shopping
bedroom brick, shop. 1973 FORD PICKUP.
cn
ionA.Co
B
storxuci
pa.d
, uRo
cau
ht,eicy2.,
TER, interior or exseats, leather interior,
Centers, grocery stores.
Power .steering and
outbuilding.
Other
terior. Call for free
low mileage,, excellent
and-school...3 bedroom
power brakes, air. call
Priced to sell. Call 75342001. Phone day or
estimate 489-2322 after 6
condition. Make an
brick with rec room and
753-7975.
0430 or 753-8131.
night 442-7026.
p.m.
offer. Call 753-5561.
den, fenced in brick and
THREE
wood patio, priced in the
BEDROOM 1971 CHEVROLET
LICENSED ELEC-- SEPTIC TANK PUMbrick home with garage
1974 PINTO
30's...Can't wait to tell
Impala in good ConSquire
PING. Residential and
TRICAN and gas inand 1ir2 bath. Located in
Wagon,4 speed and air.
you more about it. Call
dition. Call 753-9634 after
commercial. Rex Camp
stallation, will
do
Westwood Subdivision.
Excellent condition. Call
me at 753-1492 for more
5 p.m.
753-5933.
plumbing,
heating
and
'Call 753-5685.
753-0570 after 5.
details, Loretta Jobs
sewer cleaning. Call 753Healey
Realtors.
1966 AUSTIN
THREE BEDROOM, 1
Sprite, good condition.
bath, carport on College
Excellent condition.'
40 mpg. $1100. Call 767AND R Pool -eat
Farm Rd. $30,000. Call
$2500 or best offer. Call - tractor. Custom built ALL TYPES backhoe and
Purclorn-i Thurman
3308.
•
753-7909.
septic tank work. Field
759-1284.
vinyl lined
pools.
Insurance,& Real Estate
tile lines installed, 28
Dart
DODGE
BLUE
1973
Several
sizes.
Water
Southside Cburt Square
FOUR BEDROOM house
years
experience.
1970 BUICK
Swinger. Loaded with
Estate
Valley 355-2838 or 328Murray, Kontvelff
with full basement.
Licensed through Health
Wagon automatic, air
753-5809.
extras.
8567.
Call
Fully carpeted, newly
753-4451
Department. Call Rex
power steering. Call 753.
decorated. Aluminum
Camp, 753-5933.
Fun YOUR septic tank
3222.
DART
DODGE
1972
siding.
Approximately
2
RENTAL INCOME:
and backhoe work needs.
Swinger. V-8 engine.
acres of land. $30,000. .8
SPRAY PAINTING of all
PROPERTY for sale
septic
tank
Also
Power,air, low mileage.
mile off airport road.
kinds. Metal roofs,
near university. BiWHITES
Lane.
cleaning.
John
Call
CAMPER
Excellent condition. Call
Call 753-0814.
.
barns, far,ms
and
Level brick home with
SALES - Your friendly Phone 753-8669 or '436after 4, 753-8560.
homes.
Ralph
Call
main floor having 3
;
5348.
Starcraft
dealer.
Travel
TWO BEDROOM cabin,
Worley, 436-2563.
bedrooms, 1½ baths.
trailers,
pop
ups,
PONTIAC
used
Bon1974
lake front lot on
Additonal 6. apartments
campers and toppers. FOR INSULATION
neville, good condition.
beautiful Ky. Lake. 10
needs. Call Jackson
WILL MOW lawns in
with separate entrances
All at discount prices.
Call 753-4534.miles from Murray.
Purchase
Insulation,
Murray and around
in lower level. Central
Complete
line
of parts
$18,000. Call 753-8355
lake. Call 436-2509:
natural-gas-heliting-and-and accessories. We- 750-1820.
and central electric air.
service what we sell,
COUNTY ESTATE city
hardtop, all power, air
MOBILE HOME ANKOPPERUD
phone
Open Monday-Saturday,
conveniences 2 Miles
condition. Radio. Red on
CHORS, underpinning,
7
REALTY. 752-1222 for
a.m.
from city limits. 3.3
till
? Sunday,.
red. 45,000 miles. Sharp
awnings, carports and
courteous, reliable
privacy.
12:30
of
acres
until6
p.m.
East
94
753-3378.
car. Call
roofs sealed. Call Jack
Private lake. Beautiful
Highway 4 miles from
Glover 753-1873 after 5 p.
1973 GREMLIN - 6 cyl.
wood park area, barn
Murray. Call • 753-0605.
QUALITY SERVICE
FIVE ACRES land with 2
m. or weekend.
straight shift. Gets 27
suitable for horses, shop
Company
Inc. Air conhouses. Four miles
1972
16' TRAVEL trailer
miles per gallon and in
and storage building,
dition sales and serSouth on 641. Call 492Slumber Wagon. Extra
excellent
large 2 bedroom house,
condition.
8356.
vice. Modern sheet
clean. Call 753-6345 or$950.00. Phone 1-354fully carpeted lots of
metal
753-5273, ask for Paul
department.
6217
closets and cabinets.
Larry
Wisehart,
Garland.
Contractor will expand
CHEVROLET
1941
President. Phone 753to 3 or •4 bedroom to
pickup, automatic, 383
FOR
9290.
SALE:
1976
your specifications with
modified motor, chrome
Winebago motor home.
commitment. Priced in
wheels, sharp, $1,500.
Call 753-8681 after 5:00 p.
low's 40's Call 753-9850.
1952 Willys 2 door car,
m.
restorable condition.
HOME FOR SALE 4 Year
Best offer. Call 753-4954
WESTERN KY. Travel
old 3 bedroom, 2 full
OPfN WEENDAYS
or 753-7230 after 5 p.m.
Trailer Sales and Serbaths, dishwasher,
Mos.-Wed. 8-1
vice, Route 68 and 1-24,
electric, stove, part
CLOSED 011 THURSDAYS
1963 E 225 Buick conCadiz,
Ky.
Call
502-522basement,on large lot in
& Sat. 8-2:30
vertible, white with red
8507.
Keniana
Subdivision.
interior. New tires. Very
Call 436-2473.
rare. Call 436-2427.
209 Walnut Street.
Isn't it time you
Call this number after 5:00 to assure
NEED
TREES
or
faced facts and ad76 DELTA 88 Oldshrubbery
196'7 SUZUKI 200 CD, low
cut
or
mitted it's harder
prompt service next day, 753-3685 smobile.
Call 753-3596
trimmed? Call George
miles, excellent conthan you thought to
night appointments.
and
yaur,awn Acme?
480-277.1 alter _ after 5 p.m.
._dltop
_
753-4707There's an easy way
5 p.m.
to do it ... DIAL 7538080 and let BOYDMX 250 YAMAHA. ExREAL
MAJORS
cellent condition. Best
ESTATE come to
offer. call 753-0650.
your rescue.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN prompt ef--kagntagriice. No_jab too
.small. Call Elliese.
White, 753-0605. - •

CAAPET_CLEANING _
-reasonable rat'011.-t
Prompt and efficient.
CustOrn - Carpet Care.
753-1335.

-PLCAWING, discing and
bushogging. Call .7531261 or 759-4088.

RANDY'S RANDY
MAN SERVICE
Home
repair
Isork
Remodeling,small plumbing
No Job to mall. Satisfaction
guaranteed.631311116.

PROFESSIONAL

window clearer. private
homes, offices, store4
MITCHELL
. fronts, etc. 20 years
ELACKTOPPING
experience. Call 901-782sealing, patch1i2g
*striping:- --F•or•-----Erie
estimates call, 753-1537. WE
DO MASONRY work.• Anything in brick or
FENCE SALES at Sears
block. No jobs too big or ,t•
now. Call Sears 753-2310
small. Call Henry Tenn,"
for free estimates for
243-4651. .
your needs. ,
WILL 'DO interior and
exterior h`ouse painting.
Call 759-1228.

stsiga

BYAB,5 BROTHERS &
SON - General home
remodeling, framing,.
aluminum siding and
gutters. Call -1-354-8951
or 1-362-4895.

house does all
VAT- • •
derp
.1* 10111111°113
-grlitTe lh rartigk.sweep
KONON1CALLYcleans the way
professionals do-at
a fraction of the cost

WILL MOW lawns and do
yard work. Call 489-2460.

(YOU SAVE UP TO
rIS.00 PER ROOM>

WILL PLOW' or,, disc
gardens. Also bushog
any size job. Call 7536160 ask for Will Est
from 4 to 12 p.m.
bat for oak/ $12.00 a day

Chain Saw
And Lawnmower
Sates and Service
Eastside Small
Engine Repair

Bel-Air Decor Store
1110-* 4.1,w IS.346012

BLACK FEMALE kitten
with white spot on chest.
Three months old. Call
753-3994.

Highway 94 East
753-0400

Warehouse space availshle, large 22' x 24'
14' x 24'. 10' x 10' doors, ceiling over 12' high,
large enough for almost any job. Ideal for a
house full of furniture.

MANAGER TRAINEE
MEN-OR WOMEN
Management possibilities can be yours . after 6 months
specialized training. Earn S15,000 to 135.000 a year in
management.
I will start you with up to $1,000 a month guaranteed commission.
send you to school for 3 weeks, expenses paid, tram you in the
field of selling and servicing established business accounts.
Hospital and other fringe benefits available.

,

TO QUALIFY • 21 or over, have car, bondable, be sports minded,
ambitious, career minded.
Openings in all areas of Kentucky.
Call for perused intereenr:
lionlOmrstretick
14110-231-64192
Call on April 24, 23, 26
Free 9:00 con. to 6:00 p.n.
An Equal Opportunity Employer Mil:

DREAMS DO COME TRUE AT

1974 HONDA 750. Four
into one pipes. Windjammer. 7,000 miles.
Call 753-6010.
MOTORCYCLES
TWO
XII 75 Honda, excellent
condition. $300. Mini
trail 50 Honda, fair
condition. $75. Call 7535644.
floored and redly. Up to 12 w 24. Also born style, offices, cottages,
mobile tome salons, and patios, or U-SUILD, pre rat completely reedy
to ensemble op to 21 a 60. Ray tbe best for loss.

TRUCK TIRE 8-75 x 16.5,
less than 3,000 miles.
$25. Call 489-2773 after 5
p.m.

ALL TIRED OUT
te•

KOPPERUD REALTY
LET US FIND YOUR DREAM NOME

1977 HARLEY DAVISON
1200 Super Glide. $2850.
Call 767-6539 or 395-4329.

CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

from scrubbing the bathroom again
and again and again. 'You can stop all
that by putting nice, easy to care for
MARBLE in it. And you'll never have
to scrub again.
Beautiful...you say!
Yep. It's that. too.
See it at

302 CHEVROLET V-8
motor and transmission.
like new. Call 436-2427
1976 PINTO, excellent
condition. Silver C.an be
seen at Fine Station, 121,

•

FORMULA FOR FINE LIVING
Lovely and unique home on private 3 acre
wooded tract west of Murray. Home has
breathtaking 27' x 25' greatroom with fireplace
and hardwood plank floors. Electric Heat Pump,
all modern conveniences plus a rustic, comfortable design add up to a pleasant life style for
you. D)n't let this opportunity Pau You by.
Phone us today for more information.

STYLISH ELEGANCE
If unique is what you seek, we have it. This 3story,5 bedroom home has all the extras-marble
fireplace, built-in appliances, spiral stairways,
central vacuum atid intercom, custom made
drapes throughout. This is that "dream home"
you have been waiting for.

•

one of Murray's finest quality-built homes 30
x 30 redwood patio with gas grill, 4,000 square
feet of living area with many built-ins,' 5
bedrooms, and 31,2 baths. Large al acre lot on
quiet street with beautiful trees and landscaping.
Let us make your dream home a reality with this
spacious, distinctive charmer. Price reduced.

1973 VEGA GT, -air ,
condition. Must sell. Call
753-9849.

Marry Patterson 492-8302 - Bill Rayburn 7594900- Geri Andersen 753-7932- George Gallagher 753-8121. Bill Kopperud 753-1222
Immusammomow
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CallowaySchootJoan lists
Over 300 Hired For Next Year
Dorothy McClure, manageri
Calloway County Board of Janice McCuiston, ,Lorene Sue Brittain, Margie Woodall,
Education has offered 1976; Geurin, Peggy Gettrin, Eva Mildred Adams,. Charlene Ernestine Norman, Sue
1979,sohool yehr contracts to._ Lee and Helen McCiuston, Melvin, Delorise Boggess, Taylor, Joyce Idartok_blancy
'• ever 300 certified • and cashier.
Lurlow Stone, Rose Walker Ingram, Maude Hale, Nandi
Byerly, Betty Elkins and
classified personnel in th(e ." Custodians _include Cleo and Melissa Rowland.
Colson, Delores Rose and Custodians recommended Sherry Garland.
school system.
And custodians, E. R/7
That action came at a recent Carolyn Walker, plus bus for North include: Bobby
drivers, Dons Boggess, Rowland, Melissa Rowland Schroeder, James H*,
school board meeting.
School board officials also Ramona Bryan, Orlene and Leland Elkins. And bus Griffin Lane and Mavis
accepted resignations from Bucy, Robert Farris, Attie drivers, Toni Allen, Judy Schroeder.
Garrison, Ira Greer,_SauslI_Black, Billy Blakely, Carroll
The board employed Patsy
three teachers.
Recommendations for HickS, Rita Lovett, Vurlene Bowdeh, Willard Duncan, Woodall as a library aide and
certified staff at East Marr, Pat Skinner, JOyce JeweliDunn,OpaiGalloway, • food service worker.
• Underhill, Wanda Willoughby, Albert Higgins, Judy Lamb,
Recommendations for
Elementary include:
•
ill IN gill
—acElliana Vinton, Betty Webb and William Miller, Betty Morris, certified staff at ,the
w
Bob Alle----petnesp
111
Patricia . Allbritten, Susan Mike Ryan.
Rose Walker and Brenda office-Include:
Recommendations for Wyatt.
Ronald McAlister, assistant
Blackford, Ann Brinkley,
Diana Brown, Betty Cassity, certified staff at North . Recommendations for /luperintendent, Charlie
Sue Chaney, Mac Coleman, Elementary include:
• -tified ataff. at Southwest' Lassiter, director of pupil
James Feltner, prinelPair*emestir,•iffehitie"77
_personnel...and • director of .
Mary Janice Cooper, Patricia
--","—
• Deborah Adams, Marion Roy Cothran, principal, transportation, Johnny
Dick,
Dorotha Sue Heiss, Linda Bailey, Marlene Bench, Merrill
Brick, 'Maxine Bohannon, supervisor of inHendrick, Linnie Hooks, Bobbye • fferrill, Carolyn Burkeen, Ruth Calhoun, Jean struction, Joy Waldrop,school
ha
Lorene McCage, Barbara Boggess,
Brown, Cooper, Janehl"an, Randa psychometrist, Cynthia-Herndon, school business1.1cCuistoar-4dary Ruth JaequelYnCassitY.
CunninghaT;JUinatDodson,
•
McCuisteti,-Bill Miller, Shelia-7 --Jeannie ,.Harrison, Cheryl Venda,(ibson, Betty Gore, administrator, Joanna
Nance, , Judy C. Overbey, Dailey, Judy Darnell, Linda Kay Greer, Tommy Greer, Adams, food service director,
--Feltner, Beverly •Galloway, Betty Hassell Betty Jackson, - -and Joan Milner, home bound
Linda PAW8011,
W. T. _ Patterson, Wilda John Gingles,'• Delura HilkIfeanor Miller, Gwyn Key, teacher.
Classified staff at the- . Perkins, Maxine „Po01. Dolly Mary A. Hujnphries, J. W Reita Ladd, Nancy W. Lovett,
central office include Patsy__
Redick, SallY:SeetijgriCia Jones,
ZJSri
_
Patoiela Lailffer, Nap 11. - Ruth Ann Majors• • Crystal Watson, secretary, and Hoy
Seiber,
Mike.,Sims,'Martha smith, Lovett, Rachel Neale'.Steven Parks, Susan Ramp, Edna Higgins and Chester Dunn at _
Sherry Smith, Linda Stalls, Payne, Frances Pinklerflutb Robinson, Nancy Schempp, the sehool bus garage.
- .1-alice Stubb1efie1nShirley.__POt1s..1,_ ' ,..
Margery Shown-, Gail Turner, Eztra service _ rectnm,.
Rita'Priceil;Vanda Roberts, Eupal Underwood and Mary mendations include:
Wall, Mary Jane Key and
Suzanne Schroader, Ronnie Culver,- Calloway County High Billy
Martha Leet.
Recommeaations for Walker/Wanda Walker and
assistant principal,Nix,
Recommendations for
classified staff at ,East Rebecta Williams.
classified staff at Southwest assistant football coach; Sue
Elmentary are Jimmie Recommendations for Elementary include: Helen Outland, head cheerleader
Stubblefield, secretary; foodzelassified staff at North are; Doron, secretary; food ser- sponsor, girls track coach;
. __.
Pretty _Riley, newspaper
service personnel, 00-0 Ditytha Dowdy, secretary; vice personnel,
fbiiii—
Willadetm
manager,
iiiiiCe personnet—Jean Barger, manager. sponsor;• Luna Greer, year,Geurin,
sponsor;
Joe'
Kirks, Jerldene Xathis, Ernestine Hargis, manager, Wanda Howard, Mary Easley, book
'
Synecipher, baseball .coach,
Freda
Armstrong,
Linda
/
--, Cooper and Gracie Holland. assistant football coach,
And custodians, Henry freshman boys basketball
Watkins,
Jean
Underhill and Alois Underhill; coach;
/
phis bus drivers, Freda assistant girls basketball
-----•.. 4`
Itrmstrong, JOann Cooper, coach;
'
Lary England, speech
Margaret Enoch, Lovana
Futrell, Gracie.Holland, Fay coach; James Nix, assistant
Nell Kelso, John King, Mavis boys basketball coach, boys
Appearing as honored guest major on the recommendation Murdock, Jean Norsworthy, track coach; Cecil Glass, band
conductor
tonight's of his high school band Elizabeth Oliver and Carolyn director; Stan Outland, head
at
Presidential Concert, to tpke director, Arved Larsen Manning.
football coach; Joanna Sykes,
thfra II •
place in- Lovett Auditorium at r Murray 1942 and President's
Recommendations for assistant cheerleader sponsor..
8:15 p.m., will be the-19711—Tionor Concert-Luest in 1975). certified staff at Calloway Marianne Davis, head girls
•
Distinguished Educator- While still a freshman he County High School include:
basketball coach and Clayton
Music Alumnus, Kenneth L switched to a bassoon major, Jerry Ainley, principal, Sue Hargrove,
head
boys'
Neidig.
but continued to play the Adams, Susan,Armes, Fannie basketball coach, golf coach.
Each year, the department clarinet in the marching band. Buchanan,Brenda Call, Diana Extra service recomof music MSU k elects an The following summer he Canty, EugeneChaney, Lynda mendations at East include
avaalwaislina alrienema who isa. went on the nisei with Len Colenian, Elisabeth Conley, William A. Miller and Mike
distinguished himself and Foster's dance band. playing Freed Curck_. - •
Sims. coaches;
North,
tirotight
at honor to his ons-nighters
Witi" the
Mariannt-iltnivis, George Steven Payne and John T.
Alma Mater - through con- South. He was --the--Carnpu.s Dowdy, Larry Dunn, Larry •Gingles, coaches; and Southtributions to music education Lights stage manager for England, Lucy-Forrest, Larry west Elementary, Merril
in ' America. As the 1978 three years, taught the college Gilbert, Cecil Glass, Lana Brick and James T. Greer.
recipient, Neidig. a 1952 woodwind class, and served as Greer,
coaches.
graduate, will return to the president of the Gamma Delta
Clay-ton Hargrove, Dianne
campus where he will conduct chapter of Phi Mu Alpha.
Jackson, Bess Kerlick,
the University Wind SinFollowing graduation he Alberta Korb, Billy
fonietta and Symphonic Band entered the U.S. Army at Fort James Nix, Stan Outland, Sue
then will be recognized by Dr. Knox and spent the major Outland,Larry Paschall,
Constantine W. Curris, portion of his three-year -N. P. Paschall, Jamie Potts,
president of Murray State enlistment as a member of the Robert Puttoff, Yvette Pyle,
University.
United Nations Headquarters Betty Riley, Jane Sisk, Carol
Since 1970, Neidig has been Band in Tokyo, Japan.
Sloan, Joe Stonecipher, ,
editor
and
advertising
Jehovah's Witnesset were
The Lovett Auditorium
Kathy Stubblefield, Joanna
manager of "The In- concert will begin at 8:15 p.m. Sykes, Christina Thompson, urged to "share the good news
strumentalist," a professional and a reception will be held Douglas Tucker, Nicole of the Bible with others" as
magazine for school band and after the concert which will Ulrich, Jean Watkins, and they closed a two-day circuit
orchestra directors and is afford concert-goers the op- Lava ughn Wells.
assembly held the past
etecutive editor of :Accent." portunity • to meet and talk
Recommendations for weekend at Murray High
a magazine for music with both Mr. and Mrs. classified
staff at the high School.
students.
Local Witnesses were
Neidig.
school include: Phyllis
His first book, "The Band
The public is urged to attend Robinson and Catherine among 1475 attending the twoDirector's Guide," was this unique occasion without Glass, secretaries, food day Bible seminar from 20
published in 190and has gone any charge.
congregations in Western
service personnel,
through six printings. It is a
Kentucky and Southern
standard text in many college
Indiana.
instrumental music,, methods
The regular schedule of
classes. His -Choral Direcmeeting will be resumed this
tor's Guidel vras published in.
week at_the_Kingdom Hall, it.
—1167, and the ''Music Direcwas announced by George
tor's Complete Handhook of
Bandarra, presiding minister
Forms" in 1973
of the local congregation.
The local chapter of Alpha
In the past eight years, District minister Lester L.
•Isleidig entered Murray
Pliairority will be AOPi International has Roper encouraged delegates.
Omicron
State in 1948 as a clarinet
hosting a dbtlaguished visitor donated more than $105,000 in to -stand fast in living by.
from April 28 to May 1.
Int It TIM-141v r
grants to arthritis resear- Bible principles, resisting I
Lisa Richtermeyer, a native chers. Local collegiate and
pressures of world which fi
of -Grand Pass, Mo., is one of alumnae chapters support the
minimize morality, and to i
four recent college graduates philanthropy through fundhelp others appreciate the
traveling for AOPi this year. raising projects, personal
advantages of living today as '
Murray State University is service to arthritics and
the Bible outlines." This •
just one of Richtermeyer's public information programs.
encouragement was acnepted
stops in a year-long tour of
by all as demonstrated by the
Richtermeyer,
1977
a
Chicago, 111.—A free offer of AOPi chapters throughout the graduate of Central
applause given to his
Missouri
U.S.
and
Canada.
special interest to those who
remarks, Bandarra said.
Traveling consultants work State University, has a
hear but do not understand
Preparations are being
words has been announced by with the 88 individual bachelor of science degree in
made
by
local
the
clothing
and
textiles,
with
a
lislione.
-sion-operating collegiate chapters of Alpha
model of the smallest Behr* Omicron Pi, emphasizing minor in marketing. Active in congregation to attend an
aid of itsikind will be given ab-, community and campus in- her own college sorority International Assembly this
solute* free to anyoneanswer. volvement, leadership and chapter, she served as pledge summer, a portion of which
will be held in St. Louis, Mo.,
Ing thie advertisement..
scholastic aChievement. class president and philanSend for this model, put it on Richtermeyer has been thropic chairman and was for five days beginning June
and wear it in the privacy of trained in group dynamics, honored as her region's out- 28. Bandarra stated that many
from this area will be atyour own home. While many communication
and chapter standing collegiate leader,
people with a hearing loss will
In
other activities, she was a tending the St. Louis meeting
functions, and is prepared to
not receive any significant
member of the Student Home and in other areas of the
share
with
new
Alpha
ideas
benefit from any hearing aid,
Economics Association and country al well as foreign
this free model will show you Omicron PI members here. the
university band. All this lands.
1897
Founded
at
Barnard
in
how tiny hearing help can be. It
campus
involvement didn't
of
Columbia
As not a real hearing aid, and......College
It's yours tonerp, tractile ac- University in New York, hurt Richtermeyer's grades
Federal Mato Muybot Neon Kervire
less-MA-a three -Alpha Omicron Pi has eon- either. She was named to Apill0.1•78
"Who's
Who
in
sistently
encouragal
social
American Kentucky Puralude
-of an ounce, and it'; all at eat
sei fleigaraa
lhanar
' leadership and intellectual Colleges & Universibet:'the rela
level, m one unrt.
i inn
ai:dt
em
ist
IS Barran
lasss models are free.sass development of its more than Dean's Honor Roll. and 01111•414.11 know Rowe JIMA
lower
51,tagell YANA. WnLC...tar—ranu- .10000._munbau—Sentige rom!twad .tbs • Student Home rignalielow
LA
WPM,
411„111'fteoh"`Alififf:Airetefegiltlefelt'Tsfoirraitit it:Calan iiftialiatterifieemernfte
Artsoffatton'a DI WNW
. 144.10-47$
n.. ost. and certainly no.obli, Sod during her visit here: butstanding Junior Class UllS4Sowilbs
••
1.1113-41M4161ba.•
:=2
gallon I housandthaveslreadY Richtermeyer
will
be Student award.
US
been mailed, so write today to • discussing support of arthritis
I4E
Her hobbies include playing
In.
tail
Dept. 56°1, Bell°Pe Elec• • research,
AOPi's
in- the piano and organ. designing MI..
In.
4201 W._,Victoria St.. ternational philanthropy
US
14
her
NO411111..•OISIS41 km.1.11
own clothes, embrodiery,
since
to Si111111.
Chien°. Illinois 60646.
111.1041.01
and, of course. traveling...
1969.
Swot? 11,1190m11131.SHLIO

•-CHISIF'111LOLET
4411
•

SaleibiliffiThon
nesdaymnursday-Frida
April 26=21=28

•

(Sponsored By Dwain Taylor Chevrolet)

Open 6 a.m. until?
We're Going To Sell
New Trucks - New Cars
Used Trucks & Used Cars
Don't Miss This Sale-A -Thor:

Neidiero Appear-

3

Honor. Guest Conductor

Witnesses
Close Meet

Yr

Offr.,

:
•
Wrier

down

Our Stock Is Almost Unlimited!
Special Prices on Some New Units
That Have Been In Stock Over 60 Days
Financing Available
Through Banks or GMAC
Up To 48 Months On New Cars

Traveling Consultant
To, VisitA01:Chgott-

Free TV'
To Be Given Away

Worried About
How You'll Look
With a Hearing Aid?

Register For A Free Portable
Black & White T.V. ,
(You Do Not Have To Be Piesent To Win

I Fro COff°esepied

Hog Market

See J. H. Nit, Jerry Boyd, Mickey Bogges,
, N. Jan Dalton

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.

Hwy. 641 South

•

ma.

e-

753-2617

1977Secretary Of The Year Annie Nance
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Secretaries'
Week Observed
_ ,anatial
observance, .1978
Secretaries Week is noted
April 23-29, 1978, sponsored
Iv_tite National Secretaries
Associ•ation
terrfational), the world's
secretarial
leading
association. Wednesday,
April 25, is set aside as
Secreatries Day.
According to a special
Week
Secretaries
—statement ifiricTe-bythinitF
McCauley, International
President of NSA, who is
secretary to Jack Lemmon, President, Jalem
Productions, Hollywood,
California:
-"Secretaries Week is
designated as a time to reexamine aiod recognize
the contributions made by
professional secretaries in
every field of office endeavor. Craftsmanship
counts for a lot, but in the
final analysis secretarial .
work continues to elude exact time and motion
studies undertaken by

fact that secretarial activities are so highly
diversified, that makes the
work challenging and
rewarding to those who
have chosen it as a career,
It is interesting to note that
no satisfactory method of
measuring an executive's
time has been devised,
either.
"Since secretarial work
is among-The leaht structured jobs, _it _ is one in
which there is latitude for
exercising common sense
judgement. The
and
average executive is not
preoccupied with how
things get 'done efficiently
and on time, but is concerned only with results.
"Secretaries seek
t-Log ition, therefore, for
their ability to establish
procedures, organize work
and streamline existing
systems so that they may
assist the executive further
by being able to cope with
unforeseen situations.".

et-41'

Sal

51KvIr-

•

SECRETARIES' WEEK COMMITTEE — The members of the 1978 Secretaries' Week Committee are,Jeft to
right, back row, Carol Sims, chairman,Joyce Haley, Annie Nance and, sitting, Mia Wilson, Melva Hatcher, Linda
Chadwick and Joyce Key.

-et

BOARD AND COMMITTEE MEMBERS — Pictured here are members of the 1978 board of directors of the
• Murray Chapter and some standing committee chairmen. Left to right are Sandra Adams, Patsy Dyer, Annie
Nance, Linda Chadwick,jean Fleming, Mayre Briggs, Doris Rowland, CPS, Anita Thomas, CPS and Mia Wilson.

NSA Has High Standards

.......

NSA is-net a club - or
social organization. It has
its primary goal elevating
the standards of the individual seCretary, in each
stage and at all levels of
her-his career, through
continuing education and
by fostering programs for
personnel and professional
growth and development.
Members of NSA are
employed throughout the
United States economy at
the same ratio as the
3,200,000
secretaries
reported by the Bureau of
Labor Statistics: largely,
in service industries, with
two-thirds performing in
banks, insurance companies, real 'estate and
government The Bureau

states: "Although many
automatic
hoe`tir.petr
offi.,- e equipment have been
introduced in recent years,
no adverse impack on
employment of secretaries
is expected."
According to the Occupational Outlook, the
demand for professionally
qualified secretaries
continues to exceed the
supply. One out of every
five office workers in the
United States is classified
as secretary. Employment
of secretaries is expected
to increase faster than the
average for all occupations
through the mid-1980's.
In view of this increased
demand, members of NSA
are afforded the opportunity to become better
bi

-PAGE SrUMW

secretaq by developing
initiative and acquiring
leadership abilities
through involvement iq
various Association
projects and by implementing and achieving
target goals.
The CPS Program is a
department of NSA and is
the capstone of the
secretarial . profession.
However, realizing that
many secretaries are
unable to participate in
program for numerous
reasons, NSA is organized
and committed to assisting
all secretaries in the
elevation
of
thier
profession, and the CPS
prOgram Is only one way of
providing the assistance.

Membership in NSA is
open to every Secretafy in
the United States who has
had secretarial training
and at least two years of
secretarial experience, and
who is actively engaged as
a full-time secretary, or a
part-time secretary not
eiigaged in any other
gainful employment at the
time - of admission to
membership.
Members of NSA share
mutual interests • through
ideal exchanges in their
experience, knowledge and
skill., In so doing, each
member profits, and the
world of business turns a
bit more smoothly by the
Improved efforts of each
secretary.

i.
MURRAY CHAPTER MEMBERS
'
Employer
Member
SANDRA K.- ADAM94ary --HavertAvdt;-*ttorney,
Hughes &Gregory
SARA ._ _ALEXANDER-6-eorge--Steektonl---Direetor,
Office of Personnel services. htsti
NEVA- GREY ALLBRITTEN-Joe Dick, President,
Bank of Murray
ESSIE BAILEY-Nat Ryan Hughes, Attorney, Hughes
&Gregory
BETTYE BARER-John C. Winter, Acting Dean,
College of Creative Expression, MSU
MARTHA R. BEALE-Dorothy Nanny, Bureau for
Social Services
CLAIRE BENTON-Johnny Reagan, Office of Athletic
Director, MSU
FAYE BILLINGTON-Dale White, Tappan Company
LINDA CHADWICK-Donald A. Jones, Attorney
SARAH DUNCAN-Joe .Crass, City Clerk,. City of
Murray
NAN DUNN-Dr. Rex Galloway, Chairman, Department of Management, MSU
PATSY R. DYER-Dr. Constantine W. Curris,
President, MSU
LINDA K. FARLEY-Billy Joe Puckett, SecretaryTreasurer, MSU Foundation
JEAN FLEMING-Ted F. Billington, Ted F. Billington
Consulting Engineers
JOYCE HALEY-Chris Jones, TEXAS Corporation
ANNA RUTH HARRIS-Guy Billington, Murray
Insurance Agency
.
MELVA HATCHER-Murray Insurance Agency
NANDA HENDONr.A...B..,Hatcher.. Y,t03,.fttglififf!!'
Bank of Murray
CINDY HERNDON, CPS-Dr. Jack Rose, Superintendent, Calloway County School System
JOYCE KEY-Ed Shinners & Gene Smith, Jr., Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation
ANNIE NANCE-H.Glenn Doran,Peoples Bank
MAYRE BRIGGS-Stan Key, Interim Asst. to
President, MSUDORIS ROWIAND,CPS-Bill Boyd,'President, Peoples
Bank
CAROL SIMS-Bobby Manning, Asst. Vice President.
Bank of Murray
ANN SPANN-Kenneth Adams, Director of Accounting,
& Charles Outland, Director of Resource Analysis &
Reporting, MSU
ANITA J. THOMAS, CPS-Dr. Richard Gray, Vice
President of Administrative Services, MSU
FAYE C. WELLS, CPS-Ltc. Col. Randell G. Routt,
Chairman of Department of Military Science, MSU
MIA WILSON-R. L. Cooper, Calloway County Health
Department JOYCE WOODEN-Ed Shiners & Gene Smith, Sr.,
Vanderbilt Chemical Corporation

;ememailsiorm
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Salute Alla,Vecretaries
During- tvercitiOriai
Secretaries Week

Anna Roth Harris and Christ-pis:x*0rd

Sincere Compliments
To All The Secretaries
ln Murray
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National Secretaries
Week April 23-29, 1978
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Luxurious tanning oils, gels and lotions for
every type of skin For the beginning tan
through the finished park. dark tan

A Special Scioto To
Our Secretaries... Lesa Robertson
Barbaro Thompson and

'Jason Sims, son of Mr. and Mrs.' Ray Sims k
dressed in an outfit from the Donmoor colic( tion from the Step Ladder.

Giady,mehanan

161•Air Skoppial Contirt 113-1795
Nrs. 10 til 6 Mon. Sat. 10 hi I Fri.

1200 Sycamoie
9

753-1492
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SECIETAINES SECTION

- NICE S TN!

The local Chapter of NSA Finalists. After a rigorous
has had or plans to. have elimination process, the
--many activities '5- —finalists for this year are'
place during its annual - Linda Chadwick, Melva
Secretaries Week. On "Hatcher, Doris Rowland,
Friday, April 21, the local CPS, Anita Thomas, CPS,
Chapter held a "Kick-Off" and Mia Wilson. The title of
Luncheon at DeVanti's to .. Secretary of the Yeanfor
honor the„0,_ Chapter 1978 will be announced
Secretaii_:af the Year•_. later in the week. Joyce

Joe N. Prince, Dean
of the College of .Creative
Expression,
Murray
D•
I State University, was
named 1977 Boss-of-theYear by the Murray
Chapter, NSA.

DR.JOE N.PRINCE
BOSS-OF-THE-YEAR,
1977

A native of Crossville,
Prince
Dr.
Illinois,
received his bachelor's
degree from Murray State
his
University, and
master's , and doctoral
degrejo at the University
of Illinois where he served

staff.- Secretaries Day is
Thursday evening at the
Key was chairman of the -- Branch of the Bank of
designated as a time to
Murray.
Woman's Club House with
"Kick-Off" Luncheon.
Wednesday, ApriL
a 1I
w 1 e_d_g
On-Moaday4.pril
District
secretaries, not just • Attorney in Kentucky's
the official day designated
Constantine Curris was the
meditiers of NSA.
,as Secretaries Day. Area
speaker at a miniCaRital City of Frankfort,
The annual Executive .as the guest speaker, The
employers are encouraged
workshop on • Public
*Night Banquet which • is
to take. the oppoKi—
in4 to
speaking-Whieh was --opeTil•
1977 Secretary of the Year,
acknowledge their 00, attended by members of - Annie Nance of Peoples
for all area secretaries to
tributions made during-the-1=- NSA and their employers is
attend. The workshop was
Bank, and Boss of the
sthedu1e41 to take place'on
year by their secretarial
held at the University
Year, Dr. Joe Prince, who
currtntlY on leave from
• Murray State University
•
and serves as th,e. Special
- Assistant to the Chairman
---=---ef-the-Natienal-Entlewenent-for the Arts this year, will
relinquish their titles to the
1978 SOTY and BOTY who
will be announted during
the banquet.
Annie Nahce and Melva
Hatcher are the chairmen
for Friday's activity which
ends the week's festivities
by honoring the 1978
ploring the current and
five years as an assistant
Secretary of the Year and
Senator Adlai E. Stevenson
potential ' roles of the
dean of the College of
Boss of the'-Year at a
III in Washington.
Endowment and the U. S. luncheon and Style Show
Education.
at
Office of Education — the Holiday
In July, 197,7, Dr. Prince
Inn. .Special
training, radio
professional
Dr. Prince has served as
accepted a one-year apannouncements to be
a member of the board of
career development and
pointment as special
broadcast by WNBS radio
the Kentucky Arts Comtraining and retraining of
assistant to the Higher
will also take place during
mission, vice president and
the art educator.
Education Task Force of
the week. .,The local
- board member of the
the National Council on the
He is an active member Chapter
Secretaries Week
Murray - Civic Music
of the • First United Committee
Arts. He is
'serving as
has been
Association, and past
Methodist Church, serving chaired
liaison
between
the
by Carol Sims,and
on the (dmiriistrative
chairman of the Murray-, chairman and the board of
other members of_ the
the National Endowment - .Boartranirequent committee
Calloway —.Minify Social
are Linda
choir soloist.
for the Alts and all of
Concerns Committee. He
Chadwick, Joyce Haley,
member
is
a
of
He
the
a
summer
served one
as
higher education. In this
Melva Hatch..., Joyve ttey,
Murray Rotary Club.
legislative assistant to
capacity, he will be exand Mia Wilson.

We're Proud Of Our Secretaries

They're Helping Us Build Tomorrow Together
• ?).

'I .

Carol Sims, Ne4Grey Allbritten, Wanda Hendon

HcIpin
to live.

IRIES SECTION
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new
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he Year and _
-Year at a
'ptyle Show at
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ements to be
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I
Left to right Vickie Mute,Rebbie Stone and Anita PoynerKiLlk

erawtoilui •

Naked Story, Holly Ulrich and Marguritte Stubblefield

Appliance

Joyce Kty,

Murray's GE Dealer
212 E. Main

701 Main

753-5273

During This National Secretaries Week We
Wish to Tell The Secretaries That...

•

th
annual
secretaries
week
(left) Ruth Pe•kina. Jayne johnson

Purdont-Thurman

Pis

INSURANCE REAL ESTATE

Helping to make Murray a
to live.

bigger and.better place

753-4451

amliitiry.,uourg vorksosaiari

SECRETARIES SECTION

MS
_-

• Code Of Ethics
, .,

.;.. .

The National Secretaries _secretaries - Ameciation
Association (International) stands; to establish, ,
practice, and promote
has the following code of
---4--- —Professiosit- 4tandardstt.
-•
eihiest--and to be ethichl and unRecognizing
the
derstanding in all of our
secretary's position-- Of
business associations.
trust, we resolve in all of
We resolve to promote
our activities to be guided
the interest of the business- by the highest ideals for
in which we are employed;
which
The
National
to exemplify loyalty arid
conscientiousness at all

----Members Attend

CPSBanquet
-.Several members attended throughout the year
CPS Presentation Dinners
hosted by NSA Chapters
throughout the state including the Mayfield
Chapter's CPS Dinner
attended by Mayre Briggs,
Faye Billington. Patsy
Dyer, Anita Thomas, CPS,
and Faye Wells, CPSL and
the PaducatulLeRtuckyLake --Chapter's CPS
Dinner attended by Melva
Hatcher, Mia Wilson, and
.Anita Thomas CJ-'s.

Summary Of 1977
•

CPS Exam Results
The Institute for Certifying Secretaries in
Kansas reports:
In 1977, 2059 experienced
and
secretaries
260
students
took
the
examination for the first
time, and 2798 retook all or
part of the examination. In
1977 CPSs are distributed
as follows: New Takes, 254
experienced
secretaries
and 6 students; Complete
Retakes,
2;
Partial
Retakes, 747; plus 56
students who previously
passed and have since
acquired the necessary
experience; Total CPSs
1065.

:PUrsuit
Begins
At 40

Regular membership in .
. The National SeeretAries
Association(International)
'requires two years of
-secretarial experience
performed within the
framework of NSA's
definition ofs-secretary:
. "A 'secretary shall be
- defined as an executive assistant who possesses a
mastery of office skills,
demonstrates the ability to

—tiniW
ifignity aliadtporse Islaisgaiw7
imder all --ess
direct91"*"isupervisi44-on,
with
tionie.
without
circumstances.
exercises initiative and
We further resolve to
judgment and makes
share knowledge; to endecisions within the scope
courage ambition and
of assigned authority."
inspire hope; and to sustain
faith, knowing that the
eternal laws of God are the
ultimate laws under which
we may truly succeed.

Alija Wilson,TresideOglect
,ot the Calloway-Marshall
--iafor the U.
offtrunssiiin,
Mia Wilson, presidentHome Health Advisory
S. Army and the local
elect of the Murray
Dutch government , Board.
Chapter, is a native of
She h0.steen-a-memberService
repatriation
Brunssum, Holland. She
of the Murray Cbapter of
processing displaced
and her husband, Albert L.
the National Secretaries
'.`Took" Wilson, live near. persons ,..back to their
Association (Int.) for
countries. Since 1962 she
Faxon. I'hey have two
several years, and says
children, Patricia Mrifk: has been employed by the
that her membership in
Calloway` 'County Health
Scott) Seiber - and Mark
this organization has
• is
and
Department
Albert, and one grandson,
helped her to grow not wily
secretary to---the AdAdam Seiber. Mr. Wilson is
in her job, but especially as
ministrator, Mr. R. L.
employed by the Division
-a persset,-"ft-hastattght-me
-at-- Forestry-its---a-forest Cooper-7
what being a secretary is
Mrs. Wilson is also a
Ranger for Calloway
all about." Her greatest
member of the Kentucky
County.
enjoyment is in -being
Public Health Association,
Before coming to the
healthy and living life' to
the Kentucky Home Health
United States, Mia worked
the fullest.
Association, and a member
as secretary to the Mayor
s

..

'1111••••

Secretaries
At Workshop
In September, 1977, Anita
Thomas, CPS, secretary to
Dr. Richard Gray, Vice
AdPresident
for
ministrative Services, and_

The secretory. he keeei the wheels, ol the Sew
' oak,moving With her efficiency, knowledge and pleasant
outlook, she is the backup team of the notion's
lawyers.. We congratulate these women on lobs well
done and for making the world of law that much more
pleasant

siclarY
R.13Yer.
—Pat"
MSU
President Con:
stantine Curris, attended a
two-day profegilional
workshop at Kenlake State
Park entitled "Managerial
Executive
Skills for
Adand
Secretaries
ministrative Assistants."

,calloway County Bar Association
.Founded 1823
JAMES OVERBY,President
Secretary: Dorothy Overby

Local Members
Attend District

=:ivorkers.

STEVE SANDERS, Vice-President
Secretary: Lawanda Harmon

J. WILLIAM PHILLIPS, Secretary-Treasurer
Secretary: Mickey Phillips
•
HAROLD T. HURT
M.RONALD CHRISTOPHER
JO CURRIS
Secretaries:
fredia Cox
Debbie Kimbro
Patty Garrett
Joyce Kline
Lorene Falwell

In October, 1977, the
annual Southeast District
Conference of The National
Secretaries Association
(International) was held in
Mobile, Alabama. Local
NSA members attending
the conference were Mayre
Briggs, Jean Fleming,
Joyce Haley, Faye Wells, •
CPS, Mia Wilson, and Anita
Thomas, CPS. The theme
of the conference was
"Hours-of Leerning-Yeaste—
of Achievement."' Other
seminars held in conjunction with the conference and attended by
the local secretaries were
"Education Is Our Bag,"
"Office Communications,"
"Niiie-Veilia 1 Corn

• Beverly Samia, a mother
of four, who celebrated her
20th wedding anniversary
with husband Richard last
munications." "Personal
year, became a full-time
Financial Planning," and
Secretarial Science major "Assertiviness."
at Fullerton Community
College, Fullerton,
Attitude
California, thanks to the
Surveys continue to
and
$2,000 Research
reveal that the majority of
Foundation
Educational
those persons who lose
scholarship given to her by
their jobs do so because of
NSA International).
Sarnia
Mrs.
their inability to get along
Brea,
From
is a member of the Future • with other people rather
Associatioa, - than because of their lack
Secretaries
of job skills. A secretary
sponsored by the dalencia
cannot succeed without a
NSA Chapter in ,Fullerton.
proper attitude toward the
,She was one of '1,196 FSA
members to ente,s,..thr..,..,.work and toward fellow,
cornrittitIcfn last
•

yY.

Definition Of
Secretary In NSA

Betty Allbritten
MAX PARKER
Secretaries:
Elaine Paschall
Gingy Flora

r.

• DONALD A.JONES
Secretaries:
Linda Chadwick•
Mitzi Jones
ROBERT 0. MILLER
_Secretaries:
Virginia Morgan
Dottie Hale
Sandy Lynch

GEORGE E. OVERBEY,SR.
WM.DONALD OVERBEY
GEO. EDWARD OVERBEY,JR.
Secretaries: Linda Lester
Joy Seavers
NAT RYAN HUGHES
JOHN A. GREGORY,JR.
GARY HAVERSTOCK
Secretaries:
Sandra Adams*
Essie Bailey* . .
Virginia Strohecker
Delma Trotter

•

4

WELLS OVERBEY
Secretary: Joyce Overbey
DAVID BUCKINGHAM
Secretary: Vanessa Erwin
STEVE WEST
Secretary: Tonda West
CIRCUIT JUDGE JAMES M.LASSITER
Secretary: Carolyn Conner
DISTRICT JUDGE SID EASLEY •

L

*Member of NSA
___________________ .o........

...,,,,.., ...10.,,„,........... „..---

...,..,
,..,...... _ .

• • • 11
J

?IA

-member-Chapter of
Secretaries
Int.) for
and says
bership in
tion has
w not wily
ially as
tanght-me- retary is
r greatest
in .being
life. to

Anita Thomas knows tat given secretaries can
have on inexpeniive, dependable transportation when they come see Overby Honda.
. .
• _.

Steele & Allbritten
Plumbing And
Electric Co..
207 So 3rd.
753-5341

OVERBY HONDA
•

—

80t 4th St.
7534092

-

Robert aestReda
Owners and Operators

-

Salute To
Secretaries

Show her you really care
send her a fresh cut flower
arrangement or green plant!

EXTENDS
CONGRATULATIONS
TO ALL
SECRETARIES
THIS WEEK
AND A SPECIAL SALUTE
TO THE MILLIONS
OF ROTC GRADUATES
WORKING IN CIVILIAN,
CIVIL SERVICE
POSITIONS ACROSS
OUR RATION
Military Science Department
Murray State University

L
/81 GARDEN CENTER

500 Nor.th 4th

753-3251

-7 —
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Annie Nance, Joe Prince.Honored In 1977
of 1974, as Legislative
Last year, 1977, during
of • Assistant to Senator Adlai
observance
the
re lies Wk at the --E-.—StevensenT HI, in
Other
Washington.
annual Executive Night
positions 'held during his
Banquet sponsored by and
for the members of the career have been past dean
of the School of Fine Arta
Murray Chapter of The
National Secretaries and past assistant deah-4Association -• -(Inter- the College of Education at
and
State,
• nirtional-),-De-JoelPrines----Murray
and Mrs. Annie -Nance
•
were naineirgiiii'llifie
and
(BOTY)
Year
Secretary of the Year
(SOTY) respectively.
Titles which will be given
to another boss- and
the -annual
banquet On nth rsda
evening, April 27,1978.
The Murray Chapter
Dr, Prince, who is
had a variety of
NSA
'
from
leave
on
currently
educational, as well as
Murray State University
entertaining, programs
where he has served as
this past year, aside from
Dean of the College of
regular monthly business
Creative Expression, is
meetings.
this year serving as the
The new year began in
the
to
Special Assistant
July with a pot luck dinner
Chairman of the National
held at the North Branch of
Endowment for the Arts in
the Bank of.!Murray, for
Washington. His specific
members and guests.
assignment while working
August came along with
at the Endowment is to
a
meeting at the North
for
direct- the staff effort
Branch of .the Peoples
the Task Force on the
Bank, 'where the regular
Educating, Training, and
meeting was followed by a
for
Develop ent
discussion entitled
group
and
Artists
Professi
-Boss on the Spot," where
Arts Ed ators. He also
groups were asked to
served, dfrng the summer

assistant professor at the
University of Illinois. He is
a member of the board of
the Kentucky Arts Cornmission, and belongs to
and
civic
numerous
professional organizations.
-Mrs. Nance, secretary to
H. Glenn Doran, chairman
of the Board of the Peoples

Bank, has been very aaiire
in NSA, holding offices of
Chapter vice president anii
recording setreta.She
has also served as chairman of numerous NSA
committees. She is a
member_ of the Murray
Business and Professional
Women's Club, holding

Nance 4-very aett
o-f T3resident, vice
ffic'
various civic organizad7
recording
president and
and is a member of the
secretary. She is a member
FirstBaptistchurch_
a the l'ilirricay Bustriess and
Other past Secretaries of
Women's'
Professional
Year have been Neva
the
of
Club, holdingoffices
Allbritten, Patsy
Grey
president,- vice president
Delma Trotter,
Dyer,
.
and recording secretary.
and Faye
She was voted "Woman of - Bettye Baker,
CPS.
Wells,
Mrs.
the Year" for- 1970-71.

Localthapter Has Many Programs
- hypothetical
resolve
and
situations
"predicaments" in which a
boss might find himself.
The Murray Insurance
Agency opened its .new
offices for ,the September
meeting, where, after
having a tour of the new
facilities, the speaker,
Jane Rogers, Coordinator
of Cooperative Programs,Department'of Cooperative Experimental
-and
Educatien,at Murray State
explained
University,
"How You Can Be More
Successful and Enjoy It."
November found the
chapter meeting at the

Calloway County Health
Center, where R. L.
Cooper, Administrator of
the Calloway County
Health Department, and
employer of one of the
members, !ilia Wilson,
"Comon
spoke
munications- and how they
could be used more effectively.
The annual Christmas
dinner was enjoyed by
,piembe,rs and their spouse
anci.cir guests_..at the
Woman's
Murray
Clubhouse. Entertainment
was provided by several of
the chapter's talented
members, who arranged

• .
their own medley of
Christmas carols. The
guest pianist was Emma
Dean Lawson.
The Calloway County
Circuit Courtroom was the
scene of the February
the
in
meeting,
"Prejudicial Court of Poor
-Procedures,". where
members found themselves in a simulated trial,
vs CPS,"
"Non-CPS
wherein a local CPS Was
charged with "suppressing
the
depressing
and
secretarial profession by
promoting and attaining
the CPS rating." The jury
was the audience.

Speaker for the March
meeting, held at the North
Branch of the Bank of
Murray. was Attorney
Donald A. Jones, employer
of NSA member Linda
Chadwick, who enlightened
the chapter on "No-Fault
Insurance," which was,
followed by, a questiohanswer period and group
-discussion.
April findi the -chapter
busy with the task of
eletting officers for - the
new year beginning June,
with the installation of new
officers to be hetet at the
May -meeting - REAQY
TO BEGIN A NEW YEAR!

rit**31

givejvu the Best bankservice?

GliThoil

Will." It's a postive attitude to
It's not just an empty voice, it's
your financial requests and
the voices of the secretaries at
needs. If Annie or Doris can't
Peoples Bank. Annie Nance and
help you, they will know who
Doris Rowland, secretaries to H.
can. Come in today, to bank or
Glenn Doran, Chairman of the
just to visit, and see how
Board, and William M. Boyd,
- President afe—m-embers of NSA. - refreshing a positive attitude can
be
They, along with the rest of the
folks at Peoples Bank, are
dedicated to'two words..."We
... at the Willing Bank!

GVVE
Will!

* lett to rry
* Shelia C

PEOPLES/13ANK
MURRAY
Mumersi

KY.

FDIC

****)

•
4.
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We Salute
Secretaries
During
National
Secretaries Week

* left to right: Linda Jackson, Wanda Watkins,
W., Shelia Cain and Rudy Van Dyke.

"We're Proud of
Our Secretaries"
arolyn Outland and Cindy Cleaver

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
641 South
753-2617

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Peating & Air Conditioning
Commercial, Refrigeration Service
•

*************************

802 Chestnut

•

!

MIA WILSON, secretary to R. L Cooper, administrator of the Calloway County Health
Department.

UNDA CHADWICX,secretary to Donald Jones,
attorney at law.

MELVA HATCHER, secretary to Bob Balington,
Murray Insurance Agency.

FINALISTS
for the

Secret
Of The Year
• Award
a

DONS ROWLAND, CPS, secretary to WiNiam
Itoyd, president of Peoples lank.

One of the five finalist, pictured on this
page with their bosses, will receive the
"1978 Secretary of the Year" award from
the Murray Chapter.
The winner will be named at the local
chapter's annual ExecutiVe Night banquet
to be held al the Holiday Inn on Thursday,
April 27.

ANITA THOMAS, CPS, executive secretary to
Dr Richard Gray, vice president for Administrative Service* MS4).
fei?
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We'' Are _Proud
To Salute The
National Secretaries Assoc
saute to secretaries

Maim- fic (gauntry
Xttr.

Jim Fain
Motors, Inc.

PHONE (502) 753 8078

annual
secretaries
week

' Dodge,trysler, Plymouth
siosycamourstree
Murray,KY

KING'S DEN
"The" Store irsi Men
PHONE 502 755 0550

Owner-

SVL AtR SHOPPING- CENTER

Billy Bromism

Sport Coats
Suits
Belts
Ties
Pants
Shirts

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY

Best Wishes
To AU Of The
Secretaries Of Murray

Stet Manager
entrai Shopping Centei Murray

, adealth

ary to
or Ad-

Joann Simmons

Buford Hurt

ongratulations
Secretaries

f

Newfrom Merle Norman
always makes Beauty Headlines
Meer) Nui nui hat an exciting array 01 eXCIUSIVe
care nail core and
1-1240-the-rnetute fashion makeup all formulated
o het you become a lovelier more beautiful yOL

R

cretaries Get...
Name Brands,
Latest Styles and
Discount Prices
at

Hats
Off

To Our
Local
-e

- Secretaries
During

National Secretaries
Week

r1eW PrOCIUCS Vcx COMOSAIOn

Come in today to find WI the 'good 50Wr
horn Merle Norman
etteluiPAIN Ql

MERLE

noRmnn COSMETIC STUDIO

.c.=.„,..,......,
I
403So Itth

'MGM

salute to secrrtaries

7
ol e

L(0

th
a
annual 11
secretaries
, week

*pedal
tutstott,Xtb.
Bypass121, Murray
nic==x1111==104=
-:=41e-1

gitlfrs

'

Jim's Shoe
Outlet
Southside Shopping Center
Murray,Ky.

Bel-Air
Wishy Washy
Coin Laundry-Dry Cleaners
0.1. kin
Owner

Bei- Ait* Shopping Center

Phone
753-9167

-.Nammenik

.21111•112. .21M101111.

We Salute &
Appreciate

COMPliMentS
To

All Secretaries

Secretaries

during this week
and all year too

Bel-Air
Decor Store

Donald E. Henry Sr.

A-1

Bol-lir Shopping Courtin

State farm
Insurance Agen:

114-3642
104 N. 4th

753-9935

si
PROCLAMATION.SIGNED — Calloway County Judge-Executive Robert 0. Miller and
Murray Mayor Melvin B. Henley recently signed a'proctamation designating this week
as Secretaries' Week in Murray and Calloway County. Present for the ceremony were,
left to right, Joyce Key, Melva Hatcher, Carol Sims, Anita Thomas, cps, Linda Chadwick
and Mia Wilson. '

Secretaries' Week
Proclaimed Here
WHEREAS, in
the
recognition
of
secretary', the week of
April 23-29 has been
designated as Secretaries
Week; and '
WHEREAS, in keeping
with the best tradition of
profession,
their
secretaries are accepting
vital responsibilities and
are performing important
roles in commerce, industry, and government;
and
WHEREAS,the efforts of
these professionals and
their many contributions to
the nation's progress are
significant; and
WHEREAS, to recognize
the secretaries now doing
their jobs diligently and to
encourage others to enter
this worthy career, it is
essential that rightful
acknowledgment be given
their talents;

NOW, THEREFORE, I,
Robert 0. Miller, County
Judge of Calloway County,
Kentucky, and Melvin B.
Henley, Mayor of the City'
of Murray, Kentucky, do
hereby proclaim the week
of April 23-29, 1978,
Secretaries Week and ask
that all business and industry join in giving due
recognition to- this, group,
paying special attention to
SECRETARIES DAY on
Wednesday, April 26, 197(
WITNESS
IN
WHEREOF, We have
hereunto set my hand and
caused the seal of the city
of Murray and the seal of.
the Caurity of Calloway to'
be affixed this *hie 5th day
Of April, 1978.
Robert O. Miller, Judge
Calloway County, Kentucky
Melvin B. Henley, Mayor
City of Murray,Kentucky

t*
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1 ev- I
Yellow Store
Is Pleased
To Salute The
Murray Chapter
of The National
Secretaries Association.
Wanda Hendon (seated) is
wearing .c) dress from our
"Shawn Originals" collection
and Neva Grey Allbritten is
wearing o suite from. our "Ivy
Stevens"collection.-

5. oi
ft

ES SECTION

salute to secretaries

Joyce Haley, Chairman of, 1978
1 Secretary of the Year Models
one of the many formal fashions.
from...

k

1

SPORTING GOODS
12N IL Obislood

L11.41311 P.M.

The Showcase
•

We Appreciate
the Secretaries

Our Shop To In'clude:
Wicker Furniture
Wicker Accessories
Pictures
Mirrors
Monogrammed
Glassware
Kitchen Ware
Tableclothes
Placemats
Napkins
Bedspreads
Novelties

Fon
Is

Ivy

e"

Jean Fleming

Watch for our
opening date and

- Come lls.Us On
Hwy.641 North
• 1203 Johnson Ave
NMurray, Ky.
Englnereri-Plonnent-Lond Surveyors

Murray;
Bob Bunn, B.Ph.

We Maintain A Complete Record of All Tem Family's
Prescription Purchase

121-By-Pass

Is

Phone 753-1462
109S0. 4th

adjoining Wiggins Fermata's
J. P.1 Trisha Nesbitt, Owners
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What is a prlessionar
"
secretary?
•
...asked Dr. Rita Huff,
Ed.D., CPS, CPA, Deep of
.the Institute for Certifying
Secretaries. She answered _
her question by stating that
the position that any
vocation holds in a society
depends not solely on the
work of the vocation but on
the esteem in. which it is
--- held by societra
What are the factort that
give a vocation.the Status
of a profession?. These
criteria represent a fair
yeardstick. If
these
characteristics are
examined, it will be seen
that some are met pretty
well by certain trades or
_occupations. But we cannot
a.identify a profession by the
application of only a few of
the characteristics. All
must be considered.
A profession involves

activities essentially inrequirements for selected
stands as high as ant.more
life career and permanent
towar:d
.tellectual. A secretary's
profec_cionA I group_
profegsineal fields are;
--menabea,ship. --The
professionalizing the
•
wor-k..- is eSSentially mental
years for medicine, 6 for
position
of
secretarial profession lags
secretary when
A profession has a
.7- the true professional
law and 4 for teaching. The
it founded the Institute for
farthest behand, primarily
closely knit organization. If
must learn new facts secretarial profession has
14cause the :secretarial
Certifying Secretaries than
all members of the
-Tcontinuously- Ond use them a long distance toga hpfore
-group is made up almost -- had ever been done before?, - -secretariat
profession
as basis for many decisions attaining full professional
entirely of women. The
However, in order to be a
became members of NSA
each day. The good status as far as "extended
position of secretary was
member of the secretarial
and strived to reach its
secretary must be a
preparation" is concerned.
used as a stop-gap until
profession. one is not
goals through educational
student,constantly striving
A Profession demands
young women married and
required to be a CPS. For
growth, secretaries would
to learn more about skills continuous in-service
assumed family responthat reason the whole'area
make tremendous strides
and
the
business growth. One of the pur- _ sibilities.' Now
becoming __a
at secretarial Weak does_ Aoward
more
organization-.
poses of NSA is continuing
women are continuing to
not fulfill this criterion
recognized profession.
A profession commands _education. Many NSA
work after marriage. Thig
although those people who__ _While we have , glade
a
of—speciatized- meetings
-are devoted to
when we approach
are CPSs do.
tremendous advances in
knowledge. Many areas of increasing members'
professionalism.
A profession exalts
the attainment of the
the secretary's knowledge knowledge. CPS seminars
A profession sets its own
service above personal
standards by which we are made up of -skills. are excellent learning
standards. There are rki
gain. This is one criterion
measure professional
Comm.unication and situations for praCticing
minimum requiretnerltS lot -In which many professions
tbere kre affirmany
knowledge of company secretaries.
entering the business world
tend to fall apart. The
areas where much more
policies are more abstract
A profession affords a
as a "secretary." NSA did
secretarial
profession
progress must be made.
and diverse and oftentimes more difficult to
master.
A profession requires
extended preparation. The
secretarial profession falls
short.
College

For the past nine, examination the first time
semesters, Murray State_ she takes, it. If she successfully . passes all six -University has offered
review courses to help : parts, she is awarded the
of
Certified
secretaries across West rating
Professional
Secretary,
Kentucky prepare . themwhich - to secretaries is
selves for the Certified
equivalent to that of the
Professional Secretary
Certified Public Accoun(CPS)examination.
tant rating for accountants.
The first class was ofA candidate, however, is
fered in the Spring of 1974
giVen five years to pass all
with an enrollment of 27.
six sections of the two-day
Represented in the initial
examination, which is
class were secretaries
from Paducah, Cadiz, given one time each year
and involves two sessions
Mayfield, Murray, the
Land Between the Lakes, of six hours each. After
successful completion of
Smithland, Benton and
one or more sections of the
Princeton.
examination, an applicant
Although primarily
may take one or more
taught and directed by Dr.
sections, thereafter, until-a,
LaVerne C. _Ryan, an
successful completion of all
assistant professor in the
six parts. Failure to
Department of Business
Adand
Education
The vast majority of
ministrative Management,
applicants
for
the
examination are
many of the sessions are
secretaries currently
team-taught by selected
faculty with expertise in
employed in the area. Since
the program was initiated
the area being covered at
the time.
26 years ago by the InThere are six parts to the
stitute for Certifying
CPS examination, another
secretaries, a department
of which is scheduled to be
of The National Secretaries
given at the "University
Association (InMay 5 and 6, and each
ternational),
semester three parts of it
secretaries have been
are covered in the review
certified in Kentucky, four
courses at Murray State.
of whom are located in
The six parts are: •
Murray.
nave oeen centileo in
Part I, ,Environmental
Kentucky, four of whom
Relationships in Business;
are located in Murray.
Part II, Business and
To date, 11,124 have
Public Policy.; Part
earned the right to use the
Economics of Marketing;
CPS designation by passing
Part, IV. , . Financial
the six parts of the
Analysis and Mathematics
examination;which is open
of Business; Part V,
to all secretaries who meet
Communications and
the specific educational
4'Decision Making; and Part
I, requirements in comVI,("Bice Procedures.
bination with speeitiep
A CPS applicant must
years
of' verified
Lake all six parts of the
secretarial experience.

MURRAY STATE
UNIVERSITY

d

UR NSA MEMBERS: Eight of Murray State's 10 members of the National Secretaries Association,
International are shown above. They are, from the left Linda Farley, secretary to Murray State
Foundation Secretary and Treasurer Billy Joe Puckett Mary Briggs, secretary to Acting Administrative Assistant to the President Stan key; Patsy Dyer, secretary to President Constantine W.
Curris and secretary to the Board of Regents; Anita Thomas, secretary to Vice-President for Administrative Services Richard C. Gray' Faye Wells, records supervisor, Department of Military
Science; Sara Alexander. secretary to Director of Personal Services George Stockton; Bettie Ann
Spann, secretary to Charles Outland, director of resources analysis and reporting and Nan Dunn,
secretary to Dr. Rex Galloway,chairman of the Department of Management

We Appredate Ail of Our

Fine, Efficient Secretaries
and extend to them
best wishes during this

National SeCretaries Week
From The Students, Faculty and Staff
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A
Special Thank You
To Our
Secretaries
Mary W. Allbritten
and
Minunia Croil

Supports The

National
Secretaries
Assoc'ral tion

•
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•
•
•

•
•

•
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'Larry Guthrie and Debbie Cagle
•
•
•
•

Western Dark 3
pan I Fired-Tobacco
1=Rd,/ : Association- •

e Salute The

National
Secretaries
Association
120 SO,4TH
PADUCAH
442-9331

115 SO. 4TH ST.
- MURRAY*
753-1763

IN MARSH"CO
TOLL FREE 527.1624

206 Maple

•
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salute to secretaries
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Congratulations ,
To The
National Secretaries
Association
cp4POItC=X
Mrs. Marsha Faris
•

We Appreciate Your Business

SettleWorkman
E. Main, Downtown Shopping Center

Congratulations
N.S.A.
We Salute Our Secretary
Mrs. Marsha Farris

0111111.8.I

PURDOM
Olds • Pealisc 01141111K

Where You Will Always
Find Quality Merchandise
at a Reasonabte Price

-Satisfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern"

1406 West Main • 753-5315

A Special
"Thank-You"
To Our
Secretaries
we're Proud
Of You

-Murray Electric
System
753-5312
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William

;

Mr. William M. Boyd,
President of the Peoples
Bank, was named the 1976

dliamed 1976 Boss Of The Year
Boss-of-the-Year by the
Murray Chapter.
In
a
professional

M.C. Garrott Named
1975 Boss Of The Year
• For the past 10_ years,
-Mr. Garrott, a native of
Mayfield,
has
been
Director of Information
and Public Service at
Murray State University.
Before coming to Murray,
he was Director of Public
Relations at Morehead
State University. For 17
years, Mr. Garrott was
with the advertising and
sales proroptirm department of the Ralston Purina
Company, living in St.
Louis.
A member of the Murray
Rotary Club and the author
of a twice-a-week human

SECRETARIES SECTION

interest column in the.
Murray Ledger & Times,
Mr. Garrott is an avid
golfer and has the distinction of having scored six
holes-in-one in his golfing
career.. He was honored by
the Murray Chapter of NSA
in 1975 as its Boss-of-theYear.
Mrs. Garrott is the
former Cathryn Coleman
Mayfield, and they have
'three children: Steve, a
professor of marketing at
Troy
I
-- State
University; Kay,a systems
representative with Xerox
in Louisville; and Jeffrey,
Murray.

capacity, he has served on
Degree from the Univerthe Advisory Board,
sity of Kentucky and his
Computer Services, Inc.
M.S. degree from the
and as a Board Member of
Graduate - School. of
Kentucky
West
the
Banking,
Madison,
Bankk
Chapter,
Wisconsin. He has also
ciOne graduate. work at
Administration Institute.
Murray State-University.
Active in community
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd have
affairs, he is a member of
the Murray Chamber of four children, Melanie
Commerce, member and (Mrs. Walker) Newton of
Gravel Switch, Kentucky,
past president of the
Michael, a pharmacist
Kiwanis Club, Chairman-cif
the Board of the Murray', _• living in
Lexington,
Electric System, and past Kentucky, Martin, and
chairman of the Red Cross - Alan of Murray.
An outstanding speaker,
Blood Bank. He has also
Mr. Boyd has appeared on
served as a Board Member
numerous programs for
of the Regional Blood Bank
NSA as a speaker and
and on the Finance
panelist. He has been a
Committee of the Boy
supporter of the Murray
Scouts of America.
A member of the C:hapter since its inception:
University Church of
Christ, Mr. Boyd is a
Deacon, a Sunday School
teacher, member of the
Finance Committee, and
Church Treasurer. r`
He received his B.S.

SECRETARIES
DAY

Neva Grey Allbritten
FistSecretarrOf Year
The Murray Chapter's
first Secretary-Of-TheYear was Neva Grey
Allbritten. Mrs. Allbritten
has been employed by tte
Bank of Murray for a
number of years. She was
secretary to the president
for many years,and is now
vice president.
She was president of the
Murray Woman's Club for
two years. She has also
been secretary, treasurer,
and, presently is on the
Advisory Council of the
Board of the Murray
Woman's Club. She served
as aide to the president of
the Kentucky Federation of
Women's Clubs for two
years and as chairman of
the Scholarship Fund for
two years.

charter member of the
Murray chapter, she has
been treasurer, has served
on various committees,
and was named Secretaryof-the-Year in 1971.
Among her other ., activities were secretary of
the Murray Country_Club
and board member for four
years; Mother Patroness of
Alpha - Sigma
Alpha
sorority, MSU; aids the
DECA
and
FBLA
programs annually;
treasurer and member of
the Board of Directors of
Murray Civic
Music
Association for the past 19
years; county treasurer for
the Arthritis Fund Drive
for 10 years.
She is a member of First
Christian Church, and has
served in various offices of
the Christian Women's
Fellowship.
Mrs. Allbritten and her
husband, James Rudy,
have one daughter, Lynda,
and two grandsons.

A Message

From President
Jimmy Carter
From 1/W White House,
President Jimmy Carter
has issued a Secretaries
Week message expressing
appreciation and respect
for the achievements and
abilities of professional
secretaries. A copy of the
text was received by Anita
J. Thomas, CPS, president,
Murray Chapter of NSA.
NSA sponsors Secretaries
Week which is observed
during the last full week in
April of each year.
President Carter's letter
read:
Secretaries Week. 1978

•

SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS — Recipients of the Mary Alice Trotter Memorial Scholarship,given annually by the Murray Chapter
are, left lb right, Linda K. Chaney of Calloway County High and Carol Lynn Montgomery of Murray High. Presenting the awards
are Sandra Adams and Essie Bailey of the scholarship committee. Annually, Mrs. Gladys Reynolds of Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
mother of the'Late Mary Alice Trotter, contributes to this scholarship fund which is given to two students pursuing a secretarial
career.

privInatebothsettrCal
s bo
life aonur
d
economy, the quality of all
professional achievements
rests greatly on the
abilities of the secretary.
"Grateful citizens
everywhere,therefore, join
in fitting tribute to a
profession which has such
a prominent Lpart in
maintaining the efficiency,
vitality and strength of
American society." '
'This annual observance
e. gives apKopriate etpression to Sur thanks and
our respect for the'
secretaries who add so
much to our national
progress and well-being. I
personally welcome the
chance to applaud their
conscientious and effective
work."
Jimmy Carter ._

c.ar,

Alor
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Joyce Wooden
Murray

CABLE-VISION
751-5005

South 12th St., Murray

Ige

PROVIDING MURRAY'S MOST COMPUTE
PERSONAL AND BUSINESS
INSURANCE SERVICE
BEL-AIR CENTER TELEPHONE 753-4751
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Sara Alexander and and Ann Spann admire a suit from our Kings
Ridge Collection.

Children's Books'
Bibles-References
Inspirations
Sports
Cook Books
Science Fiction
Novels
Ky.Books

We
Solute
The Fine
Secretaries
of Murray

We Specie/ Order, Im print,books quickly

Ae e0OhinOnh
Secretaries are the Greatest!

Downtown Murray

Southeast Corner of the Court Square
Ph. 753-7222
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._
until 1968. Under his
The"latg
- Ralph H.
leadership, the . ,school's
Woods was the Murray
enrollment increase from
Chapter's first Bees-of-the565 to more than 7,000, and
Year. He was selected aad
the faculty from 62 to more
honored at the first
than 376.
Executive Night banquet in
An internationally known
April, 1972.
educator, Dr. Woods was a
Dr. Woods was president
.native Virginian. He,
of Murray State from 1946r -

received his Ph.B degree at
he was professoc of
Association.
Berea College, his B.S. In
education at the University
In 1948 Dr. Wood was
Agriculture and M. A. of Kentucky. In 1936, he
requested by the U.S.State
degrees_ at_the UniversitY
became
Director _ __el
Department. to go • tOof Kentucky, his Pti.D at Nocational, Education in
Greece on a special
Cornell University, and the
Kentucky and served in:
'
I- mission to assist with the
LL.D. at Eastern Kentucky..., that capacity until 1945. He
rehabilitation of schools
University.
__was President of - the. ,, there . and to aid in the
For_ a gumber of years, American Vocational
realignment of educational
,
objectives with special
emphasis
on
rural
education. In 1940,.he
.,..-. served as a member of the
White-House-Conference ori
Dr. Harry M.Siniki, one -Woods as President* of -- with
Irvington:Kentucky. They Children in a Democracy.
a
meaning-fie
of
the
best-known
message. This approach
have three children, Harry,: He was also C,onsultunt to
educators and speech- • Dr. Sparks earned his A. •
him
has
brough
Jr., Phillip, and Susan.
the Advisory, Cononiteicin
,makers in the Com- B. degree, with honors, at
widespread popularity, and
He is an active member of the Council on National
Transylvania College-Tr
monwealth, was selected in
of the First United Defense, Director of the
lie is-in demand as a
1973 as their Boss-of-theLexington, Kentucky, and
'speechmaker in Kentucky
Methodist Church, and-lilt" War Training Program in
Year by the, Murray_ received his M. A. and Ed. - aswell as other states.
Sunday School teeeher and Kentucky. and a. member
D. degrees from the
Chapter.
Dr.Sparks is married to
a
Member
the of the National Advisory
of
"--University of Kentucky.
Administra
former
Stiles
of
0.
Lois
_ Committee on Vocational
the
tive Board.
Dr. Sparks became the
His „first
teaching
5th president of Murray
assignment, in 1930, was in
State University in 1968, a two-room
elementary
'and served in that capacity - school in
Breckinridge
until his retirement in 1973.
County, Kentucky. He has
He first became associated
served as a teacher, coach,
with Murray State in 1948
principal and superin:_•,
as an Associate Professor
tendent.
of Education. In 1952, he
Dr. Sparks is well-known
was appointed chairman of
throughout Kentucky for
the
Department
of
his
activities
in
Education. He continued in
professional education •
_ _
this position until 1963 when
•
associations. In 1960 he
he was elected State served as president of
the
-Superintendent of Public- - Kentucky
Educatioir---:-----nniteistaoingfan44--itsire-to6;.
Instruction. He completed--H5soe4atton,. sea
.•
• _his term
as State handled numerous other
Superintendent just a few
leadership assignments.
days before he was chosen
As a speaker, Dr. Sparks
to succeed Dr. Ralph H. combines a humorous
style

Ham(Sparks Selected In 1973

e •

War Training for Out-ofSchool Youth.
Among his other honors
were: 1944 Man of the Year.
for service to Kentucky
agriculture; distinguished
service. award ,by the
Kentucky 4ssociaiton of
Soil Conservation Districts
, m1952; Man of the Year by
„ the Murray chamber of
Commerce in 1959.
Dr. Woods was a former
-- District Gwvernor of
Rotary International. He
was the author of three
books. He was listed irt
'World Biography" which
included outstanding in'ternational leaders from 60
dallofr46&
Woods died Sepr 25, 1973.

ELAM CHM

{ vrtirup 011at ... the_ philosophy of the secretarial profession embobies
a founbation of logic nub learning,. ethics dub integrity, Comitsy an?)
bt.of-lisusfit- to otber

... the principal obligation of a secretary is t., function as a support to
management all?) to inatasc hit cffcctiticuess of tlic executiue;

Buford Hurt Named
Mr. Hurt has received
Named as the 1974 Bossnumerous
of-the-Year by the Murray
outstanding
achievement 'awards for
Chapter, NSA, was Buford
excellence
Hurt; State Manager of the
in
his
profession. He was named
Woodmen of the World Life
-Man of the Year" in 1961
Insurance Company.
by the Murray Chamber of
Mr. Hurt holds his B.S.
Commerce.
degree from Murray State
University, and his M.S.
#egree from the University
of Kentucky. He has taken
special life insurance
courses
at Southern
During 1977-78. the
MethodistJJniversity.
Kentucky Division of NSA
Before
becoming
associated with W. 0. W.,' has been under the
leadership of the following
Mr. Hurt taught school in
officers: President,
Calloway County and
Maudie Buckley, CPS,
served_ ,as Principal of the
Hazel School.
Hopkinsville: PresidentHe is very active in.. Elect, Mary Ellen Pfost,
CPS, Paducah; Vice
community projects and
President, Lois D. Knepp....
has been on-the MurrayCPS;Louisville; Secretary,
Calloway County Airport
Juanita Monroe, FrankBoard, Murray Municipal
fort: Treasurer, Imogene
Housing Commission, and
Graves, Bowling Green:
American Red Cross. He
and Immediate Past
was recently elected to the
Board
President, Wilma Yeary,
of
Directors,
Murray
Frankfort.
Chamber
of
Officers are elected
Cornmetce. A Member of
annually at the state-wide
the_First United Methodist
meeting of all NSA
Churclv, he has taught a
Chapters in May. This
Sunday SCho91 class and is
year's annual meeting is
a
member
. the
scheduled to be hosted by
Administrative BOa
the --Paducah-Kentucky
He and his wife,
former Stella Ray, have „lake Chapter of NSA.
two sons, Harold, a local -7-Patsy Dyer, of the local
"Iittorney, and Richard, a
MurrChapter, served
physician with the Mayo two years, as state
Treasurer of
Clinic.

Kentucky
Officers

..4

. t secretary occupies a position of caufibruce, trust, atilt responsibiliX
_
_
auil accepts-this .positiou as a priuilegt to suarb =OWN;
. . . serretariai cxrclicnce rcqtrirys romprehensilte ebuctiimut1 preparation;
a secretarly, striues for .seff-improtlemeut. thraugh a program of
continuing cNicatiow,
... thy maintenance of high stanbars is essential to the continuing
Otialiceineitt of the werretatiat profession;
,
....Ale qualifications of a secretary 4rc enhanreb by a businesslike
bsemeatior an?) by frienliness, cooperation, goo?) Ilumor,anb enthusiasm;
a

•

..•a srcretarv shota assume rrp
,1
people-totvarb secretarial carcers;_
.

i1itfot

ithiu8quzdifirb gouttil

a secretarial career is both chaffeititing

Vrlituing. . IZberefore bebicate myself to preserue •ziii6 to practice
these principles alio to upholb them at all times With ?liquifu. an.0 honor.
over4.4

THE NATIONAL SECRETARIES'ASSOCIATION (International
)
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Get The

"Total Look"

,

at

Leta's Beauty Salon

MOM'S rood

•Giant Sillier_
Market

YOUR KEY TO VALUE
- •

Leta Taylor, owner & operator

516 Main, Murray, Ky •

Our Prices Help
•
•-You Stay Ahead

Bel-Air Sboppiptcenter

0,

Along With eight other operators trained
to give you the look you want.
753-8282
1600 Dodson
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SECRETARIES
During

National Secretaries Week
;•-•%
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Debbie Hill, Norma Perrin

Carroll V.W.
800 Chestnut Street
H1ll10101111111111U1111H1111101111111H1

alieeTh •

Murray
Home & Auto Store

*

Northside Shopping Center
Ph. 753-2571
*************************t

Our Compliments
,To All
Secretaries
During Their Week

Racer Oil
Company
1000 Chestnut

ns

We SaluteThe
Secretaries

Fashion Ropes!

Joyce odds a super rope-wrappild sos
to tie rope wedge ond heats up the already red-hot =was
wadi* story!

-Specializing In Design
Decorating"
Secretaries We Salute You!

We Salute You! Secretaries

ti
itor.

Chestnut St.

753-5434
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E.
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Pictured here is Betty Dixon,Mariam Potts and Kathy Ernstberger

a
=

We here at West Kentucky Rural Electric handle many ac-

==
a=

counts and it is imperitiye that your account is kept in good or

sok/a to!weak!

th
annual
secretaries
week

We depend on our efficient Secretaries to do this.
We Congratulate Our Secretaries as well as All Secretaries
-a

==

I

and Members of the local chapter of the National Secretaries Association.

Wed Kentucky Rural Electric
Cooperative Corp.
Mayfield, Kentucky

Phone 753-5012
E.

imilmimimitimmongow
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